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1. OBJECTIVES
 

T'e mafn om~ectives of 'tneC'Mekong "omm1Uee .......ibs
nelgat ong"" 

using LANDSAT-2 data ares follows 

- A. Short-term objectives 

By both photo-interpretation and automatic data processing 
echiquesAttsupp J bytth dtA-£9orkted ah fild'ssurveys, establish 

V,".. Land., -:e-.'pe-do-,enmorpfo maps' ioy andadd.-capabitty 

of the lower Mekong,'basinjAW . Wt'tii;&J' .,i:>r. 

S qp..5 showing.prima% forests and deciduous fo-rest areas; 

n . :I b KMapstsho~ingA cbnsecfti~et, f.,lod 'nd( dr~inge Cpttei'ns "bf 

B. Long-term objectives . ra a-. r .:. -., 

Organise a research programme for,clapsification of
 

agricultural crops and land use, and for soil moisture monitoring
 

2w;:ls;TECHNIQUSS lo :- I~, 

I and'delvern 

For the identification of LANpDSA-2 data the test area of 

the lower Mekong basin is defined by a convex ,DQlygonwith five 

corners .a'; fo.lows ,. y 

.V..i..1:- Alo- Ir-----6 aed 

2.-t- .. CDat'a~gflaflty I, 

-- '_ 

200 00'N 100 00'..S0jJ 
" 2 200 00' N 1060 00 E 

0 0 

i'6..Oi3:Nvy i.10 O00k-,E7 i-1: *-i,,z 

Ten LANDSAT ground tracks and 55 LANDSAT scene frames cover
 

the entire test area of dboi6a00,00 km -hich cover the whole Lao PDR
 

-.-,.C , 'ad 
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and Kampuchea, the north and northeast Thailand, and the Mekong delta 

and the highlands in Southern Viet-Nam (Map lJ. .8 . 

The data output received during the period of investigation 

is listed in Annex 1. 

The, quality of the imagery from LANDSAT-2 has improved very 

considerably in comparison with those from LANDSAT-l; moreover certain 

gaps in LANDSAT!l .data.of cloudy areas,-especiaily over the Annamite 

mountain chain are being filled mnow.
 

- "'The eiiviy "time (befweeri "date the picture' are 'taken and 

received-n_aBangkok), was, approximately 2 months 'and 20 days, which 

is for the purpose of our investigations :quite" satisfactorily. 

Ground truth collection
 

2.2.1 A exhsie oerale' 

An extensive ground truth coverage was.conducted-f.or
 

the preparation of thematic maps. Ground control or verification
 

was carried out mainly on the basis of aerial photograph 'and maps,
 

made available by the national offices concerned in the four riparian
 

countries. Though this information&was,,often..rather.old (1954 to
 

1960), comparison with satellite data made it possible to update 

vegetational unitstlnia generalypreise manner. Thb 4rly maps 

and aerial phofd;r'aphs-ier& also used to prepare the'md's b' "rah 
"
 for which only poor quality images were aveilable':; The ujdating,
 

in this case, lacks precision. especially for the province of Loei
9 

in Thailand and for thFd'6 located west-of the Mekong'bTetween 

Luang Prabang and Paklay in Lao PDR. 

In some areas,' thd 'absenceof ,any documentation and the 

impossibility of carrying out ground truth observations 'madeit 

difficult to identify and,'describe vegetation'al formations, as in 

the northern part *fLao PDR and the areas located northeast of Thakhek.
 

Ground truth controls were also carried out in the north

eastern provinces of Thailand but they were rather limited.
 

/2.2.2 
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, , An .intensive coverage -~ - ., , .;'z'f 1 ; <-t2-2,42 


A more detailed ground truth coverage was .conducted
"'""-"~ "...~ I .;, be - s d"" "1:' ' I frmtost i the
 
Por P U f ouo atibds-to bsed inth
ng fteldAofnfrov i 

computer supervised classificatncn:'Tto bdsic dkte Ctelonf' 

systems 1for ,obt-inring ,the ground-trutkxobservations during the time 

that I;ANDSAT-.::s;telli;e passes .eyertwo selected-,sites-for,. perod 

of onhe year starting from August 1975 were carried out. These test 

sites were the, area alug mb&cJyothin Highway from Km. 29 just north 

of Don MuaiigoAirport.to Km. 65 Wang Noi District) and the areain 

'TaMbOf Ban Khan, a -subdtsh-ict"otf-Konug t& 'Dwstrict, Pratuuhanl 
-vronceo .Ground nfogmaton~s coTlected indilcaed-crop-seasonhaI" )
 

changes,, and man-made objects within the test perimeter along the
 

Highway'permited the ground check points to identify and to map
 
aginst-the de'sred satellite imagerial pixels.
 

* .4-,were'-.oa 

'Sevedn an 'featres tn th abov" mentionhed #Ites' ve-e 

'hu'sing o-fcory. baregound, 

WFM s'oil t 'co~hhfbns.' - tfI'Ag -the field -observatton, te .:. 
dolle&tedl; i.e., rce; grass, buih',h 


environmental and atmospheric conditions at AMT Water-Resources
 

Laboratory were recorded. Colour photographs were also taken at every
 

Kilometer~mark along the Phaholyothin Highway.
 

- "4:t;he "ecdr'ded 'd'atA was,mafua-ii y-aheckdd aid&key-'pufched d'onto 

cards 'td t'eete y'a computer pr6grmbre,'bef-ore&in.;a r-ng 


compur fTdeJ4r y Toretrie&rthe informtaion--from
 

'

-o ' hd test"site ype werei selected<es ,theise AgsrdValti dnrte 

primary indices for each data set. Thenealch-recod'-Mayret.t4ttfieved 

-Using its"field identification. 

Preparation of thematic maps based on satellite imagery
 

The land use, pedo-geotirphology and';and
 

at a scale of 1:i000,000 .wereprepaar y' interpretatf(tntof-ina'gery
 

from the coverages of LADDSAT-1 and;LANDSAT-2 and from documents,
 

and aeril photographs already available at the Mekong Secre

tariat or in the various government offices of the four riparian.
 

countries.
 

- .3t'A- ." \ / The 
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The investigation cover% .he. iowet;dong bsii4 an area 

of approximately 630,000 1m2 which includes
 

- 'MOf tte Lao People' Democratic Repiubli5 _qecept .for 
the no therp .xtremity-9f, te coirntry.... *., I !t-i 

- ' -":r t bf"lDerb the-exception 'of -themost cttic KhniIica with 

-- south-western areas dra&hing'.into 'the Gulf df :Thdilan-..;-:-...:.

the north'east provlnces and the northern extreme oi 

Thailand, as well a a small p6rtioA'of the sbutheast; 

L reko hgthe and part .bighandsg 4elta area of the southe; 

(Ban,,M ..Thuot-Pleikm),:_of rth So ialist RepuWlic of Viet-Nam. 

The whole"lowdr Mekong.b sfiiwas doveted'b 10 LA. SAT' .. 

passes which' 55 frames of imageti te're neded 'Subseqe61ily ovet

lapped doverages of 4he sarte area were usdd and "e edct s of 

seasonal.changesindicated clearly different types of vegetation 

cover.., Unfortunately. numerous frames were rendered partly r totally 

unusable becaqse of cloud cover, especially during the,rainy seasn.
 

The working material used corresponded 'to black'a white
 

positive transparencies at the scale of 1:l,000,OD -inthe various
 

bands. A few photographic enlargements at a scale of 1.500,000
 

,were, also prepared (primarily -for.bands 5. and 7-of-the LANDSAT-I 

satelllte)j as.well.,as..numerous composie colour transparencies~at 

a-scale qf .l OO100000 -obtained,by -the psuerimposition ,f bands 4
 

(yeli.ow),,. _(mager ta), and.,7,.(blue). monochromatic.positive transpa

. renciesIt the same scale. . - .. -


Band 4 images, which have poor contrast, were genrally-df
 

little use by themselves. Band 5 images give better contrasts and
 

shizdSkI ott'rtItudy-'of -hbndIis&-d-a --veetaton -cover, Inter
pretation-of.bands,.and -7images,gave .an.idea, of geomorpology, soil 

iumdiy,;.nd.the hydrographic,.network. - , . . 

The Land Use Map was fist ptepited on th6 basis of data 

supplied by the LARDSAT-i satellte (1972-1973)° Subsejuent LANDSAT

.igery (1975-1976) proved of better quality and these wer the 

/ images 
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images primarily used to prepare the Pedo-geomorphologic Map. The 

Land Capability Map was prepared on the basi's of the Pedo-geomorpio-

logic Map.
 

As might be expected, the quality of' images fron.ah area as 

extensive and varied as the Mekong basin varle's geefly--from-'- -6h " 

area to another. Data obtained under the best conditions from some-<-' 

regions can-hardly: be.. extende -to the etire area. Ground truth con

trols -4e required .. not..yet',t:bn carried out.but jhhesehave There

fore, legends given on the maps have only an average representative 

value as rega~d.$ the2whol-iba~Sn, l-,.:. .; 

2.4 	 Research programme for computer processing of remote sensing 

data. 

. dAnd tihis 'tad-; he -plan .wa ... the,......divide4A 
. -" - - . . . .	 . phas e s a-z ; 	 K 

a) Study computer programme functions of the RECOG package
 

of the Colorado-tate -Univr's-ty: an-d.-,modf-y the,-mpdel fromthe CDC 

6400 -version-t bc6mpatble T'6 :,an- IBM 3"70i45 %.Everymachine ... . 

depeidiit routin& 'istd 'ie'coiVefthed to- .ORTRAN..,; -- , - .- 3, .2 

t--,"b). Reformgt.,input tape of.the LANDSAT-l and test the RECOG 
progrdmme*:,: Re~organlzefjits inputoutput.ro tinas. 

c) With 	reference to the informations obtained-Ekoimthe: ...
 

supplemertai studoi.ground truth observation carried out from 

August 1975 to August 1976 the:compnuer interpretation of the 

LANDSAT-2 computer compatible tapes coincided with the ground ob

servation will be conducted in order to determine the model's 

capability as well as accuracy of its classification.. . 

3. - -.	 IdS ':DRING-- UND-R REV-EW, c"OS 	 THE P-ERIOD 

3.1 	 aPxelidration -of land .use,.pedo-geomorpholocicand land
 
......... .
o10 apabi-ty.maps. 


. .. .. --," . -- 4- - - .
 

The land 	use map at the scale of 1:1,00029008 ')was)-publ)ied'":

/with
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with descriplt e-egend. in English and in French. (copies were 

attached to the March 1977 Quarterly Report)
 

.The preparation of sketches for the pedo-geomorphologic
 

and land.ca ability .maps was finished. The~e two maps are deing
 

printed,. ~ '''' 

Also, a report enttlhd "PrPartidn-of Themati Maps ion 

the Basis of Satelli.e imagery: as published EZinex--2). >L;.:.A 

3.2 Research programme for comuteraprocessing. of. remote 

sensing data
 

-
The RECOG package of the Cdlor-do6State -UnEidrs~tt as 

modified and installed on an IBM 370/145 computer at the As a k. 

Institute'-'-Teehnoogy2.. The imo.del- i- censidered, to be a-research 

tool for interpretation and classification of LANDSAT imagery $data
 

recorded on computer compatible tapes.
 

"Gro'und &uth observations were. caried -out .aPt tbe. two 

selected si e sudia-ng August\I975 t Augusqt,1976, :Since, the LA.DSAT-.2 

computer compatible-tapes,over the:obbserva-tion~areas-are unavailable
 

the computer classification of the test areas were not conducted
 

Instead, the classification 'was 'dem6nstrat'ed ovijt'the&'ateas in-.the
 

vicinity of Bangkok and the Gulf2S-f Thailand ilging'LANDSAT- computer.,

compatible ,tapeso 

The final report on "tompulter-Poces-rig: ofORemote Sensingt! , 

Data" completed in March 1977 is attach d, 'as'Annex '3-., K •i' " " 

4. CONCLUSION , *' . i . --

Determined by their aspect, the main vegetation units of 

the lower Mekong :basinafandithe, land development -conditions.have been 

mapped by interpretation of LANDSAT-1 data. By interpretation of 

the various' shda-e " 'dt -t .14

possible to map the density of the vegetation coVr.'-'Tierstudy of 

their_ e~sodal~v~ariation@ makes it possile to distinguish between 

/ mainly 

1V~ Q100JX0 
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mainly deciduous forests. In the Mekong basin area, these are
 

generally related to the density of the vegetation cover.
 

In view of the absence of documentation, the impossibility
 

of carrying out ground truth control, and the often poor quality of
 

some satellite pictures, it was impossible to gtve all the precision
 

required to the map and to the descriptions of vegetation units in
 

some areas0
 

A more detailed mapping would certainly required intensive
 

as well as extensive ground truth coverages of the lower Mekong
 

basin which were not possible during the preparation of these maps.
 

A modified version of the RECOG model was installed on an
 

IBM 370/145 computer. The model is considered to be a research tool
 

for automatic interpretation of LANDSAT imagery.
 

*~'"C~*'* 
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ANNEX 1
 

LIST OF LANDSAT-2 IMAGERY 

RECEIVED BY THE MEKONG SECRETARIAT
 

(March 1975 - June 1977)
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"1NNEX Ir

LST OF LANDSAT-2 IMAGERY 

.,. RECEIVED BY THE MEKONG SECRETARIAT
 

. . -.............. .. .(Marc-h-1-9-7.5--- 4 June..1927). ....
 

,. •-, ,,., . 

- - Cquired 'Ui-'a' 
lID number ... qu..' -A, i(month-,:;sday, year)>. 

• "" .~- .u- J {
" 

1 2'048-C2152 .4 '0>'f -7 (2 

-c, If ,f.03>r" ,-,1: ,75 
"2 -048-02155 -U0-3 :{.1j 75
 

3 C . -2049-02204 £ 0.'..f 75 

4 .2049-0211 g63-" K2 75
 
5 -2049-02213 ' -" 75
 
6 049-02220 C 'f-2375
7 -2.05ID ':'03 - 751- 0'2312 - :14 k 

82051-02314 Ct 75". 75.. 
1 '2051-Qd323 03 -4 75 
0. Z051-Q4335 03 '<'14 7511Z051-d341I ....03 05-'1-4 751 

0 5 3- 0 2 4 4 0
12 Ir.4 ,J'0 3 U 1 6  75 

13 - ,2053-02442 "' 6 75 
14 . '2053-di445 03;-f iiS 7. 
1 5 2067-92205 03 >gQ 75 
1s 2067-02212 03 75 
17 .2067-02214 03 'K3i 75
18 "k69-62325 "":61
 

'
 19 069-62331 ""04 '61) 75 

20 .070-02392 t ' 75
62 
21 - .2073-02534 4"o-75 
22 , -)Z6'. 75 ."02073-02541 "Lb5 

23 . '2,4 . '05 75
2073-02543 
24 .. 2075-03044 --04>C..-07 75 
25 2075-0051 :0"4' L07 75 

26 1 2075- 053 U'-4--7 75 
27 1 0?288-,2360 

28 "2106-02355 'o --'08 75 
29 2108-'0"2472 x*' b'51 2E. 0 75 

t-' 0 6 '-- -Oc 75 C.30 139-0'2203 1 0 

31 157-02203 -' 0'L28 75 K.. 

32 : :2162-02491 tt' 3 7&b7'075 8 
33 . _ -'O" '03 75.2162-.0494 " 

"47- 2162-O2500 
35 a-c -2163-072543 0-'7"'1-04 75 " 
36 5 __216340'2550 7 75 3.7-" 04 
37 ,-2163-0U2552 '07 .- 0-b4 75 %' 
38 7 .. 0 7507'K 
39 ;,. 2179-02414 , T - 20 75 

40-2192-;'2144 - ;081'- 02 75'2-4 ,21 2";i . . ,02 (
-( L!A•b8-::.. 75 
1~ 2192-02151rJ 

42 -,, 2210407)2141 ..OI8"%-"'L 2 0  75t'" 

44 .. - 6 :-08 75 :''2211- ,02195 -""21 

45 . . 2211-'2201 ':'Y s's1 2 1 75:. 
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'Date acquired
ID number % 
(month, day, year)
 

46 2212-02244 08 22 75
 
47 2248-02250 .69,-: 27-- -7-5
48 2264-02-135 .10" 13 75
 
49. 2-190-0258-1 1Il,- 0B 75
 

53 2303-02303 1 21 75.
 
54 2303-02310 l-:1 2 75.
 

50 -'2301-02193 .,i-,- 19 75
 
51 2301-02200 -1i, c 19 75
 
52 2303-02301 .11- 21 75

55-- 2304-02353 ? \2''".2 75
 
56 '.'2304202362 £1 .,22 75
 
57 K' - 2304-02364 11 22 75
 
58 2304-02371 ii 22 75
 
59 2304-02373 ii 22 75
 
60 2305-02413 f'I Z3 75
 
61 2305-d2425 31 23 75
 
62 . 2306-02463 *11 24 75
 
63 2306-02464 11 24 75
 
64 2306-02465 i1- 24 75
 
65 - 2306-02472 11 24 75
 
66 2306-02474 .1 '24 75
 
67 2306-02481 11 24 75
 
68 2308-02570 11 26 75
 
69 - 2303-02573 .11 26 75
 
70 2320-02235 12 08 75
 
71 2320-02241 I2 08 75
 
72 2320-02250 12 08 75
 
73 2320-02253 12 08 75
 
74 2320-02255 12' 08 75
 
75 .2321-02313 12 09 75
 
76 2323-02403 12 11 75
 
77 2323-02410 12" 11 75
 
78 2324-02462 1it 12 75
 
79 2324-02464 12 12 75
 
80 2326-02581 12 14 75
 
81 2340-02341 12 28 75
 
82 2340-02350 12 28 75
 
83 2340-02353 12 28 75
 
84 2340-02355 12" 28 75
 
85 2340-02362 12 28 75
 
86 - 2341-02393 12 29 75
 
87 - 2341-02400 12 29 75
 
88 2341-02402 12 29 75
 
89 2341-02405 12 29 75
 
90 2341-02411 i2 29 75
 
91 2341-02414 -2 29 75
 
92 -2342-02452 12 30 75
 
93 2343-02510 32". 31 75'
 
94 2343-02512 19 31 75
 
95 2343-02515 12' 31 75
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- ,Date acquired 
' :yD" (month, dhy, year)
"mb 


96 -'2345-03023-'7 01:' 02CYy76
97 . 2345.;03025 0. -'02-.St76 

98 - \2345'03032" 01" "02,", '76 

99 -'2345203034 01" -02- -. Z76 
100 <c'2356LO2244 01 ..3-'. 76
 

101 2357-02294 01. -"'I4h':.76
 
102 ,2357-023C0 , 01,... .2-4.-?76
 

103 z'2358102343', 01.-_._15K '76
 

104 2359-02392 01 16 76
 

105 2359-02395 01 16 76
 
106 2359-02401 01 16 76
 
107 2359-02404 01 16 76
 
108 2359-02410 01 16 76
 

109 2359-02413 01 16 76
 

110 2359-02415 01 16 76
 

ill 2359-02422 01 16 76
 

112 2360-02453 01 17 76
 

113 2360-02460 01 17 76
 

114 2360-02462 01 17 76
 

115 2360-02465 01 17 76
 

116 2360-02471 01 17 76
 

117 2360-02474 01 17 76
 

118 2361-02505 01 18 76
 

119 2361-02511 01 18 76
 

120 2361-02520 01 18 76
 

121 2361-02523 01 18 76
 

122 2361-02525 01 18 76
 

123 2362-02563 01 19 76
 

124 2362-02572 01 19 76
 

125 2362-02575 01 19 76
 

126 2362-02581 01 19 76
 

127 2363-03022 
 01 20 76
 

128 2363-04453 01 20 76
 

129 2373-02184 
 01 30 76
 

130 2373-02191 
 01 30 76
 

131 2374-02242 
 01 31 76
 

132 2374-02245 
 01 31 76
 

133 2374-02251 
 01 31 76
 

134 2375-02294 
 02 01 76
 

135 2375-02301 02 01 76
 

136 2315-02303 
 02 01 76
 

137 2375-02310 
 02 01 76
 

138 2376-02344 
 02 02 76
 

139 2376-02350 
 02 02 76
 
02 02 76
140 2376-02353 


76
141 2377-02395 
 02 03 

142 2377-02404 
 02 03 76
 

143 2377-02411 
 02 03 76
 

144 2377-02402 
 02 03 76
 

145 2378-02454 
 02 04 76
 

http:I4h':.76
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1, +un t"( Dnumber 
", 2Q" C ;) 

Date ,acquired.''" " 
(monft4,2 dy ,'-ear) 

146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 

92379402515Q 
-

5 .23794025102 
;.a S2397f02500,;) 

36 2397-02503 1 

6\'239802561r,,J/ 
W2399 03f013jW 

,2399403015.rci 

0 .2'- ',05, 76 
0 2 c>nt 05,-s: 76 
02 r :j23?j t476 
02tP, 3tv 76 
02-1Q24 UL&76 
02.t-24Vr2E+Y76 
02, ,:.':s 5V,-7, 76 
02-,.) -25 "([g76 

- : 
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INTRODUCTION
 

The Mekong Committee has participated in the experimental
 

programme for investigating land resources by satellite (NASA,
 

LANDSAT I and I) since the inception of the programme. This report
 

is a summary of results of interpretation work carried out by the
 

Secretariat of the Committee in cooperation with the national government
 

offices concerted in the four riparian countries and with the assistance
 

of the French government.
 



THEMATIC MAPS BASED ON SATELLITE IMAGERY
 

The main themes of the maps are:,

•'- ..... . ..-'and ". . . n '" 

° - Land Usqe.... V.", 
".ir1 -Z:. ?. ' 

Pedo-gepmorholoy,.:- -". ., , 

Land Capability 

-The ,Maps.are ,prepaR,ed: by.in aer~petadtio-.of',dete "supied by 
lbythe:LANDSAT I,.(also called.ERTr .. ... "d
the LNDAPtSl~t~Lld~RWr.:andrLADSAT'r.I sate eAnd?'ttom
 

.
documents> maps, and aerial. photographs >.a1ready :availabjl- at th@&. 

Secretariat or in the. various.government. dff±ces .'of tMhee :k , on'g, 

riparian states. . " .. "-.."*.- 

..
 ' 2t . . .-.CoVet-a.e . 

"iThe coers the lower Mekong basin, an area of over 

600,090 sq. k h.wichJincludes:. . :- . 

' 
* =".. . . -. nLa-oxnc-'e People' s- Demotratic RepuD±ic, though nlo 

satellitei dat-a are :available tfoym tthe country; 

- Tmost 6f Democratic Kampuchea with the exception of..the. south

westerniares draining into the Gulf of Thailand; 

c= ; 1-- the' horthdet-s'Prvlr*incs and the"northern dttkerme-af Thailand, 

-as twelllas, a-tsmfl.:pcrU 6fi>? Ehe southeast; 

. the Mekong delta area and part of the southern highlands 

(Ban 1Me_ hxot-Pleikcu-Kontm) 'of 'the Socialist Repulicp-,f VitNaq 

. " In t , . i ,t... . 

Each frame of satellite imagery corresponds to an area of 10 x 

160 km, the whole Mekong basin being covered by 36 frames. The same area 

is covered every 18 days in four wave bands of the MSS multispectral 

scanner: MSS 4: 0.5 to 0.6LA ; MSS 5: 0.6 to 0.7q; MSS 6: 0.7 to 

0.8L4; MSS 7: 0.8 to l.1l{ 

/The working
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The working material used corresponded to black and white 

positive transparencies at the scale of 1:lOO0,O00 in the various 

bands. A few photographic enlargements at a scale of. 1:500,00 were 

also prepared (primarily for bands 5 and 7 of the LANDSAT I satellite) 

as well as numerous composite colour transparencies at a scale of 

l:l1O00,000 obtained by the superimposition of bands 4 (yellow), 5 

(magenta), and 7 (blue) monochromatic positive trahsparencies at the 

same scale. 

- Band 4 imagesj twhich have poor c6rtrast, dre nei&lly of 

little use by themselves. Band 5 images give better contrasts and 

shades for the study of the.vegetation cover. Intdrpretatidn of'band 

6 and-7 images .can give an idea of geomorphol-gy, 'soil humiditg, and 

the hydrographic network. 

Unfortunately, numerous frames are rendered partly or totally
 

unuseable because of cloud cover, especially during the rainy season.
 

The Land Use Map was first prepared on the basis of data' 

supplied by the LANDSAT I satellite (1972-1973). Subsequent LANDSAT I 

imagery (1975-1976) proved of.better quality and these were the images 

primarily used to prepare the Pedo-geomorphologic Map. The Land 

,-Capability Map was prepared on the basis of the Pedo-geomorphologic Map.
 

As might be expected, the quality of images from an area as
 

extensive and varied as the .ekqng basin varies greatly from one area
 

to another. Data obtained under the best conditions from some regions
 

can hardly be extended to the entire area. Ground truth controls are 

required, but these have not yet been carried out. Therefore, legends 

given on the maps have only an average representative ,ualue as regards 

the whole basin
 

/IV.
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IV. Map Scale 

The original p16n Zp r&U i pvided for a working scale 

ofJ-5 O0eO, bit i--Ivi~x-of unsolved. incertainti:es an'd control 

-ditf±d-il-t±e s: it-Was' found that t 1he" Osal more apprpriateotb: 0 was 

Theresults of Lh studY haVe' bel ' pltted- oh a 1:O006'00 topgraphic 

ba-se d -5 5map..ootCaoind'bygraoiA c "";a".... 

Pi--lotage' thart),, 

/A.
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A. LAND 	USE MAP 

I. 	 Interpretation of satellite imagery
 

The Land Use Map.is based on an interpretation of'mages.
.
 

provided 	by bands3.j.and 7 of the LANDSAT: I satellite. Since.chlorophyll.L'I -' . . . ..

is characterized by a very high absorption at -_,.64 the dark shades 

appearing on band 5 trapsparencies correspond to the .dnsity-and the 

nature of the vegetation cover. In view of their periodidity, -available
 

images can be used to study how the vegetational cover changes-from one
 

season to the other, differentiating clearly between evergreen and
 

deciduous forest types. Band 7 has been used to differentiate vegeta

tional groups usually associated with hydromorphic soils0
 

As for as land use is concerned, the best results are given
 

by interpretation of images corresponding to the dry season, i.e.,
 

from January to March. The months of February and March give the best
 

results since deciduous forest types during this period have the
 

highest percentage of species which have shed their leaves, making the
 

contrast between deciduous and evergreen types more evident. For the
 

same reason, differentiation between natural evergreen and deciduous
 

forests on the one hand and between cleared and cultivated zones on
 

the other is at its best in the dry season. The study of the vegeta

tion cover in the dry season is also facilitated by the clearness of
 

the pictures due to the absence of clouds, the abundance of which
 

during the rainy season is a major obstacle.
 

Moreover, the variety of shades observed on dry season images
 

is much wider than during the rainy season when the luxuriance of the
 

vegetation reaches such a stage that the various vegetational units
 

take a uniform green pattern, appearing as very similar shades on the
 

images (dark on black and white transparencies and red on ccjou:
 

composite transparencies) and preventing a proper interpretation of
 

the vegetation cover.
 

/The study
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The study of daameit postible to prepare a map
Of ,-eett o _n-ahn iesential ly physionomfc "b)is' • ":-
 "
 

Tibi---.- ' D-,. . '~jon- ,,d;; - , -- ts--. ,Refer. vsg uadcueto .
Ohhe F.... e nls
or lnoc descri'ption of th 
 .
 .. 
42-, W " d r t on o th ve eational. units, 1 

I oil th& fundamtai research work of J. Vidal (La v&6 tation 

:S, ou
hmd [Vegetiondu Vijt-Nam 1974) e yc 1 Aeqi%.
and-.. Blasco (Notice de Ia carte du tapis vegetation du Cambodge, 1972).The dscription of Borne of :te."
Tlieriptd~ son q so ~ 0If :th- l n ts -was;,compl-ated:-bY-, grounrd 
"observations . 
carried out, intthe. he.basid ,-,p<t.-. -%. . 

Ground control 

- r. .. ,
 

Sou-. 
 .the
 iomny o 
I'baiso-a.eria..t'-J hotog -,:phs.and mafs"mad+ ,val'-",k4I- iio-Offie -. .... ... u ictuntl±se 

. "-

ThOughnthis information 
-
-was:;often-rther' old (19-5"4 t0.-196O).; 'o'co..Iso. i atdlit"a~m,,it possible to update vegetational units in a generally precise Laner. 

ade 

The early maps and aerial photographs were also used to prepare the
 
maps of areas for which"
 
updating, 
 in .this case,. lacks .preq-sion-, -especta.lly-.foy-thecprovince of 
Loei in Thailand,and for tpareas located, west,-of, Ia-Mejcoqgr betwe-en
 
Luang Praban% . and PakaynLao ,PDRO
. ---- a- p 

-Ir some ereas tlhe absence of any documentation and,the imos
sitffit 1 5o 
 rryin- -out ground truth observations made it difficult to
e diZ&Tkddcribe vegetati'nal formations, as in -the rther part

of .a. PDR" tnd tn areas located north-east of Thakhek.
 

ct - truthscoftrcis- wkr& ceirhd-6uC 'ihthe nh&th-eastern 
provinces of Thailand but they were rather limiLed. 

V t
Ve-t -on u 
 -s
 

/4.1
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Dense and mainly evergreen forests
 

EVergreefa fores.t is domposed -of Ieafy.Arees -with..,drowns that 

form a continuous canopy aboVe the ground. The forests are composed 
of fully evergreen ptandg or 0p deverreen- .st-ands, a 

deciduous stands which, as a whole,, retain their evergreen characteristics
 

sifice onthe one hand the period when trees are without leaves ia-.sort 
a'd %n~the 'other hand; the deciduous' speciles shed, their leaves at. 

different periods.
 

S ,. These"unts:correpod-to te d~kest shades' giveny bandl 
- tth--prict 


intensity over the whole time series of images. The slight variations
 

images (water excepted) and which appear '6l11 the same

which appear in some places seem to result eitherlzf-O'm K4 !-ferent
floristic, compositi<n, .from,a Ip,ownatura-1 density-iof ther-veg&tation 

cover, or fro-,the beginning of forest degradation.- 'Th4y-can alsd 'tk-ult 

from differences in illuinationcond:t-j*os-,,due.to timeor,'tdpogtp'.' 

These variations have tpo.limited areas and tto .untetain-bdrders tOtbe 

rnapped. * .. ','s:f't'--. /'' 

-
4°2 Mainly evergreen -forests degraded. y
- - - .- :..... ... ~.,-.S-. '"jManf.neyegren.'fhrests'n21h basinar £cre 1ess seriouslyk or 

detr.dded' by-'euttiZg or by' recett- o- old' clearinqs Which rdiiace the 

forest with temporary- 6r permanent ranf ed cropS. Depending on "the 

cropping system in'Ase and its intensity, variegated sesondary formations 

(gresses. bamboos, shrubs, and secondary tree formations) occupy more.
or lesseitensiveareas° Their density typically depends oi theIr.,,stae
4 T e~xtea. :2 are Thi . den. . ,. .  
of-develo;pmen. The pres-nce of evergreen species andthe gradation 

in the leaf-drop of deciduous species give these secondary formations 

an evergreen.aspec t. which:.is, more- evident during, the raihy ':S'ason 

The representation of this vegetational unit on band 5 transpar

encies is characterizedby a very large gamut of gray shades, going from 

light to dark8 These shades correspond to the various phases of forest 

degradation, the various degrees of evolution of secondary formations, 

/and
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and"Uh- t. f .ouitiva'edareao he ighter shades of gray 
tcorresnid to'tikeinvely cleared and cijltivAted areas. The darker 

shades represent cleared & ems ih6 a more or less dense tree cover 

or important secondary formations still remain 

On satellite pictures1 these units are ne.always.;,asily
 

distihnguished from the undegraded denseYand_,maly ever-green'tforestS. 
The distinctionis-all the more difficult when dega.a.on: sm.Isst 

accdiatuated or when the secondary yeaget.ation- as rqeachd an 'advdnced-J 

stage. Since ala vegetation phases app-ear betw.een thhi unit:n4.he ,I 

'pret6ous one, their distinction often involyjes a-, TrgeL pat --f Fsubjjectiva 
ht.--L ' ....• ............ 

rest
4.3 ,, Note on,,the,serni-.dense.'foestor mixed-deciduou§ 'f 


.tW .Vegetatfoh mashf theeong basin distinguish an.important
 

. t:.v~egehation-'t -'hicin View of its aspct and'floristic characteris

tics, %"stands'a&-'.a tr6 si ti6nal 'tye between the dense evergreen forest 

andithe cep'n'deiduous fYoreS. -These woodlands are mainly composed 

of deqiduouS'.trees.-heddingT-heirtleaves overa very short period, 

Some 90 per cent of the species lose their leaves and for some 55 per 

cent of these the leafless period is shorter _than .a.- The monthlymont-bhia 
rate of leaf-drop reaches a maximum in February (,5.-per cent). ef:, i1r) 

e e tt Y1. "1*1. 

Ondry season i.ages, this type of. forest, corresponds .-ip general'toY .. 

drk siaes, most of the time rather similar.,to the grayi shades. :g-vcn

by degraded dense forests. It is only during,a,short period.-inj ebtuaty 

whimost of the species are leafless that the. shades. tend-tp -mergkwith 

the ilhter shades of the open deciduous forest. Because of the d&nse: 

and generally thick undergrowth, shades however tend to remain darker 

These changes in shades are often difficult to differentiat,,,requi4ing 
.....- - ". " - [ , -;t .. -- . -

a study of the whole:>time sres-nd'-"sa t-"ies of godd quality0 

ThAs typ, qf-forst-is all .the more .idf.fleu'd-ateorize tRrough an 

interpretation,of satell;temes. it cn, ac ingto -region n 
for physionomic reasons, look very similar either -'0 ense-and :aany

evergreen forests or to open deciduous forests8 While a distinction
 

may be made in a few areas, it cannot be e-tended to the whole basin.
 

/In view
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In view of its ,physionm c characteristics, -this .egetation'
 

unit can corresptnd to tarious stages of degradation and cannot ijn%
 

gehel beI-differentiated from units 1 or 2 - , . .
 

4.4 Open ,and mainly Oeciduoug foresit 

- .Forests'coeresbonding'to this lunit are characterized by trees 

th.,-crownsrareiy -i6ofc - -atd''an herbaceous ground cover with reduced 

or nonexIsttbruhs" Whole, ths foratipn can compare 

with-5low.'-denisity4 -T est: aihaug'dense 'tands are fo.und in, some:pl&oeps.. 
It ,can .app1ea s's "dWarf "foiest0' ot'e a tal2f-tree forest During the 

..LAdy,seadto'n4i't -i often -subjected tb bttdsh-fires which burn the grass 

cover.
 

Soe 85.per cent ' of -thesezforests-are comprlsfd.-o'. deciduous 

specio4 " i large zumber of which lose their leaves over-along period 

(the'6erod without !eaves-,for 70 per. cent of.these Is above one month). 

The highest percentage of leafless species is.reachedn.February(.&85 

Ser'cent) Cref. 1). Since most of these species.belon.-o.the family

Dipte6ocarpacae6,this unit -isgenerally known-as Dry.fDipterecarp 

forest.-- . ., 

;,,h. Ih vi ,of its physionmi c hharecteristics, this type of forest 
cAneas-ily be identified oi" dry' season p ctures. 'luring thirs peiod, 

it corresponds i-n 4eneS'ra- to the lght gray shades'of band 5, in.marked 

cqnghitt .withth-d7arker bhadies bf "dense and evergreen forests. _ The 

:.y3afl.US rshade ..of ,grey-crresp'ond in general to differences in density 

,of the-tre-e covei'o,. 'Areas burnt"by fi'r are represented by very dark 

pat•jhes. --. 

tstudjOi5br an raily deciduous forest,- degraded . 

This unit corresponS 'to -areas havinasficet ibrr* 
la -U . ....Z
 

tree cover to give ,a,visible and mappabla_'tmptint- an -sate~l-Ee'pzitir-es, 

evenr when fully .occupid.by crops. ,. , 

,/All 

3; ,: 
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A-11" stages'6f-cleaaring...and -ag4 cu'Vtural tak6over can appear 
in-openfo.ests hes6 tblthe atosond-varlou's'hadek of gay, 

hter as, td .tErea cvei -fis increas nihgy da . nd 
becqm:i_-ngei 


occupy a larger :area.- -It ±s sometimes'-diffiul-i t0eihine th6-"
 

extent of the degradation in this type of open forest and the delimita

tionof -thisdrEa&ihVi've" rge part of subjective evaluation.
 

4.6 	 Savanna and well-drained .shrublands -' -. 

The vegetation in this unit is composed either of grassy 

formations, scattered shrubs, or a mixture of theset"o-fformations., 

Tall or dwarf tree formations are scattered or non-existent. This 

uni.t-corrspoiids--h 'genral to the li-ghtest shades of grey in band 5. 

Tf'ete-'"of-uivatd areas cannt-"be'determined since th'ey too 

--aea strong radiance%.- ........ 

4.7 	 Woody and shrubby vegetation (Thakhek limeston-n drea-)' t 

The Thakhek calcareaous limestone area constitutes a remark
*- . - . 

=:aBl.-un~twhere-the fbl-owind two atrrnatidns'arefomtd*' on rocks, a 

cr-aggyVhbsh vegetatioa which"Ioses mos _ fts ieaves during the dry 

sese n 'and--on limestoie screes which have T'uiltutp at he'f6ot of 

tie liffst a: defise f orest ° -Dark- tades-f 'grey which chiaracterlize 

tis ;r~ion 	'are- a0tr 1uted Iutdraepingto0 imestoneson wh'ich-ve7geta

ttien-is mry p66teor. noLexsteg "' . 

4°8 .	 Open.mQsaic vegetation.,... -

This unit groups a number of-heterogeneous.vegetation'forma

tions which can hardly be distinguished from each other since they 

give closely similar radiances on satelti-t p tihres9.. They.corres-

pond to a mosaic of open, evergreen or deciduous forests (generally 

very degraded), coniferous woodlands, bamboo forests, secondary for

aons, or more or less woody savanna and croplands.... 	 .
 

S.. , 	 /These 
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These formations have been mapped mainly in the mountainous
 

regions of n'mrthern Laos. Their description is difficult, since no
 

truth control could be carried out with the exception of a
 

very few limited areaszfar which'photographs are available.
 

-griund 

On dry season images (band 5), this unit corresponds in
 

general to a dark grey to light grey background with very similar
 

radiances and very uncertain limits0 ,
 

4.9 Croplands
 

Under this unit are mapped regions characterized by a high
 

percentage of cltivated areas and by the paucity of woody or bushy,.
 

cover. It inclmdes rainfed and irrigated croplands as well as orchards0
 

Secondary formations (brwsh, grasses) can be rather important, especially
 

in the uplands.
 

On dry season images, harvested ricefields have a highradiance
 

which is all the more apparent because the soils are dry. In band,5
 

these generally correspond to Yery light grey shades0 Rainfed crops
 

which are usually closely tnterspersed with fallow lands occupied by
 

secondary formations give grey shades which depend upon the vegetative
 

condition of crops and the density of secondary formations., Harvested
 

ricefields and-rainfed crops can be differentiated on some good quality
 

pictures, but LANDSAT I pictures are not good enough tb-extend this
 

distinction to the entire-basin
 

4.10 Large rubber plantations-


A small percentage of cultivated lands is covered by tree
 

plantations, of which rubber plantations are the most important in the
 

Mekong basin. Various other tree plantations exist in the basin, but
 

these could not be seen since they are of a limited extent and their
 

characteristics are very similar to those of the surrounding areas.
 

/4.i. 
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4oll Woody vegetation and seasonally,flooded areas -.
 

-..-,Wqoodg,for aetions corresponding -toth-i's__nit are:typical of 

sliihichohydromorphicjpeasonally- are bt totally icove edc partall1 


by a layer- of fresh water of var-ying dep-h.-.s.These.'orrespbhd- t

:moderate or poor. woodland iforming low thickets vith-areartyr.:touching'

crowns in se places , Becauseof-exce.i-te-ilumberinj, thS-izAlnJt , 

nowadays is in most cases represented only by bushes'. These formations 

ar.&,pari-Eular'y7'Wkll- r& F& enft-d! in Kafpuched"aiTh ini somen depressions 

InTband 5- pctures, these forests give in general _very dark 

shades. They represent the vegetational cover but also, to a 1.q.rge 
- .r - r1 ' - 9 - , -. br,flht,. .-. 9 

exY6nt-the "vy" signlfcant hydromorphy 6f the soils. , a 

4.12 Grassy vegetation and shrubs of hydromorphis areas
 

In poorly drained areas, 'in swampy depressions, and on hydro

irnhic''oifs
ingeneal wheth6e'these are permanently flooded or not,
 
the~e'appears a grassy vegea ion with shrubs which could result from
 

;'Yhe -derad on of flooded'forests.
' 9 Because9 of the absence ,. .Y or , . the"" ' 

'paudft-of a V6ody -sftZrta and of las's extensive hyd-omorphy, the 
9 .1' j . " -9. - .,'.> ! 

Ygrey'jsh-ad(s in the stelite images are lightier than thosepcorrespond

ing 'o the -previous "tn ' " 

The most extensive mangrove areas appear along the Mekong 

delta coast. They are composed of a rich vegetational format-ipn-which 

is specific to permanently water-logged soils subjected to tidal ihun

dat'iod.A ! ~re& siDcils (Rhi26phoa end Avi~enhia) are highly 

sk'caized- f or li'fe'Ps~ltt ~wat-rtareas.In'view of the pa'icular 

eonYdi-fior uhde'-wh-' thneh grow, tiles'e fod-ests are easy to map " 

forming -v'ery dark shade's' of' gray Defl.iati6n stripes uncovering 

waterlogged soils-appear- h%'lnack colour'. ' '' 

/4.14 
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4.14 	 Fresh-water mangrove .
 

.This formation is specific o more or less water-logged soils
 

w-ith a generally high organic content and high adidity. It'is sheitered
 

from the highest tides and the replacement of water is ajslow-process.
 

The vegetative cover is usually composed of very open evergreen 9hrubs
 

or low treea, with a high percentage of Melaleuca leucadendron
 

On satellite pictures, this formation is not clearly distin

guished from mangrove or inundated forests. Considering their extent
 

and the specific ecological conditions under which they grow, we decided
 

'toplot them En the map by comparing the LANDSAT data with those of the
 

vegetation map ofViet-Nam published in 1969 by.the2Dalat Geographic
 

Service.
 

4.15 Ve4tation ahd altitude
 

Altitude brings about changes in the structure and especially
 

in the floristic composition of the vegetation cover. In Viet-Nam,
 

MN Schmid (Refo 2) considers that montane vegetation definitely sets. in
 

at an elevation of 1,200 meters. In Laos, J. Vidal (Ref. 1) feels that
 

the montane strata starts at 1,000 meters0 Since-,the are essentially
 

of a floristic nature, the variations caused by altitude are not visible
 

on satellite pictures, but in order to give an approximate idea of the
 

montane sector, the 3,000 foot (about 915 metres) contour line has been
 

drawn on the map.
 

CONCLUSION
 

Determined by their aspect, the main vegetation units of the
 

lower Mekong basin and the land development conditions have been mapped
 

by interpretation of LANDSAT-l data. By interpretation of the various
 

shades of gray observed on satellite images, it was possible to map
 

the density of the vegetation cover. The study of their seasonal
 

variations makes it possible to distinguish between mainly evergreen
 

and mainly deciduous forests In the Mekong basin area, these are
 

generally related to the density of the vegetation cover.
 

/man's
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Man's intervention, through the changes it brings to the
 

vegetation cover, is visible on -atellite images, though the variois
 

•phas.es of this activity are sometimes difficult to make out and can
 
-. +: , 7.. - 

thus be'a source of confusion in the mapping of vegetational nnits.
 

I view of the absetice-of documentation the impossibility
 

of carrying out ground tith'centrol4 and the often poor qualitys of
 

some satellite picture , it was impbssible to give all the precision
 

required to the map and to the descriptions of vegetation units in
 

some areas.
 

Considering the extent and the diversity of the lower Mekong
 

basin, we ho not claim that the best possible use has been'made of
 

available satellite pictures, but a more precise and more detailed
 

study would require more intensive ground truth control-which was not
 

possible wten'these maps were prepared.
 

VI. Ain~x: Dynamics of vegetation succession
 

The. notes and drawings presented in this annex were communicated 

by J. Boulbet (Ecole Frangaise dIExtreme Orient). These notes constitute 

an excellent guideline for the underbtanding of the ve~etation

cover, and we thank Mr. Boulbet tor sharing his long experience in the 

Mekong countries with us. 

6•. Regressive evolution 

Degradatiori through re(ular or-traditibrial cleariig 

The fol6wng schematic drawings illtistrate the stages in

ve4tation snccessioh through whicfr'the vegetation evolves from mature 

climax forest to'various forms of degraded vegetation. 

http:�phas.es


IOf 

l. Dense stands of tall 2. Cleared fallow land; 3. Anthropic savanna
 

trees with an evergreen develops from thicket (Imperata upatorium) 

terdencyf, hygrophilous. - to copes to secondary , 'shrubs and thickets-, 

Height,.= 35-50 m forest with an ever

green tendency. Height
 
1-35 'm
n 
 .
 

I z 

io Medium evergreen 2. Forest fallow lands .3. Mixed pole stage 

dense stands appearing evolve from thicket to forest (semi-dense, 

on hills or medium secondary dense ever- semi-deciduous intru

elevations0 Heights 25- green forest. Height sions)o Height = 

35 m . ' = 1-25 m. Bamboo forest: 1-20 m 

Height 1-15 m
 

- v -,VV V11 VI 

10 Sub-dry deciduos' 2- !rich" opnforest o',proor"K open .4. Scanty 

forest with mixed in- with mLxed intrusions forest with savannah, frag

trusions (emi-dense and dense galleries, graiinaceous mented with 

and semi-deciduous) Height = 15-25 m. undergrowth. here and there 

with dense galleries. Height = 10-15 m. a varying 

Height = 15-30 m. number of trees 

(special pedo

edaphic
 

conditions).
 

Height= 1-10 m.
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6.1.2 Der&'d&tidfiT anfrua-bi{rinnq (fire-cl imax) 

S .2 4

1. Sub-dry deciduous 2. "Rich" opefn 3. "Poor" open 4. Scanty savannah,
 

forest with mixed forest with mixed forest with fragmented with here
 

intrusions (semi- intrusions and graminaceous- and there a varying
 

dense and semi- dense galleries. undergrowth." number of trees 

deciduous with dense Height = 15-25 m. Height = 10-15 m. (special pedo-edaphic 

galleries0 Height = conditions). Height 

15-30 m. ...,-1-10 m. 

_ _I _ _ _ _!III _ _ l -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

1. more or less dense pole 2. Low pole wood, 3. Savannah with 

stage forest (with very open and "mixed with thickets and shrub, 

localized climates: edge savannah. Height = shrubby step or dotted 

or transition-vegetationt. 1-5 m. with'hrubby trees. 

Height = 2-10 m. -- , -:f'Height -"1-5-m
 

W4(0
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6.1.3 Degradation through clearing and annual burnings
 

1 	 2 

1. anthropic shrubby 2. homogeneous savannah
 

savannah with Imperata
 

V V V ;q14. 	 V.. I- 

- 1. open pole wood, open 2. discontinous savannah 

xerophilous bamboo with various Graminaceal and 

forest -a varying number of scattered 

trees; intrusions: bamboo 

growths and open pole wood 

Progressive evolution
 

l. 	'dense thicket (formerly cleared and cultivated land now abandoned)
 

to all secondary dense patterns. Height = 1-35 M.
 

T r r T. -, J I17 I ,T,7" 

2. from savanna with trees to open "rich" mosaic forest + deciduous 

semi-dense forest 

,X/
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V1TPI T71 7P1 

3. 	from bamboo forest - pole forest to mixed torest or tha moscdac, bahboo
 

- forest + mixed forest--+ semi-deciduous fordst with Laqerstroemiao
 

4. from savannah with Imperata to shrbby. savannah: with.Eupatotium to
 

braice and secondary forest brake (dense low or medium height secondary
 

forest). Height 1-25 m0
 

6.3 Definitions
 

1. Dense and mainly evergreen forests (or with an evergreen tendency)
 

Tall 3-layered stands of forest vegetation with an inter-layer
 

of 	creepers and epiphytes. According to bio-geographic conditions, the
 

top layer is more or less importdnt, reaching 40, 45 or 50 m but seldom
 

more0 This is an irregular layer characterized by emergent dipterocarps
 

(varibus Dipterocarpus, mainly D. alatus, plus Shorea, Anisoptera and.
 

Hotea),'iterculiaceae (especially Heritiera lavanica), and giant Meliaceac
 

on 	basalt'soIl -(red soils). Other species are not typical of this
 

formation (Irvingia, Ficus, large le"uinous plants In contrast
00).... 


.to the emergent layer; the main layer is continuous with touching -ownso
 

It is.mainly't6mposed of the families Guttiferae, Sapindaceae Melic eae,
 

Apocynaceae, Sterculiaceae, Moraceae, Lauraceae, and Myrtaceae.
 

/Intrusions
 

4 1t



Intrusions of semi-deciduous species are linked to very limited
 

modifications in the bio-geographical environment (general topographic,
 

edaphic and pedologic conditions). These intrusions are characterized
 

by the abundance of some leguminous plants, by the appearance of
 

Lagerstroemiae and Tetramelas, the famous'tree with huge buttresses.
 

These intrusions are much too localized to modify the overall aspect
 

of-17i o6rest which, as a whole and from a descriptive angle, can
 

reasonably be considered as mainly evergreen
0
 

2. Dense evergreen forest of the hills
 

This forest is composed of more homogenous but lower stands
 

than -theprevious type and-is composed of.less,stout trees (except on
 

a 'few shelves or cultivated valleys). The layers are the same as those
 

of the previous type but are not as well separated With elevation,
 

the large dipterocarps become scarcer and finally disappear while
 

Lauraceae, Fagaceae, and Magnolaaeae take a more important place0
 

3. Dense semi-deciduous forest
 

a) Hygrophilous pattern: these are forests with a high-layer: of,
 

emerging- trees-ana=often mixed-lower layers; the creeper and ppiphytors
 

inter-layer is'well repeented?_ The upper layer, somewhat lees high
 
but more homogenous than in cnit 1, is mainly composed of Lagerstromiae,
 

Tetrameles, Pahadia, Ficus and Iroingia Laft ipteocarps appear here
 

indther--as intrsions. The sub-stories are evergreen'with-a large 

number of creepers, - 

/1,)
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.1). :Semi-dens& uand sem-deciduious-p -trn--- homogeneous
 

stands of Lagerstroemia with sca't ered individuals bf~the species listed
 

in pattern 3a (plus Ceiba). The undergrowth ip.comprisedrof pole trees
 

through which sunlight can pass; the trees are of averaqa 1Igight and
 

the shrubs rise with clearly separated stems generally without tang-ling
 

or overlapping stories which do not create horizontal iayes.. Creepers
 

and vines may here and there be clearly represented and sometimes attain
 

very large size.
 

4. Sub-dry deciduous forest or "rich" open forest
 

-The trees of the standard south-tnd~china "open fotdst are mixed
 

species which-adapt very easily to the environmentt;=Xylia, 0oipt
 

intricatus, D. obtisufolius., Ceiba, Entada creeper, Terminalia, and
 

sometimes Ficus and Irvingia. The undergrowth is either-herbaceous or
 

composed of low pole trees with Cratozylon Here and there appear
 

stands of Corypha palm trees.
 

5o Open forest"6t"savanna with-trees
 

This is thf'-ouaSL:ndochina open forest with Shores.obtusa,
 

Pentacme siamensis, Dipterocarpus tuberculatis and Terminalia tomentosa
 

with a graminaceous undergrowth
 

/6.
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6, 	 Clearings, savannah, prairies or-prairie-steppes (discontinuous
 

savanna)
 

These are climatic herbaceous clearings similar to those found
 

in virgin unaccessible or unhabitated forests, marked here and there
 

by clearings in places where bio-geographic conditions prevent the
 

establishment of a forest cover. Patches, galleries or narrow transitional
 

formations at the edges constitute low pole stands or bushy formations
 

with Myrtaceae and Melastomaceae.
 

7. 	 Anthropic fbrmations -

These are formations which have been largely determined by
 

human activities; they include:
 

- Dense thickets on former cleared and cropped land which is now
 

abandoned.
 

- Thick 	copses and young evergreen forest fallow lands.
 

-.SecQndary young dense evergreen forest with undifferentiated
 

-.lcyers. -'* 

- Stabilized adult secondary forest ith more or'i'ess differentiated
 

stories" mainly evergreen and dense.
 

- Pole tree growth (Melastomaceae, Myrtaceae, Cratoxylonae) on-land
 

formerly cleared and cropped under-:marginal or too.intensive
 

conditions and now abandoned.
 

- Anthropic savannah: this is an herbaceous thick and homogenous 

formation that appears on lands that were formerly too intensively 

grubbed, burnt or cleared; Often Imperata the main element 

is mixted with Eupatorium shrubs and Leguminaceae to constitute 

' rich', 	savannai, or'with species of'the pretibus pdile'trge 

stands to create a "poor" savannah.
 

/Note 
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Note
 

The "mosaic" vegetation stands where various formations are
 

interspbrsed in patches or fingerlike formations with a complicated
 -e si-.. ..
 
design, or are mixed in such a manner that no formation clparly pre

dominates,'are schematically represented by intercalation of the
 

symbolof each of the respective formations0
 

Conclusion.,,
 

The separation between mainly evergreen forests and mainly
 

deciduous forests through interpretation of satellite imagery seems
 

to correspond to the separation between hygrophilous patterns and
 

semi-dense and semi-deciduous patterns of the dense semi-deciduous
 

forest.
 

/B.
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B. PEDO-GEOMORPHOLOGIC MAP
 

'The original plan of operation provided for the Preparation of 

aTiydto-eomophologic map. Results obtained in this field are of
 
only limited,use ln'visew of our insufficient knowledge of the geology
 

of 'large part of the basin and of the impossibility of carrying out
 

ground truth controls. Moreover, the use of satellite imagery for a
 

study of floods is rather restricted during the rainy season because
 

of the very extensive cloud, cover, often over very wide a"Wats:--


It appeared, however that a pedo-geomorphologic map could very
 

'easilybe made on the basis of satellite data provided it was prepqred
 

thiough a close -comparisnh with available pedologic documents..
 

Documents used
 

The pedo-morphologic map was prepared primarily on the basis
 

of 2 types of documents. Satellite pictures were used as the basic
 

data, while pedologic maps and sometimes geological and topographic
 

maps were used as reference documents.
 

Most of the imagery used was supplied by the LANDSAT-I,
 

including black and white positive transparencies corresponding to the
 

various bands at the 1:1,000,000 scale and composite coloured transpar

encies at the same scale. The most useful images are from the dry
 

seasonespecially during the months of February and March Eowever,
 

the study of all other pictures taken in the course of the year provided
 

a wealth of information, especially for the study of seasonal changes
 

of humidity in the soils.
 

Main pedological reference documents were:
 

- the general soil map of the lower Mekong basin 

l:l,500,00 (van der Kevie). 

- the general soil map of Viet-Nam 

l:lO000o,00 (F.Ro Moormann) 

/the general
 



- the general soil map of Thailand 
)1:1,00,900 (F.RF.,Moo_mann and ,S%.Royanaso6nthn 

uhe eai CabbodiaiOf 


1:1000,000 (C.D. Crocker)
 

- detailed pedological maps (Thailand) ...- - . 

1:100,'000 - preparled f£6 he various -Thai provinces 

Pedologic units. are alsso. described; on + the'ba ik ef Lhe, drock 

and the morpholo given n: s * u -" 

! -. :i2.ta'dat- 0 

-" " the draft- e~ologcal map of the lower Mekong .iasln .. . -, 

-
3fi~5~0,600 (unedited) D.Rb Workman 

-Bheca'rte geo:og~iIiiae.'dreconiiaisance de "Ia' R6publique khmere" 

- .1:200, 000 BRGNM . 

. . . ....... .,t- 

: Vario.us topbgraph mp-dt -th 1 50 , 000 a'n 1:250',600 scales 

were also consulted. - , 

11. 	 Methodolon- . _. 

.,,;T:9,he_.gomparatiwestdS.+. of avil-*bd '£6il maps &nd satellite data 

shcwsptthat-.thers is 'oftcn~ .,relatienship: btwen thevarious sades of
 

grey observed on satellite-imagbs ind ttd various pedologic units (soil 

associations-) given on the maps0 This study makes it posible to 

improve th4 delineati6n of the soil types. Moreover, pedlogi,.uts 
in.some of-hthbe eser known regions of the basin can becarrec-ed D2 "
 

through: a geomorphologic interpretation of satellite imagery
 . . . . . .
 
I V " 

This 	methodology brings about a 8ouble precision:
 

- improved delineation of soil units. given, on ,previous maps; 

- new mapping gf some areas which ,could not be 'properly- stzdied 

earlier. - - - + ,,.,A ., 

-A. comparison :of figures lafid'2' shows how pedological maps can+ 
' 	 ":-- ,"I'satellite imager * 

be improved witt ,:,the hel-p' o f 	 p 9M +'I 

/1%1
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:11. Control
 

.Results of-interpretation carried -ut for thd preparation of
 

this map were confirmed by ground truth controls in-the'north-eastern
 

provinces of Thailand.
 

IV. Description of pedological units
 

We retained the FAO-UNESCO nomenclature used by W. van der Kevie
 

in the General'Soil Map of the lower Mekong basin '(A table of cor

respondence between the legends of the vatious documents used in our
 

study is given in the Annex)0 Soil descriptions have generally been
 

drawn from the desriptive legend which accompanies the above.
 

tach pedological-unit corresponds to-a group of soils or to an
 

association of soil groups composed of a major soil group covering more 

then 50% of the map unit and of 1 or 2 other secondary soil groups 

(at least 20 each). Soil groups covering,less than 20% 'of the unit 

are mentioned as inclusions, 

4.1 Undifferentiated alluvial soils 

These soils are limited to the centralspart o'f'the Mekong delta,
 

The relief i very.flat. The soils are -characterized by wate7-logging
 

or high humi.dity throughout most of the year.-


The varibus soil categories which appear in the delta on the 

general soil map of the lower Mekong basin are classified.primarily 

according to their'acidity and could not be differentiated through 

interpretation of satellite images. 

4.2 Eutric fluvisols
 

These are fbund in recently formed alluvial areas constituting 

bank levees along the Mekong and on sandy islands in the river. Thin
 

strips of these soils also appear along most rivers, though these are
 

often too narrow to be shown,on a map. Their extent may be more
 

important when gradual or rapid shifting, of the rivers hhs taken place.
 

/Series
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Series of natural levees are then formed; interceded by low-lying
 

ardasthat are sometimes marshy and often hydromorphous. These soils 

do'iijt tppgat in the lwer"part of the Mekong where tidal influence 

is felt,-increasing in'importance fovrds Kampuchea. The ielief,_ 

whch'is i-n grera slightly undulating, varies from less than a meter 

to a fdw- deters above th&level of surrouiding alluvial formationso 

These soils can be flooded for short periods at the peak o.the rainy 

season, but being located somewhat higher than the ~water level, they
 

are typically well drained.
 

Eutric fulvisols are developed in coarse allIAtum.-left by 

water when flooding over riverbanks0 Their texture varies from -loam 

to clayey loam. They have no diagnostic horizon, but in exceptional 

cases a light horizon can be seen0 Hydromorphy is low. The organic 

matter content varies with the profile, but is generally low. 

Inclusions are essentially-composedof.-6uitric and mollic gLey

,soils localized on more poorly drained alluvia -foundin depressions 

along the banks, .. -

On satellite pictures, alluvial levees appear clearly when they
 

are sufficiently large0 TheyMcorrespondto light'grey shades contrasting
 

with the dark grey of the very humid lowlands which usudllyjborder them,
 

4.3 - utric fluvisols, saline phase, associated with "edtric--gleys6ls 

"'These soils atefcund mainly in depressions subjected to tidal 

influences and located between fossil beaches in the Mekong delta. They 

are partly flooded by brackish water during high tides and sometimes 

by sea water for part of the year0 Drainage is rather poor. -..

-Thbse'depressions, which ar( always wdter-logge or very humid, 

' appear 61early on dry s@ason satellite images. Their very"dark shades
 

in Band 7 bontrast with the very light shade' "8f fossil beaches. 

However, these soils "aeaifficnlt So f'tingish ihen they'occur in
 

very humid flat areas where there is no alternation between fossil
 

beaches and depressions.
 

/These
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These soils are totally different from the previously desqribed
 

eutric fluvisols because of their generally clayey texture and .their
 

poor drainage. Their profile is weakly developed with -spots,in tle
 

upper part, and they have a deoxydized and loose clay horizon at
 

shallow depth. The A horizon has a dark grey colour while the -next
 

horizon is grey. These soils vary from moderately acid to.neutral0
 

They are associated with euttic gley soils that have a somewhat
 

better developed profile The deoxydized and loose clay horizon
 

appears at a greater depth and has a fine pollhedric gtnactre
 

Mnclusmons are thionic fluvisols and gleyic cambisols localized
 

on old fossil beaches.'
 

4.4 ThIonic fluvisols
 

These soils are mainly found in the low areas of the Mekong
 

delta (Plain of Reeds inthe east, Hatien-Rach.Gia depression in the
 

west) . During the rainy season flooding is very important; in the dry
 

season water may recede for a short period over limited areas, but the
 

soils remain water-logged.
 

Very extensivecreas of these soils are always waterlogged, 

uncultivated, and generally covered with reeds .or-other swampy vegetation, 

and they can easily be mapped on the basis of dry season satellite data. 

The delineation of thioni fluvisols is more diffidIft when these 

characteristics do not appear on Images; in such cases they have been 

included in undifferentiated alluvial soils. 

§ These soils, whidhare also known as "terres alunees" (catolays),
 

are formed on brackish sediments containing variable quantities of iron
 

sulphides. They have a clayey texture.oThe A horizon which is thick
 

and varies from very dark grey to black, lies on grey to ,greyish-brown
 

clays with large brownish-yellow to light yellow patches. They have a,
 

weak to moderate polyhedric strxctureo,.,Tbis horizon is found at a.'
 

/shallow
 



.shallow depth on Aeoxydized and.middy clays of a dark grey colouro
 

Thionc fluvisols are'Qharacterized by a very strong acidity (pH
 

from 2 to 3.5, sometime even 1wer than 2 when dri) even in the
 

upper,2 horzQn,. -Atiidity, however, is far-fom uniform and important
 

variations are found wilthinadttdnde of a few hiandr-ea meters. 

Inclusions2 slightly less acid humic gleysol.s.
 

4.5 Thionic fluvisols, associated with humic Gleysols
 

Satellite~imges.show an area with rather homogenous configis.
 

ration and very flat.-topography, which lirwts-the.Mekong delta in the
 

north and differs from unit I by a -less predominant water logging or
 

humidity during the rainy season and a much drier condition during the
 

dry season. This area corresponds approximately to thionic fluvisols
 

•as'sociated with gleys6ls mentioned in 'the general soil'map 6i the
 

vo9wer.Mekong basin. ' 

These are clayey and.poorly drained soils lying on bra d fsh

alluviun.. The A horiz~on, which is thick and- of. a very'dark -grey- 

colour, lies on a clayey and deep B horizon with a grey to greyish

brown colour and with yellow and or yellowish-brown mottles, Most
 

hive.A 1,ow pH -which is in'4enetl--below 91,5' at'200 cm below the surface. 

However., extensjva'area*::which are somewhat less abid, and which could 

be related to humic gley-solsi have bee .inclded: in this mapping"unit. 

4.6 Eutric Gleysols 

"These'6ke formed in poorly or insufficiently drained river,
 

backswamps'as well as in'the flood plain of" the Great Lake0 During,.
 

the rainy season, wide and-extensive flooding takes placepo .
 

This-.sdil unit-can easily be identified on satellite imagery 

because of its generally-dark-4tey colour resdlIting from Ifs significant 

huLidity, the naturally dark.colour of the soils and the flooding which 

characterizes these depressions. 

/The eutric
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The eutric gleysols are clayey, .their c9lour varying from grey
 

to brownish-grey with large brown or brownish-yellow spots. Horizon'A
 

is dark grey or dark brownish-grey Horizon B is deep and well strzdtured.
 

These soils dry deeply during the dry season and often show sudh chhrac

teristics of vertisols.as deep cracks0 Their pH varies from acid to'"
 

neutral0 Base saturation is higher than 50%.
 

4.7 Eutric gleysols associated with Mollip Gleysols
 

These soils include most of the recent aliuvial'deposits in de

pressions located along the banks of the Mekong'in'the upper part of the
 

delta and nearly up to Kratie. They are deeply flooded for a longer
 

period than the unit considered above,-and are water-logged almost
 

throughout the year.
 

They can be differentiated on satellite imagery because of their
 

characteristics resulting from a more extensive surface-hydrology. They
 

are clayey with a generally grey colour and important yellowish-brown
 

to brown spots. They are characterized by e very dark upper horizon.
 

The pH varies,from very acid to slightly acid but the base saturation
 

is abQve 50%,
 

Intrusions include humic gleysols.with a very dark upper horizon, 

a more acid reaction, and a lower base saturation and'thionic fluvisols 

with a very acid ."catclay" clayey horizon. 

4.8 Mollic Gleysols 

These soils appear in old or recent fossil beaches of the Mekong 

delta. the relief is in general rather flat with a more accentuated 

micro-Selief in a few areas. Though submerged by rain water which
 

accumulates in rice fields during the rainy season, these soils are not
 

flooded by river water. During the dry season, they differ by their
 

drier aspect from undifferentiated alluvial seils..which are .always wet,
 

/Dry season
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Dry season satel_-ie-_pfthre givetYst resuits for their 
mqppinga !4o~lic geys. sseem to. £corres.pon&: to'-me lightee'shades 

tfrom ,n ayed. 'thiS"nature of 

's.- its, lw -hUmdityn- kts low.- dr: n i6sti h t t& 5 eXr and the 
#hf ± theil "si

the soil by rice- -ields "that ha-4 been harvested 

in this time of the year. Moreover, fossil beaches on which.-these 

gener-aly appear cai e~silybe-identified because of their speclftc.., 
" orientation-6: . -. . -"-- :....... 


.T'f:bell ,gleygos''ate 'cl-yey and poorly drained; their colour2<: 

varies f-m gr'eyish-3row o reddish-grey with an upper horizon varying 

f5wm-eiy dar ldrey 'to dark Yeddish-hrowno tower horizons show nhumerous 
U..11 

reddTsh-ell-dw <6- brownintlso The" B 'horizon is well develQped with. 

moderately developed fine polyhedric structures Reduction seems to 

take place below 1S cm The pH varies .from- slightly,acid:,to. moderately 
alkaline° These soils can be slightly saline in the lower horizons 

Inclusions include eutric gleysols, eutrt:C fluvisois and some
 

gleyic cambLsols. ioealized, on ridges with&%o-a'myft ekttire ' 

4.9 Humic4°9 gleysols,..associated.Humic .... with-distrjc-'gj.6escs,'.. ....----- ... .L " trio phase 

.,..:o-,Th6se aretypical.of the-plaihs located notth-east of Snoul
 

(Kratie-and Mondol Kiri provinces). They are water-logged during,the
 
rainy season and remain humid during the dry.eacon .. T1h-e bree -cover 

usually forms dense forest.,.. . . . - .

soiso -They "are rather shallow and..Jay . 
on a very hard lateritic pan. The upper horizon contains a large number 

of ferruginous concretions., The pH. is _iow,,as is, fhe.Pase saturation 

rate. Drainage is non-existent or veAy. goon3,., 
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4.10 Lithosols associated with haplic phaeozems
 

This .unitincludes very shallow soils on basalt plateaus 'and
 

limestone hills. The topography ts variable-and-usually Very accentuated
 

(rolling or with steep slopes and escarpments.), The soil cover is often
 

eroded, and the bed rock appears at ground level or immedlately below.
 

Their mapping Is based on the geology indicated in various 

documents and on the topography observed on satellite imageryc • 

Most of the soils of this unit have a depth of less than 10 cm.
 

However, stony and deeper soils of a dark colour and with a brittle
 

surface art often found, especially on basalts. They ,havea clayey to
 

clayey-loamy texture, The pH varies from neutral to basic0 The base
 

saturation rate is high.
 

Inclusions are pellic vertisols, calcaric cambisols and redzines.
 

4.21 Luvic arenosols
 

Whose are mainly-formed'dn sand.tones, granites znd rhyolites
 

which, when weathered, give a sandy material ensuring very good drainage0
 

The topography is irregular: flat to'rolling (more or less;'eroded
 

plateaus; areas occupied by elongated low ridgesl or with a largeunumber
 

of low hills.
 

On satellite'pictures, these cannot be distinguished from the
 

surrounding ferric acrisols associated with plinthic acricols (unit 21).
 

These two soil units have a low fertility and are usually covered by
 

open'dipterocarp forests.
 

Luvic arenosols are very sandy; their colour varies from
 

yellowish to brownish0 Their organic matter content and their exchange
 

capacity are very low. Drainage is excessive and the water holding
 

capacity very low0 These soils can be stony0
 

/4.12
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4.12- Rendzinas associated with pellic vertisols-.and calcaric cambisols
 

These soils appear on limestone colluvium and on marl in practic

" 
a~2-iy~f~a: Tis'£ 'unit"is~maihy"d~nt5uted by shallow and black 
redzineso The upper horizon, which is black,' dlayay granular and 

varies from neutraI to basie has a thickness of 20 to 50 cmo It las 
6IIa nd v 1. r I& z - p.- . .. n :b .... 


In the lowest areas; these are generally associated with pellic 

vertis6J2' - wh. hc-ate~teepe~r, have'a layey st'iruct and iei' less brittle 

Cthohrgh-he-upper,struTcture .ii'soietmes granular) These soils af5

ver)--sticky--when'-wiet and 'veVt hcrd " en dry,- hey show'deep 'cracksdurng 

the dry--season" "'The A horizon, deep, bladt"Oo 'very-dark grey', Iles on 

soft marls. or calcic clays: Th.dkhange..apa5&tj&'.ad base s*ftiiratbih" 

are .high. *j! 

Inclusions: chromic'caiiso's< and'Iitosons on'lmestonei shallow 

or ,moder-tel.-: ep.. redd-i-sh-bqwpy! deep2 and brittbe "dystric- nitosolso 

4.13 Pellic vertisols associated with chromic vertisols .
 

These are essentially formed on basalt bed-rock with an almost 
flat or slightlyuiahUl-at-i ng .eif .T;nt Kampu6h'a-thW T a 'on*'dy-arb-found 


the Kompong-9harnand the:-Kra-tie basaltitanges-'as well' as---in aepressions 
and.flat.....area• . us 0. s~of-:bhe:meuntano""Rat&na-Kiiregions t of-Mondol Kirti. and 

Small outcrops also appear in the north-cast-,of ThailindJ'-t -.- . 

.The yegetttional -cover found in, this unit .i.6:generallfra more 

or less degraded~mainly eveggreen-dense fdrest- - %,.,-S
 
.. .~~~~~. .... . . . . . . ... . I-..--. D ,, ,' 

Pellic vertisols have a thick (20 to 40 cm).clayey,btacko . 

very dark A horizon with mottles and ferruginous concretiQns. Thogh4_.. 

generally granular, the structure is polyhedrico "The pH )vartes from 

acid to neutral. These soils ly on dark-reddish brownqg4ays with a. 

neutral -to alcaline DH, and a lrge ,number of ferruqinous .concretionso., 

They are composed of montmorillonitic clays which swell strongly when 

wet and retract when drj,, revealing cracks and deep retraction fissiares. 

/The?
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They are very sticky when wet and difficult to .work Most of the pellic 
-- 'et= 1 -a be l--fl-rainedV • -- .. -r--

0 
- ' 

Somewhat better drained, brown to dark brown chromic verthisols
 

are found in higher areas.
 

4.14 	 Gleyic solonchaks associated with~thlonic fluvisols and eutric
 

fluvisols
 

- . These are found along the delta coast in permanently water

logged areas subjected to tidal influences0 Very poorly drained: and 

highly saline,.the-y;are characterized by mangroves which facilitateS; 

their mapping0 Gleyic solonchaks Are composed.of fully deoxydized 

muddy clays. Associated .with thse .arec,-.. - , 

- thionic fluvisols: potentially acid and with a high sulphur
 

content, these,become extremely acid when drained;
 

" eutric.fluvisbIs poorly drained, they ar- diflferentiated
 

from gleyic solonchaks by their low salinity (condtctivity lower than
 

15 mmhos). 	 -. . . . . . - -.. . . . .. 

4.15 	 Gleylc cambisols associated with gleyic luvisols
 

T 	 .
Xhese occur on the ridges'of-old 6r-receht fossil'beaches. 


•where.they appear astnarrow strips'normwal1y Used by human settlements
 

and thus sheltered from floods. '"
 

Gleyic cambisols areyoung soils with a practically undifferen

tiated profile0 They have a loamy structure0 The greyish-brown to
 

brown A horizon lays on a yellowish-brown to brown or dark-brown B
 

horizon with light mottles Horizon C is light grey to light greyish
0 


brown. The organic matter content is'very low. The pH varies from
 

acid to neutralo Some of these soils may have a low salinity. Drainage
 

is normally-'quite good0 Gleyic cambisols are surrounded by clayey.
 

gleysols tr fluvisols formed on marine depositso
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tAssociated gleyic luvisols have similar characteristics but
 

are';found on older fossil beaches. These are characterized by-a B
 

horizon with a clayey revetment, the clay content of which is higher
 

than in the upper horizon.
 

--'--Inclusions: badly drained mollic gleysols, eutric - Ieysols
 

and very sandy and well drained eutric regosls.
 

4.16 Ferralic cambisols associated with ferric acrisols
 

These occur in particular on middle alluvial terraces in the 

north-east provinces of Thailand, Compared to soils of unit 22, they 

occupy a higher-topographic position althoigb6th uhits are parts 

of the same terrace level. They are also f&ud on materials resulting 

from sandstone decomposition In Kampuchea tA y appear on granitic 

or sandstone bed-rocks, on their colluviums and on older alluvia of 

the'Mekong terraces0 Topography, which varies between undulating and 

highly'rolling, is often deeply cut by erosion. 

- - - Rainy season satellite images available for some regions make 

it possible to.differentiate these soils from tho-s of iit 22 which 

are generally flooded or very humhid during the wet periods0 

.F.erralfc cambisols are deep and characterized'by a sandy loam 

and greyish-brown A horizon covering a-brown"or light yellowibh-brown, 

sandy loam or.sandy clay-loam B horiion. The clay content indreases 

progressively with depth. Indistinct spots are sometimes found in the 

lower part of the profile. No alluvia 'clay's found. The 'structure 

is very weak or massive. The alterable mineral content and the exchange 

capacity are low. These,9 5ils ar~e general-y acid-and havd-a I-ow organic 

matter content. Where subjected to a very active alteraitin-between 

wet ,and dry, these soils seem.to be closely related to ferralsolso
 

*These soils are associated with ferric acrisols.which are q ite
 

similai'to ferralic cambisolso The upper horizcn,which is also of the
 

sandy loam type, lies on a sandT clay loam horizon but the B horizon,
 

/which
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which is generally of a pinkish-grey to light-brown colour, shows
 

strong reddish'spots aid a large number of ferruginous concretions.
 

Clayey revetments are sometimes found8
 

4.17 Gleyic luisols associaied with orthic luvisols and eutric
 

gleysols 

Gleyic luvisols appear in the lower parts of the semi-recent
 

alluvia of northern Thailand and on the colluvium of basic and acid
 

origin constituting the -fluviatile plain of Battambang-prlovafnce

(Kampuchea).
 

There &reno criteria .to differentiate these soilst'from thdsd

of unit 22 on satellite images and their mapping-is mainly basd'to.
 

j,
availablepedlogic documents. 


These are greyish-brown soils with a large number of mpttles
 

and a loamy to loamy-clay upper horizon laying on a textural.AB horizon
 

well developed and characterized by a fine texture and by the presence
 

of clayey revetments., They have'a low to medium organic matter content,
 

a lowto medium exchange cpacity, -ahigh bas6 saturation, and an acid
 

to neutral reaction. Drainage varies from averageto poor.
 

These soils are found in old river backswamps,where they are
 

associated with the better drained orthic luvisols of former bank
 

levees and with eutric gleysols in the lowest parts 6f the depressions.
 

Inclusions: gleyic acrigols and eutric fluvisols.
 

4.18 Orthic acrisols- associated with lithosols
 

Stony and §hallow, these sil-s cccuriS areas marked 'by steep
 

slopes -(mountainsyhills, deeply eroded plateaus)O and 'moregenerally
 

in areas where the bed-rock is directly or practically outcropping.
 

These are noimally observed on intermediate or acid rocks. Where
 

/geology
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geology is not known, however, the study is based only on t0pography.
 

In the same manner, the map does not differentiate,snall limestone
 

and basalt areas.
 

This unit can be delineated thgugh a study of Band 7 image,& 

when it is conditioned by a marked topography. In low and feebly 

undulating regions, study of multtspectral images makes it'bssible 

to determine .large areas of outcrcpping or nearly outcropping r6cks, 

because of the scattered and generally decidfiofs tre&c.over and fhi 

extent of the grassy carpet which dries .quickly:during the dry'seasOno 

The shades are grey-(outcropping rocks) or light grey'(nearly out

cropping rocks)0 it-does not seem possible~however,to diff~rentiate 

in these areas the lateritic .pans of the rocks.' -

Most of these soils are shallow (5 to 30-cm), aci-d.CpH 4-5 to
 

6.5), with a loamy sand to clayey texture (usually loamy clay)0 In view
 

of the variety of pedological conditions (topography, nature of the
 

bed-,rock, climate), great differences are found wfthin this unit. Soils
 

onQgranites and rhyolites very 6ften'Form sandy to sandy loam. Uacites,
 

mica schists, and. sedimentary schists gjive.iore Ulayey materials while
 

sandstone often turns into poorly developed sandy"soils- '0 


0rthiciacrisols,-are associated with very shallow lithosols (less 

than 10 	cm above the bedrock).
 

Inclusions: rather young chromic cambisols, without textural B 

horizon; humic acrisols with a high humus content. -cnbe.found.±n the highest 

hilly areas with high rainfall0 

4.19 	 O-thic acrisols associated with dystric nitosols and.ferralic 

cambisols - - " 

. Thesi occur on materials resulting from the weathering of various 

types of rocks-'Cexcept basic rocks), as well as on old alluvium with
 

sandy or loamy texture. They are found on many different types of
 

topography, from flat to rolling, though most are fotnd in hilly areas
0
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Also covered by this unit are soils of the more or less wide valleys
 

otftbe hilly.areAs as well as the soifs'of plateius with undulating
 

to rclling'topdgraphy.o* :"
 

On satellite pictures, no criteria seem to differentiate these
 

oils-from,those of'-units 16 and 24.
 

-A- . - - - - - - - - - 

. Laying on such different bedrbbks, these' sqils have varying 

morphologic charapteristics- The typical profile-is given by F.R, 

Moorman: under a humiferoust upper horizon, of a giayish-brown colouf,is 

a yellowish-brown leached area. The two upper horizons are clearly 

lacking i4-fine-elements, and, have,a loamy 'sand texture. "The underlaying 

accumulation horizon -has a clayey texture of red to yellow c61bUhflid 

a clearly polyhedric structure. Many variations are'f6und on this.

typical profile. The depth may vary from less than a meter *o several
 

meters according to the slope and the nature of the bedrock. Some
 

profiles can be very stony.
 

,-Ferruginous concretions are often found in the profiles0 

pH ,stays around 4.5. The base saturation and water retention capacity 

are low. These soils, dry deeply during the dry season and are 'very' 

susceptible to erosion. 

- - - 'The 

Associations: ferralic cambisols and dystric nitostIs.
 

Inclusions: ferric acrisols and lithosols.
 

420 .Ferric acrisols, petric phase
 

Ferric acrisols are well developed bn old loamy to clayey
 

alluvium of the middle terraces in northeast of Thailand. They also
 

occur in Lao PDR over wide aras.o'The topography of thes ehfes is in
 

general flat to slightly undulating. In these low lying- rdgtdns, open
 

forests and the absence of crops resulting from a very low fertility 

- Sfthe soil are*:characteristics which can easily be identified on 

satellite pidtures. 

/These
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These soils are characterized by a hard laterite layer or by 

a large proportion of laterite concretions near the surface or at,a 

shallow depth. The sandy to loamy upper horizon is very gravelly but 

often er6sion uncovers the hardened horizon Their real depth normally 

varies between 10 and 50 cm. These soils are acidic. 

4.21 Ferric acrisols associated with plinthic acrisols
 

in Viet-im 'azid Kampuchea, these soils occupy old sandy and
 

sandy-ciay alluvial terraces of the Mekong'as well as the plains around
 

the Great Lake0 They are'also found in valleys, on slope colluvium
 

m&terial-and on sandy material resulting from weathered acid rocks.
 

In such cases they are often associated with lithosolso The topography
 

of these~aZtas i 'usually flat with occasional more undulating areas.
 

On satellite pictures, these soils cannot usually be differeri

tiated from the previous unit since they too are poor and mostly
 

uncultivable0 The vegetational cover.,is mainly composed .f dry
 

dtpterocarp forest. "
 

Ferric acrisols have a sandy to clayey upper horizon, grayish

brown in colour with a generally very low humus content. A feebly

developed B horizon is a yellowish-brown to light greyish-brown colour
 

with large reddish spots. These soils contain hardened ferruginous -:
 

concretions with a higher clay content. The water retention capacity
 

is low, :and..most of'the.ferric acrisols are extremely'dry'and hard
 

during the dry season. They are acidic and their exchange capacity
 

and base saturation are very low0 They are highly erodableo
 

Plinthic acrisols associated with these soils are found in,' 

particular in the eastern region of Kampuchea and in the part of Viet-Nam 

where precipitation amounts to more than 2,000 mm per year and where 

the dry season is short0 In all other regions with marked dry seasons, 

plinthites can occur at a great depth in which case they are not 

involved in our classification. In some regions of western Kampuchea, 

/these
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these soils contain large proportions of ferruginous concretions or
 

have harddned laterlte horizon at a shallow depth. In fact, these
 

constitute a lateritic phase of ferric acrisols. These soils, which
 

are poet and often too dry for agriculture, erode very quickly on the
 

.'slopes of deep valleys.
 

Inclusions: gleyic and orthic acrisols, ferralic cambisols.
 

4.22 Gleyic acrisols associated with dystric planosols
 

These are almost exclusively found in lower and.almost flat
 

areas cf~various formations0 They are normally found on old alluvium,
 

sometimes on semi-recent affluvium and on colluvial material -ofacid
 

rocks. They are typical of depressions on low alluviul terraces, and,
 

of areas where the water table level stays close to the surface
 

practically throughout the year. Somewhat poorly to poorly drained,
 

they are water-logged and often flooded during the rain season but
 

dry out deeply in the dry season.
 

These soils can easily be identified on satellite pictures.
 

During the rainy season, flooding and waterlogging, which are typical
 

of this unit, give grey shades which become darker as these phenomena
 

become more important. 'During the dry season, on the contrary, grey shades
 

become very light. This high radiance is due to the drying of the soils
 

andto an extensive ccupation by harvested rice fields at this time Qf
 

the year.
 

The surface horizon of gleyic acrisols varies .fromloam to
 

sandy-loamo It lays on a loamy to clayey textural B horizon well or.
0 

poorly developed, with the clay content increasing generally and 

progressively with depth. The colour varies from light grey to light 

greyish-brown with many spots throughout the profile.- Thi structure 

. -very poorly developed or massive, especially at'the surfgces Most 

of these soils easily become ,compactedwhen wet,- practically sealingi 

/the surface.,
 



" 
the surface - atfter.ti.st-rongq,-ain' ThiZE iai phenomenon may also be
 

due to. the puddling..of: rice TfilIds 'Maiy 'gleyi ... " velop a 

compact.plough,pan -immediately"'hderthehplouh hori~on. The organic 

matter qontent is generaly-low wheit"thee so{a are' no overed by 

forests. They are,acid, ,and-their e6change"capacity ana base saturation
 

are Io.w. They. show -important vatA ti6r s which are related to the age 
.othe.sadimentg do t6hsy--h''hich a v e -dve lop-o
 

* Lyatri _planosds ,aie.."In &.r icuiar found in various parts of 

Kampuchea,, -Similar .to'the are howeverprevlous -types 'of 'soifs'-they 


characterized -by!apudden -change i -txtln bettg;ehn horizons A and B
 

or by.,a _very compact and- nmperuea@beun'rlaymng
horxzono "lusions 

are cqmpose.,of-g,qleyic solonetz, feril- scrisols andy'stri gleysels. 

Dystric gleysols correspond fo-acid a.-'luvia1 'goai1s ,ith a well developed 

B horizon and a low base saturation rate. Gleyic solonetz-have a compact 

B horizonH'ahd a_very 'hg pecentage 4f exchangeable sodium., - m

. . .. . -. . . .. ... . . . . . , 

4.;23' - Gley-c'-acisols "'a'ss6diited with ferralic cambisols and-ferr-i : 

~--Iso)A J,-

I .This-association is.sp cli-flUt the northeast provinces of 

Thaiand,wi.th a ,mainlyj,undulatirg-tbp'ogrbbfy. 'The gleyic acrisols 

(pnit 22) are -fjnd in -: 1ower,_arewas, with 'the- ferrallc cambisols (unit 

16)r and ferric acrisols C,.nit':2C"-,iA heparts; " 

Vriots &omp5nentsvJiesThe relative.,Impor-tane6of-te 
.-,---.yw- 9 

according ta -areand opographi.:I.A , a l S

predomciate over qther associdted soil'-while in a g@ih a more
" 


accentuated topography, the opposite is noted0 Often eachof.,the
T 


elements of thls--u i is '!51eon satellite pictures, but the
 

elements cannot be mapped separately since their respective areas are,
 

much too small.
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4.24 Dystric nitosols associated with chromic cambisols
 

These soils are found,on residuum and colluvium -resulting E om 

the weathering of intermediate or basic rockA. The topog+6phy varies 

from undulating to rolling withoccasional more accehtuated features 

due to the presence.of mainly limestone rocky.outcrops which create 

important escarpments. The topography may in some cases be considered 

as a peneplain with a soil cover resultingttor influenced by basic rocks. 

There are few criteria to immediately distinguish these soils 

on satellite pictures.. They are in general covered,by a'dense azd 

mainly eiergreen foest deeply degr'aded by crops, though this criterion 

is not specific to these soils0 When the bedrock is different from the 

basic rocks mentioned on geological maps, these soils cannot be differ

enti&ted from unit 19 in the yalleys of hilly areas.
 

Dystric nitosols are in general very deep, brittle, and 9f a 

red to reddish-brown colour. They have a clayey-loam to clayey A 

horizon and a clayey textural B horizon, though the horizon.separation 

is,.not clear. -In the B horizon aggregates have a clayey revetment and 

the clay content increases with depth0 These soils have a moderate
 

acidity and their rate of base saturation is below 50%. The exchange
 

capacity is moderate0 The organic matte,: -content is'to a large extent
 

related to the vegetational cover , They have good physical progertle'
 

such as brittleness and a high-waterretention capacity. -

In some regions, dystric nitresols which fave developed on
 

limestones, are associated with brittle and modeiately deep chromiid
 

cambisols of a reddish-brown-colour and without'a textural B horizon.
 

Inclusions': vertisols, rendzines and some lithosols°
 

4.25' -Orthic fetralsols
 

These occur often on alluvial terraces of northeast Thailand
 

which, located higher and well above surrounding and more recent
 

terraces, are considered as the oldest. The topography is rolling with
 

steep slopes here and there0
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This unit can be rather precisely distingui-shed through a compa

rative study of topographic and Pedologic maps and satellite-pictuThso
 

It it often apparent on satellite pictures because of the'presence of
 

dry dipterocarp forests or intensively cultivated-areas.
 

Orthic ferralsols are deep, well drained, and red to yellowish

red0> Horizon A, yith a generally sandy to loamy-texture, often shows
 

signs of degradation: fine particles migrate towards the base bringing
 

_.
about the forrnation- of- an A sequence in .the B horizon,. 'ahd the-,

texture becomes clayey-sandy-loamo
 

'Separations between horizons are progressive except for the
 
lower limit of the upper horizon which is very shallow and of a somewhat
 

darker colour0 The structure is poorly developed0 Brittle when wet,
 

these soils become very hard when they are dry Their.pHvaries from
 

very acid to moderately acid. .The base. saturation rate is- Vriable 

and the exchange capacity is very low. The organicmattercpntent is
 

related to the vegetational cover but is generally low as:-is, the water
 

retention capacity.
 

4.26 Rhodic ferralsols
 

Rhodci ferralsols are found mainly on plateaus of volcanic
 

.origin.-in Kamnpuhea where they constitute "bite -"red lands". "These 

basaltic formations. have an undulatin&%'to- rolling topography 

Most of the rubber plantation are located on these formations.
 

Clearly appatentoii satellite -pictures,'they give'good indications for
 

mappiang,
 

Rhodic ferralsqls which have developed on clay resulting from 

an alteration of basalt are deeD and brittle. Under a mere .6r'loss 

humiferous loamy-clay to clayey upper layer appears a dark reddish-brown 

clay which extends in general without obvious changes over a considerable 

depth (more than 50 m.). The organic matter content, which varies from
 

/low 
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low to moderate, ±s related to the vegetational coverand'to the slope.
 

These soils are .moderately acid and have a low exchange capabity rThey
 

are well drained, porous, and-have a good water retentin capacity.-


The clotty structure of the upper horizons, which facilitates a"v4y
 

easy infiltration of rain water, preserves these soils from erosion0
 

.nclusions orthic ferralsols, some vertisols anid sbme lithosolso
 

4.27 Rhodic ferralsols associated with orthic ferralsols
 

These occur on basalt plateaus with a normally rolling topography.
 

These plateaus are often deeply cut by erosion which gives the topography
 

a very typical aspect of more or less narrow table lands with ridges
 

surrounded by deep erosion valleys0
 

These soils have a red to yellow-red 'colour8 Profiles are deep
 

with a clayey texture and a structure varyiig from clotty to slightly
 

polyhedric. Perruginous co6ricretions may appear at various levels,
 

sometimes diose to the surface.
 

Inclusions:-some acric ferralsols and some lithosolso
 

4.28 Acric ferralsols associated with orthic ferralsols
 

T-his unit occupies ,the larger part of the Pleiku-Kon -TUrn basalt
 

plateau. This deeply eroded surface shows a rolling topbgraphywith
 

less eroded surfaces here and there.
 

.Acric ferralsols compare with rhodit ferralsols-in inany

characteristics. However, they have a very low fertility, confirmed
 

by an extremely low exchange capacity. They have a very acid pH.
 

Their bas saturation is very iowo Their water retention capacity is
 

low and they dry very'quickly in the dry season These characteristics,
 

alongwith their very high brittleness, turn them into thin dust auring
 

dry-periodso -They are well drained and porous
0
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Orthic ferralsols have redder or lighter colours and a higher
 

exchange ccpadi-tyoc
 

Inclusions: some rhodic ferralsols and some rhodic-acri olso
 

4.29 Dystric histosols
 

These peat and muck soils occur'in.the western ptarts of'ttie 

Mekong delta a few meters above sea level and are generally covered 

%bypwamp, tores-t'w±th Melaleuca,; -they are typical of iore or less 

wter-logg!d -soils.,,'where ater renewal is slow, and have in general 

a large content 6f acids and 6rganic matter0 

The mapping of dystric histosols is based on the presence of
 

swampy vegetation with Melaleuca, observed on satellite pictures0
 

They are characterized by a peaty layer of at least 40 cm,
 

almost exclusively composed of organic matter and which can reach a
 

depth of several meters. Some peats have a high sulphur content,
 

becoming very acid when drained.
 

Access to this region being difficult, the pedological composition 

of the peaty-soils -is hot known0 

V. Surface hydrology
 

In view of the extent of the lower Mekong basin, is was not
 

possible to represent floods and water subsidence as a coherent whole.
 

Because of the extensive cloud cover, rainy season satellite data are
 

insufficient0 We could only plot the approximative maximum limit of
 

areas which in 1972 - 1973 were covered by a layer of water or were
 

very humid0
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No distinction has been made between floods proper(resulting
 

from overflowing rivers and streams), rain water generally accumulated
 

in rice fields during the rainy season, and waterlogged or very humid
 

soils0 The delineation of these wet areas involves &'veiy large part
 

of subjective appreciation.
 

Results obtained are represented at a very reduced scale
 

because of their limited usefulness and their lack of precision.
 

This study is essentially based on the'interpretation ofbhdd
 

7 composite colour transparencies and black and whit&-transparendies
 

taken during the rainy season (LANDSAT I).
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VI. Comparative. table -o .silvnts 

Lpwer Mekong baLgin 

I All'uvPal jilss

undifferentiated 


2 Eutric-fluvisols 


r-.. 

Utic_ 'fluiolS 
('saline phase),-,


eutric gleysols
 

4 Thionic ;f-uvisols 

5 Thionic fluvisols 

humic gleysols 


6 Eutric qleysols 


7 Eutric gleysols, 

mnollic gleysols 


a Mollic gleysols 


9 Humic gleysols, 


Dystric gleysols

("cuirasse" phase) 


lre 	Lithosols, Haplic 

phaeozems 


1 
s
11 	-L vireodnosols


12 	Rendzines,.-

Pellic vertisols 

Calcaric cambisols 


THAILAND 

2 Alluvial s'dias 

on recent fresh 

water "alvlum" 


22 and 23. Un-

differentiated 
steep land or 
shall-ow red brown 
earths on "imeshon 
crags or lava 
plateaus and-vol-" 
canos" t" " I.and. 
-Sandy 


VIET-NAM .. KAMPUaHEA : 

1 Alluvial soils,......
undifferentiated 	 - -. 

3 Acid alluvial soils . . 

4 Very acid alluvial
 
soils
 

5 Brown alluvial 14 Brown allu*ial 

sculs of the river r..-xsoils.2th
levees Y'r~ver re.-eeer 

1: Allvial sile', 'un-' -. " :.... 
differentiated .
 

4' Vety atid :alluvia'l1'' ". . 
.soils
 

3 Acid alluvial soils 9 "alune" soils
 
:.(cat c- clays)
 

1 Alluvial soils, un- 13 Alluvial soils
 
differentiated 	 tlLaohri.n.«. 

." 	 deposlts
 

1lAlluvial soils, un- 13 Alluvial soils
 
differentiated 
 4 

1 Alluvial soils, un
differentiated
 

.7-Hys 	 romqrphiet.r
 

R7. 7oilss:-. 
- . , lateritic 

8 Shallow rgurs and origin
 

latosols (generally 12 Basic l4dtboso.ls:.
 
shallow) on basalt
 

" 

.4 	 ' 
podzolic soils
 

- on acid rocks 

' 4I " Re -OK 
4,"b:j -

c 

http:l4dtboso.ls
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Lower Mekong basin THAILAND VETrNAM.- KAMPWCHEA 

13 Pellic vertisol, 
Chrbiri "vertisols 

10 4rumosols 
- " 

10 Regur.(enbasaltLcj 
":"bed-rek)-- -

14 Glev.ac solonchaks, 
Thionic fluvisols 
Eutric fluvisols' 

2 Saline alluvial 
soils 

16 Coastal compLex?>, i 

15 Gleyic cambisols, 
Gleylo luvisols 6 Regosols on white

and yellow dune 
sand , 

16 Fezralic -cambiso, 
Ferric acrisols 

14 Grey ipodzolic 
soils -' 

I Red-yellow podzolic 

17 Gleyic luvisols, 
Orthic luvisols,. 
Eutric gleysols 

18 Orthic acrisols -20-

.7 Mow Humic Gley 
-

and .21, hallow 
red-yellow pod-

18 Complex of 
montainous soils 

8 B ,wn-hy <rmo phlc 
sdil-s

-

11 Ac1.ldtmh6hAso'!"_t 

zolic soils and mostly red and 'Lkk -.. 
-"- ;., - re'ddish-brow-n" yellow pod2olic . " . ... 

lateritic soils soils and litho
1- , . qn, steep land sollc sol"{:-: .. % 

19 Orthic acrisols, 15-16-1:6p Red - 12 Re'd and.yellowDyt~gi- hitqsols, yellow podzolic podltc soils 
Ferralic'cambisols soils on acid rocks
 

13 Red and yellow .
 
podzolic soils
 

on old alluvial .
 
sediments
 

20-FertHic acri§ols, 15L. Red - yellow 
Petric phase podzolic soils 

with lateritic 
--- gravel . . . - C 

21 Ferric'atrisols 14 Grey pb6dzolic 4 Lateritic clays
 
Plinthic acrisols soils -on old. .1
 

alluvial sedi
ments - 

22 Gleyic acrisols, 7 Low humic gley 15 Low humic gley :5 Cultivated hydro-

Dystric planosols soils soils on old morphores soils
 

alluvial 6 Grey hydromorp): gi
 
soil's--------sediments 


3 Planosols
 

23 Gleyic acrisols, 9 Low hutiic gley
 
Feralic.c&mbisld soils and red-

Ferric acrisols yellow podzolic
 

soils with
 
laterite
 

2 
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Lower Mekong basin THAILAND VIET-NAM KAMPUCHEA
 

24 Dystric nitosols, 17 Reddish-brown 2 Latosols 
Chromic cambisols lateritic (Western) 

soils 

13 Red brown earth 

25 Orthic.ferralsols 19 Red and ye llow 
latosols 

2i Rhddc ferralsois 19 Red and yellow 19 Reddish-brown 2-Latosos 
Jatosoib latosols on (Eastern) 
• ', basalt" 

27 Rhodic ferralsolst 20 Red-and yelldw 2 Latbsols (South-
Orthic ferralsols latosols 

-basalt 
on Eastern) 

23 Reddish-brovin
 
latosols and
 
red latosols
 

,on basaIt
 

?8 Acric ferralsols, 21 Earthy red 
Orthic ferralsols latosols on 

basalt 

?9 Dystric histosols 25 Peat andmuCl
 
soils
 

Note:
 

Figures correspond to the numbers given to the units used Yb the" 
various soil maps.
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C. LAND CAPABILITY MAP 

I. DVefinitions 

Soils described in the pedo--geomorpholgic map are grouped in 

this section according to their capability for rice -cultivation -ad-

rain-fed crops0 Their classification is based on the simplified methpd 

preshnfted in the "Soil)Survey Interpretation $andbook foi"Northeist.. 

Thailand,' Part II", Soil Survey Report No. 60, 1967,. by DoLo Gallup, 

Sri.ak Kashemsanta .and-Avudh Pimpand. 

- Capital U corresponds to land classes suited for rain-fed
 

crops.
 

- Capital P corresponds to land classes suited for rice (aquatic)
 

cultivation0 Rain-fed rice cultivation (ioe. without bunds) comes under
 

rain-fed crops°
 

1l Rain-fed crops
 

Class U-I - Soils very 'well suited for rain-fed upland crops0 No 
.... limitation. 

Class U-I - Soils well suited for rain-fed (upland) crops. Few 

limitations. 

Class U-11 - Soils fairly we-ll -suited fot rain-fed (upland) cr6ps.,-

Limitations: moderate. 

Class U-IV Soils poorly suited for rain-fed (upland) crops. Serious
 

limitations restricting the choice of crops and/or
 

reqdiring special cropping techniques or conservation
 

practices.
 

1.2 Rice cultivation
 

Class PI - Soils very well sAited for paddy land0 No limitation
 

Class P11 - Soils well suited for paddy land0 Slight limitations0
 

/Class PIT
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Class P-11T - Soils fairly well suited for paddy land0 Moderate 

limitations. 

-Class PVA" - Soils poorly suited for paddy lands, Serious limitations
 

restricting the choice of crops and/or requiring special
 

cropping techniques or conservation practices0
 

ITo Dtescription of land capability, units -

Each of these units covers one or several: of the soil described
 

in the pedo-geomorphologic map and presents in practice equivalent agri

cultural capabilities8
 

Regions mainly suited for paddy cultivation
 

Unit 	 very well suited for paddy land and moderately for rain-fed
 

(upland) crops8 Land capability classes: PI-UIIIo
 

This unit corresponds *o mollic gleysols (unit 8) and gleyic
 

luvisols associated with orthic luvisols and eutric gleysols (unit 17).
 

These fertile soils-have-as a whole no majdt limitBOnlo
 

Unit II 	 well suited for paddy lands0 Limitations result from
 

flooding with balinity hazards in coastal areas. Land
 

capability class: PITo
 

Are as covered by this unit:
 

- undifferentiated'goils (unit 1), eutric fluvisols, saline 

phase, associated with eutric gleysols (unit 3). Highly fertile, these 

soils can become very productive when protected from flooding. 

- £Utr-iceThysols (unit 6) and eutric gleysols associated
 

'with mollicgleysCls-'(unit 7). Of a rather high fertility, these soils
 

can be very well suited for paddy land if water control is provided.
 

Unit 3 : 	well suited for paddy land and moderately suited for rain-fed
 

crops on better drained uplands. The major limitation
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results from drying of the soils. Land capability-classes:
 

p11-UT'I
 

This unit corresponds to pellic vertisols associated with
 

chromic vertisols (unit 13).
 

Unit 4 : 	 moderately suited for paddj land. The low water retention
 

capacity, the low fertility or the high acidity of these
 

soils are tbe.matnJlimi-trig,factors' 'hand capability
 

class: PI1.
 

This corresponds to:
 

- Thionic fluvisols associated with humic gleysols (unit 5).
 

Their generally .very high 'acidity may make them' insuited for agriculture.
 

They are very badly drained0
 

Gleyic-acrlols associated with dystric planosols (unit
 

22). They have a low fertility and are poorly drained.
 

Zones mainly suited for rain-fed crops
 

Unit 5 	 moderately suited for rain-fed crops. The low fertility of 

thb soils and their flooding are the main limiting factors. 

Land 'capability class: Ull. 

This unit covers:
 

- Eutric fluvisols (unit 2), very fertile and particularly'
 

Weil suited'for orchards.
 

- Dystric nitosols (ufit 24) associated with chromic 

cambisols have a low fertility but very good physical properties. 

Their drying out durzi ng the dry season-is one-of the maintlimitin-factors. 

/Rhodic
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Rhodic ferralsols (unit 26) have, as far as their
 

-chemisbry is concerned, a rather low fertiit-but they give the best
 

cultivable lands of the basin. 'This property results from their very
 

good physical characteristics. They are particularly well suited for
 

andustril crops.
 

Unit 6 	 Well suited for rain-fed crops and moderately suited for 

rice cultivated on flat areas0 Land capability classes: 

UII-PiIIo 

'These are formed by rrdzines ssociated with pellic
 

vertisols and calcaric cambisols (uWnt 12)., These soils
 

have a high fertility but their shalqwness and-their
 

strong desitcati6n- during the dry season are limiting
 

factors as far as agriculture is concerned
 

Unit 7 	 moderately suited for rain-fed crops.- Their.desiccatton. 

low fertility, and easy erodability are the, main limitiDg 

factors. Land capability class: UI1. 

This'unit covers:
 

- Gleyic cambisols associated with gleyic luv-sols (unit 15),
 

these have a limited agricultural value and are usually used for fruit
 

-
cultivation and for a few food crops that have-poor yield' Howevery 

most are uncultivated. 

-Ferralic cambisols, associated with ferric acrisols (unit
 

16), have a low fertility.
 

'orthic'acriol associated with dystric nitosols-and
 

fe'rlc 'bar iso1s (unit 9), 'also have a low fertility.. Orthic acrisols
 

are :too aidy, too stony; or located on steep slopes, and are best used
 

for pastures or forest reserves.
 

/Ferric
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- Ferric acrisols, associated with plinthic acrisols (unit 21), 

are poor and often too dry. They erode very quicklyon the slopes of 

some dteep valleys. Most of these soils are uncultivated. The-vegeta

tional cover is mainly open dipterqcarp,forest. 

- Orthic ferralsols (unit 25) have a low fertility. Characteris

tic steep slopes are one of the important limiting factors0 They are 

well suited for fruit trees with deep roots. 

§ The -gricultural potential of rhodic ferralsols associated with 

orthic ferralsols (unit 27) are limited by their very marked topography. 

Water and soil conservation are required to make these.soils productive0 

- Acrictferralsols, associated with orthic ferralsols (unit 28), 

have a very low fertility. Soil and water conservation is essential. 

2.3 Zones suited for paddy lands and rain-fed crops
 

Unit8:.iY 	 Moderately suitable for paddy land and rain-fed crops. Land
 

capability cl~sses: PIXI-UII.
 

This unit corresponds to gleyic acrisols associated with ferralic
 

cambisols and ferric acrisols (unit 23). The main limiting factor is
 

their:low fertility.
 

2.4 Zones poorly suited for crops 

Unit 9 poorly suited for rain-fed crops and paddy lands. Severe 

limitations. Land capability classes: PIV-UIV. 

- The very high acidity and the poor drainage of thionic 

fluvisols (unit 4) and dystric histosols (unit 29) and the high salinity 

and poor drainage of gley1c solonchacks associated with thionic fluvisols 

.and eutrlcifluvisols (unit 14), make these unsuited for cultivation.
 

- Humic gleysols associated with dystric gleysols, laterite 

phase (unit 9), have a low fertility, are poorly drained, and are shallow 

/Unit 10:
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iifit 10 : 	poorly suited for rain-fed crops. Severe limitations.. Land
 

capability class: UIVo
 

- The shallownes-and :tontni'ss of litosci s associated with
 

hjplic phaeczems (unit 10) are limiting factors for rain-fed crops.
 

- Luvic arenosols (unit 1 )', are too sandy, too dry, often
 

too,stony.and ot a 'very l6w fartilit- and are therefore not suited for
 

agriculture.
 

- .Or.thic'acrisols" ds6biated with lithosols (Wnit 18),have
 

a low fertility, are shallow, stony and located on a very.marked topo

graphy, and are therefore poorly suited for crops.
 

The presefice of laterite on the surface-bf ferIacacrisols,
 

laterite'phase (unit 20) is an important-lirinrn factd.
 

III. Annex: Rice cultivation and rainfall
 

In practice, nearly all rice pro-dsced in the lower Mekong is
 

grown during the rainy season. Rice cultivation, mainly rain-fed,
 

depends on rainfall which may be relatively scarc , especially during
 

-the first part 'of.the-rainy season.
 

The volume of.-precipitation and its.,d.stribution over the 

rainy season varies considerably from one region to the other adcording 

to various factors such as the distance from the sea,, the latitude, the 

elevation, the exposure to prevailing monsoon winds, etc0 

In order to delineate regions best suited for rain-fed rice
 

cultivation, an analysis of-monthly precipitation data suplied by 141
 

rainfall stations was 'crriedout for the'months'during which'ice is
 

cultivated; these data were compared with rice water requirementS0 It
 

was assumed that local rice varieties require a minimum of 120 mm
 

rainfall per month, with this criterion applying at least four years
 

out of five.
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To delineate areas where rain-fed rice cultivation is prartic

ab -Eh&"fo2lowing factors were considered:
 

Sa) Number .of :month§durng which precipitation- is above
 

. 120.mm;
 

(b) Duration of periods of drought during* the rainy season;
 

.I(c) .Date ..oX the beginning,- and the end- of,the rainy seasoii; 

(d) Macro-relief of the basin;
 

C(e) Knowledge obtained through pratical- b.bservationo 

_Themapat&tached to the back cover of this report gives in a 

simplified version the results o f this analysis. The basin is sub

divided into four areas- according to suitability:for rain-fed rice 

cultivation ():.-unsuited,-.\ -C(IZXo-marginal, :([II,) moderately suited 

and (IV) well suited
 

Zone I
 

This zone -of drought ,corresponds .to a t,',rain sladowll <arda Ceast 

of the Petchabun, Elephant andCardamomes ranges9). "A tiough' cofig-dered 

as insufficient because of scarce precipitation -at-the beginnirig of -the 

rainy season, rain-fed rice cultivation is widely practised in these 

areas through th& Thfgeui-ty of -the farmers, - Thus, for inst ance, water 

tollected-in th " highes:t -plots is redistr butet to joier plots where 

.- ,_.-rep:ani-ng begins. 

Zone II 

.Cultivation is lipited .to lowlands where.local,seepages-'added 
to r infa4, it grow rice, during the sec6ndlialf -ofmakes possible_:to 

the rainy season.
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Zone III 

This zone is relatively well suited for rain-fed rice cultiva

tionesbecally in northeast Thailand where this type of cultivation,
 

practiced for hundreds of years, is very quickly spreading to higher
 

forest lands througfi simplelevelling and construction of bunds which
 

allo's the accumulation of rain water Yields'are relatively low and 

the irregularity of precipitation makes it impossible to cultivate 

4Very year the entire area of potentially cultivable lands, 

. 


Zone IV 

The volume of precipitation is sufficient to carry out rain-fed 

rice cultivation in-the hilly regions of taosandlof the south Vietnamese 

Annamitic Cordillera as well as in most of the Mekong delta0 

Note
 

This study was done'Dr, Yo Kaida,
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ADDITIONAL STUDIES
 

Additional studies proved essential for thecompletion of-,
 

the thematic map programme.
 

- These'-studies'give a b~tter und&rstanding of the natural 

environment-thus facilitating the preparation of the proposed thematic
 

maps. 'Moreover, they-give a better understanding of units that have
 

been retained'and make it possible to map for the first time regions
 

that are not yet properly known. These studies have mainly dealt
 

with:
 

sedimentation in the Mekong delta; and"
 

sedimentation in the Nam Hun and Nam Chi basin (north

east Thailand).
 

Entirely based on an interpretation of satellite images, these
 

studies give an overall picture of the two largest morphologic units
 

in the basin, corresponding to the Mekong delta and the Korat plateau.
 

Images studied correspond to bands 5, 6 and 7 of the multi

spectral scanner. In general band 4 images have not been used because
 

of their lack of precision0 Results were obtained from a systematic
 

study of all pictures taken every 18 days (positive black and white
 

transparencies at the scale of l:lO00QOO and corresponding composite
 

colour transparencies).
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A. OUTINE -OIqC SEDMNTATININ-THE NSI<ONG DELTA-

T.. Holocene delta
 

l. Very humid alluvial landscape
 

On either side-of the delta are found-tw. large areas which
 

are waterlogged in all seasons and covered by swampy vegetation.
 

ZI'1OJo The Plain of Reeds: Located in the eastern part of the basin,
 

it-is in'a depiession which collects waters coming from the north.
 

wfich.are ptevented-from draining in a southern direction by the SW/NE
 

fault passing through Ho Chi: Minh City and the Cay Lay/Tan An fossil
 

shore line. Beyond are found s6ils of the coastal complex which are
 

well drained and dry for longer periods.. (On,-thematic~maps, theiPlain of
 

Reeds generally occupies a larger area than the area we mapped..' The
 

iandscape unit described here corresponds only to that part of the
 

Plain which is permanently waterlogged and without old fluviatile
 

patterns)o
 

1.lZ Chau-Phu-Hatien-Rach Gia: delta
 

This wgstern part of the delta is always waterlogged and 

uncultivable; i' dorresponds to an old delta, the fossil hydrographic 

network of whiihils-still visibie. The main arms, which are especially 

clear'on 16/12/76 pictures because of their dark grey shade, start from 

the always-humid depression followed by the Stung Takeo. These however 

do not facilitate an efficient drainage of this area, apparently because 

of the existence 6f a barrier which runs between Ctii Phu and the 

western p ky.hills (3/1/73 pictures show this balrier as much drier 

during -this.seaao-) - The barrier is followed by'th'Kinh Vinh Te canal 

which shqplc 4tselh be an obstacle to the flow of water in a southernly 

direction. 

In '-vewof the extent of this swampy deltaic area, and of its 

ancient arms, it can be assumed that the Mekong followed this path 

in the Holocene period 
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Alluvial landscapes with variable himidity
 

These can be divided into three separate units° In view of
 

the lack of data, we are making use of the fgtIwiff,.xather general
 

terms: modern, semi-recent, and ancient0
 

.I,62.l . Modern,alluvia.1--landscapL (modern delta)' 

-ln te'.Mekong arms-region, i.e. ftom Sadec to the coastal
 

complex 8/5/72 pictures show a mosaic of£ small light spots (dry $qils) 

and dark spots (humid soils) as well as the generally parallel-alignment 

of'the' iriver arms. These formations can be considered as fossilal'uvial 

T&vee'_s resulting from the successive ,shifting of. the ,Mekong, their' 

Ion-Ehieign limit being the old Cai Lay Tan An sea coast 

Np- similar iandscape ha- been foiYhd in the, Song Hau Giang 

-rgiof. itP seems -that;-the-ted"of this arm of the Mekong, which runs 

in:.ar straight -line over a long "distahnce, khs never shifted significantly. 

Onl,y e:ry 5ew--foss.l 'river alignmentd, very close and parallel to the 

river, are apparent here and there 

-It is probable, however-, tht the levee.iocaeedatah 


halfway between the Song Hau Giang and the Song.,€Co Chien.corresponds
 

to a formerhed of the Song Hau Giang. The patteirn of the shqrellines
 

showd that this bed was only used during a part of-their formation.,
 
°-1Acdtrding to the pictures, ,it is the only sign ,of 
a fossilaJoluviaI ;
 

fotrmationn the western part of the delta.
 

hS.2 gemi-recent alluvial landscape ,(semi-recent de.t&):

' ' -In he: eastern part -of the-'del-ta between ol-d[-Prei-stodene
 

allu-viuMs- of - the Mekong and the modern delta, satef-'lite plcures sllow
 

a, complex system.of alluvial -levees .(which appear Ar li'ht shades lince 

they are better drained) and more hmnid areas (in darker shades-)-. 

Their pattern corresponds to the old forms of an important hydrographic 
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network, the layout of which is generally difficult to;understand
 

since it is related to soil humidity which-varies widely in this
 

region. A systematic study of all pictures is required
 

This network of arms'is pr-ially linked with the Mekong
 

near-Hong Nguo The area"seems to correspond to a barrier which
 

prevents an efficient drai'nage of Mekong backswamp areas into the-


Plain of Reeds depression. All that normally remains during the
 

dry season is a narrow and wet gully linking the two depressions. 

S /4/.75 pictures show alignments which most probably corres

.pond to ancient alluvial levees running more or less'parallel tb the
 

Vam Co Tay. In view of their general orientation, the existence of
 

an extensive hydrographic network originating in the'Vami Co Tai water

shed can be assumed,
 

1.2.3 Ancient alluvial landscape
 

In the western part of the delta (Chau Phu-Iong Ngu-Sadec-Can
 

Tho-R&h Gii area) none of the patterns previously observed-'(except
 

near the sbng Hau Giang) can be seen. The landscape is however,
 

characterized by a regular wet front which progressively withdraws
 

in a southerly direction during the dry season Thus the soils of the
 

northern regions (Chau Phu-Sadec-Rach Gia) are dry during most of the
 

yearo The Mekong and the Bassac todty-flow;-4n these-alluviums."
 

In the Long Xuyen-Can ,Tho area, on both sides of the Song Hau 

Giang, ah extensive area of permanent humidity is. observed, 1t can

appareptly be related to tides and to the absence of alluvial levees. 

Coastal complex
 

-From the mouth.of -the Song .Nhabe-to Rach Gia, satellite
 

pictures show an extensive coastal complex"'
 

/From
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From the south of Ho Chi Minh City and up to the Sonrg My Tho, 

it .stdifficult t make out whether the paittern belongs to a system 

of Phore lipes- br oftafluvial levees. ''In view of the shape of ancient 

or recent shore- lines bhserVd':'futther scuth it seems,however, that the 

divergent alignments of the river could be attributed tq-qld shore
 

lines.' This assumption is confirmed by the fossil-shore ofCai-lay-


Tan An'which has been studied and dated 1y H. Fontaine-at 450,l.110
 

yeats b&fdre the present.
 

'Between the Vam Co Dong and the Song Nha B&, the alignments
 

take a west-east orientation.. These correspohd 'either to alluvial
 

levees, slowly disappearing in-thePlaixi-bf Reedsor t'o the extedision
 

of some of the shore-lines. previously de~cribed wifh chatge in'
 
' orientation near. the.Vam Co Tay ,West of' Tan Han , th4'n6rth-sbut
 

alignments could apparently be related to a system of shore flries tin

conformable with the Cai Lay-Tan An shore line running further south,
 

and disappearing as they reach the, Plain-ef -Reds in-the---nbrth."
 

--Duting'>tlY dry season, this area is' characterized by. a deep
 

drying- 'of -the,'" scits hich creaes a sudden difference with the
 

always -wet-,Plaln-of 'Reeds' aea and efates it to the dry soils of the
 

coastwa: conmplexappeaiing " Loi
further i"
 

Beyond and, up t- Vinh.'Long,' the form' of the andient %'h recent 

shores are. especially.' clear..-' *n ridgZs 'shelered:'from f1oods are 

generally concentrated human settlements and road networks. Their
 

-pattern as2 a who]:e:folows'thataOf the 'presen't coasto Graphic 

unconformabilities wh-ch"daA bi seerd, show a regular progressmonofthe 

deltato% ardsthe sea. (The shore line that is located furthest toward 

the sea stops the previous one). These also show that the various 

modern arms of the Mekong seem to have operatd'W±thouhrnjatjr changes 

during, the whole -perod. of formation-of the coastal cbiplext visible on 

satellite pictures. Between- shore lines oftdd -dccu nij6a{'nd alwi']s 

wet depressions0 Close to the mouths, some of these, are regularly 

flooded during the high tides. 

/In the
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In the western part of the delta, the shore patterns are
 

more difficult to distinguish. Inland, these are no more represented
 

by isolated patterns, and'sbme appear on only a few pictures. Moreover,
 

southof a line approximately running from Rach Gia to Cantho and Vinh
 

Loi, the soils show generally a much more important humidity which may
 

have various causes: sedimentation and tides varying pn western and
 

south-eastern coasts (amplitude 1 m in the west and 4 m at the mouths
 

of the:Mekong) subsidenceand others'.
 

The extent of marine formations is certainly puch more important 

than shown by the satellites. Mr. Fontaine mentions foraminilerous clays 

at a depth of 7 m at My Phuoc (south of,.Cantho). 

II. River landscape upstream from the Holocene delta
 

Up to the.Vietnamese border, the Mekong and thd Bassac flow in
 

an alluvial plain which is waterlogged and formed by backswamps running
 

along these two rivers. On:all pictures, these correspond to very dark
 

shades evidencing a permanent and very important humidity. This
 

'landscape unit is moreover characterized by river bank levees, the
 

importance of which could appear as abnormal. A study of 16/12/72
 

pictures shows that the lighter shades, corresponding to these levees,
 

are located on both sides of a large number of small filling-up
 

(colmatage) channels originating in the river. These result from a
 

sedimentation of clayey materials suspended in the waters of the Mekong
 

when these mix -with Very-acid-waters-of "thb riVet backswimps. As a
 

whole, these sediments give an important but-artificial aspect to the
 

alluvial levees of the Mekong and the Bqssaco
 

III. Pleistocene period
 

Alluvial terraces
 

In its northern part, the Holocene delta is limited by formations
 

belonging to an old alluvial plain of the Mekong (old terrace) which
 

probably developed during the Pleistocene period On dry season pictures,
 

/this is
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this is shown by very light _hadeso(resultingextensive
frQm a very 

occupation of the soil by rice fields and from.the Low hun'dity of
 

the soils) which create a contrast with the generally darker shades.,
 

of more humid formations considered as belonging to the Holocene
 

period. 

-,T,)o lIVe~g &nr be ,dis,,tinguishi(Fd? 

- A low terrace, characterized during the dry season B " 

complex and humid patterns of meanders corresponding to a fossil
 

hydrograph&heewiork (more or' less 'active in s6me-parts of the region 

and' during certai' periods'gf the rainy'seh6n) which 'has
a generally
 

north-south orientati6n>" Considering the'&xt6nt'of some of these
 

patterns, it could be assumed that-these are part of a major hydro

graphic netwrk.. Thsy'are- aIsm-ch rad-terized-by intensive:-.Elooding
 

during the rainy season -(10/11/72 pictures;are particularly informative).
 

A high terrace, located in.the western part of the country
 

and limited by a line running approximately from Phnom Penh to Kampong 

Tracho" It differs from the previous unit by deeply anastomosed .overland
 

runoff lines generally oriented in a west-east dir ction and.y. minor
 

floodings. This terrace may eventually appear also fin the north.aZ: the
 

east but satellite pictures do not make it possible to confirm this..
. ..i .. I
 

assumption0
 

3.2 Alluvil plains of the Ho Chi Minh City-. region 

In the i o'hi:-Miih dity 'eg1on, 1/4/95 pictures show valleys
 

with very dark shades and therefore vary'hurfid, running in a straight
 

-line over long distances. These correspond to the Vam Co Dong and
 

the Saigon flood plains through which runs a 'system of,-canas-correspond

ing to a system of NNW-SSE faults.
 

/n addition
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In addition to their'prtvileged orientaUon,--these are
 

characterized, at least in their downstream parti, by their great
 

width which does not seem.to be in proportion w'ith the importance of 

today's rivers. A marine inflvence in their genesis is not impossibleo
 

IV. Morphologic alignments
 

In addition to the already known alignments, satelilite pictures,
 

by their repetition, show alignments which only appear at certain specific 

periods--through the conjiuiction of various hydrologic and biovegetal
 

gonditions0
 

4ol Son Hau Gianq alignment'
 

Generally oriented in a NW-SE direction, this alignment extends 

in the north-west with the Stung Takev, practically limiting to the 

south-west the very humid depression followed by this river (3/1/73 

picture). Further, one finds that extending.this line will lead-to 

the straight line upper course of the Stung Cheang According to Manguy 

(1968),lthis would correspond to the axis of a high Korat-Kcho-Con Son 

region This axis seems to play an important role in the sedimentation 

of the Song Hau Giang. It would sufficiently channel the course 4f 

this'river to prevent it frpm shifting its bed (with the exceptohof 

the fossil arm mentioned on the left bank). It seems that a movement 

of this axis, with a collapse in eastern regions, might have caused the 

short circuiting of the Chau Phu Hatien-Rach Gia delta; 

Phnom Penh.alignment
 

The Bassac is channelled by a NNW-SSE alignment which runs 

slightly west of the capital city0 It corretgpdxds-to a fault already' 

mentioned by various authors. 
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4.3 Vam Co Dong and Saigon alignment
 

In-the eastern part'of the delta, 6atellite pictures show'a
 

series of.NW-SE alignments'which run parallel to each other and are
 

followed 'bythe'present hydtograjhic network. In Kampuched, floo'ding,
 

which is seen to take place in Pleistocene formations, is stopped in
 

the east by these alignments0 In Viet7Nm;_the western::Compartment 5s
 

always more humid.
 

These alignments are considered by the author, asELults affecting 

the western regionsj
 

4.4 Ho Chi Minh City-Sadec alignment 

Running in a SW-NE direction, this alignment appears clearly
 

on LANDSAT I pictures~of 2/1/73 and LANDSAT I1 pictures of 1/4/75p
 

At its eastern end, this alignment links Pleistocene and well
 

drained alluvium that appear on the surface in the north With r ent
 

%and very humid alluvial deposits of 'the south. In the west, it consfitutes
 

the northern limit of thc humid Plaidi of Reds depression, linking it with 

better drained marine and' -rivei deposits. Beyond, it is much"mdre
 

difficult to follow-, - Et do6s rot seem f6 have any influence on alluvial 

deposits of the modern delta, jutF i-"an important "elbow'of the Mekong
 

appears in its extension (north. oF Vinh Long)o 

This alignment-cam be assimilated to a fault whith'brought about
 

a collapse of the northern part, thus preventing the drainage of the Plain
 

of Reeds where disappear littoral and fluvial~formations-.
 

4.5 Hong Ngu allgnme t
 

North from Hong Ngu, 16/11/72 satellite pictires show a NW-SE
 

alignment, which, if it corresponds to a structural direction, could have
 

played a role in the formation of the semi-recent delta, to the extent it
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isolated the fossil hydrographid network originating in'this'area from
 

the Mekongo
 

Vo, Present ,sedimentation of the Mekong
 

An outline of the present sedimentation of the Mekong is possible
 

through an interpretation of satellite data.
 

'The use of multi~pectral colour transparencies is particularly
 

useful in this field. Sediment carrying waters give bluish shades
 

while cleat waters aie black0 'These differences make it possible to study
 

the movement of sediment~lAden waters0
 

Study of the 10 November 1972 flood in the Phnom Penh reglon 

Floods observed in the low Pleistocene terrace on the right bank 

of the Mekong do not seem to origipate xrtQ.:the riven -proper but from 
tributaries and lateral runoffs0 From Phnom Penh to the Stung Takev, 

these waters partially flow into'backswamps located on the right bank 

of the Bassac. In the south, they flow into the Chau Phu-Rach. Gia-Hatien 

depression after going between the granitic hills which are found in this 

region. -

The Bassac waters stay clear even after mingling with the muddy
 

Mekong waters near Phnom Penh. They do not take up sediment until they
 

reach Viet-Nam, when they flow into an arm of the river (Vas Kac), north
 

of Long Xuyen. .
 

t
n the same manner, on the left bank floods are limited to the 

Pleistocene alluvial terraces. They are particularly extensive in the 

plains of the Vam Co Tay watershed. During high waters, this basin seems 

to communicate with the Mekong through a natural channel located between 

the basaltic 1ange of Peas Cheang and Khun Russei Sunho An evaluation 

of the inputs of the Mekong waters in this inundation plain subjectbd to 

high rainfall is difficult The largest part of the floodwater is drained 

/in
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in a sputhteasterly direction and up to the Plain of Reeds-by'the
 

Vai Cc Tay and its tributaries.
 

A part of the sediment-laden waters of the Mekong follow the
 

Tonle Toch0 Alluvium is then deposited in the backswamps of the Mekong
 

in'the Prey'Veng'region.
 

During the November flood, therefore, there seemed to be no
 

important alluvial inputs directly originating from the Mekong and
 

the Bassac, in the backswamp depressions of these two rivers0
 

On 16/12/72, floods no longer appear on the terraces whichi
 

however remain waterlogged. Traces of alluvium seen in backswamps
 

appear once again without-significant modifications- -


Floods in the Holocene delta
 

During the month of November, muddy waters do not leave the
 

b8d of the Mekong up to its mouths where sea 'currents carry alluvium
 

.thrown into the sea in a south-westerl direction.
 

However, 22/10/72 pictures show a turbidity corona in the
 

Sadec-Vinh Long area and 6/8/73 pictures show, pear the mouths of the
 

Mekong, a large input of sedimented water in depressions located
 

"between Thore linesA
 

It therefore seems that during the month of November (end-of
 

the rainy season), most of the Mekong alluvium is directly taken from
 

the Tonle Tach fork to the sea. A full and in-depth study of floods
 

of the river would require a complete and cloudless time series of
 

satellite pictdrls0 Moreover,' the 18-day interval between each picture
 

seems to be far too long for a precise consideration of the evolution
 

of Mekong floods0
 

/rio.
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VIo. -Surface hydrology in tha Vain Co Tay watershed 

Pictures from the end of the rainy season show a zone of 

preferential flooding (or more significant and -persistent-humidity) 

extending north-easterly from the always waterlpgged.Plain of Reeds0 

This zone bends in a northerly direction close to Prey Veng and ends
 

against the basalt ranges of the Khum Suong-Krek area, beyond which
 

7
are ifound the flood zones of the Mekong. In the west* the regions 

constituting the limits of the Vam Cc Tay and Mekong watefsheds can'be 

flooded-orv ery humid-during-the peak of the floods. 

During the dry season, the Vam Co Tay plains are characterized 

by areas of high permanent humidity running in\.a NW-SE.direction and

certainly due to an important fossil hydrographic network 

It would seem that the Van Co Tay -watershed,can be linked to
 

an old Mekong valley interrupted by the occurende of basalt flows (which,
 

according to JoP0 Carbonnel, would have appeared-some 650,000 years ago).
 

We think that the Mekong tends preferably to.-link with the -

Vam Co Tay basin in the region located betweenKompong Chafn and Khun 

Rissei'Sanh. 

The Vam Co Tay watershed and the plain of Reeds,-through-their
 

hydrologic relations with the Mekong and.their recent.hydrologic history,
 

are clos&ty linked with 'the lower Nekong basin.
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B. OUTLINE OF SEDIMENTATION IN THE NAM WUN AND NAM CHI BASIN (NORTH
 

SASVt~z VIONCES OFTHAILAND) 

*T ThiEs 6ii-ihe. is primarily based on an Interpretation of satellite
 

pictures, but-also includes ground oflsetvations and the study of aerial
 

photographs.
 

The.Nam Mun and Nam Chi rivers flow through the southerh half
 

of.one of the main morphologic units of Thailand, khowh, as the "fKorat
 

plateau". The study of satellite pictures shows -thattie'basinof these
 

two rivers can be subdivided into several units.
 

I. Pre-Quaternary landscape
 

This corresponds to outcropping formations belonging to the
 

Mesozoic era (sandstones, marls and conglomeratesoo)-and concretized
 

.,by the sometimes imposing topography of the Phu'Phan and Dangreklranges.
 

Shaped as a synclinal depression, it is-progressively covered towa& s
 

its center by the Quaternary alluvium of the Nam Mun and the Nam Chi.
 

Wherb it tas not be.rr wa'shed'off by erosion,a mainly sandy layer of a
 

generally light beige colour soMetimes covers the sandstones and marls,
 

Sandstones are crossed by an intensive network of faults or
 

joints,'often channelling'the hydrograpliic network. It seems that the
 

sygt~m bf dracksc and alterr'ating sandstones and marls determines the fish

bone shape of the hydrographic network observed in many places.
 

In relatively flat areas (undulating to gently undulating), it
 

is sometimes difficult, on satellite pictures, to differentiate pedologic
 

formations covering the substratum and fluviatile sediments. The typical
 

pattern of the hydrographic network is the best criterion for differentia

tion.
 

/11o 
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IIo Upper fluviatile terrace
 

This terrace, which has the highest elevation, i located
 

upstream from the basin at an aerage elevation of 220 meters. Its
 

elevation decreases slowly in a downstream direction to reach' an
 

altitude of about 160 m (in areas where we could study it). There
 

are many indications of these river depQ&ts.o:; Those we.could see
 

form a practically continuous strip of eroded outliers found mainly
 

on the left bank of the Nam Chi and the right.-bank of the Nam Mun &
 

The main ch&racteristics appearing most of the time are:
 

highly rkbefied sands;
 

important loselenses of pebbles.witb abundant quantities
 

of petrified wood, some reaching the .dimension of a-tree
 

trunk. Two types of trees can be distinguished: trees
 

apparently subcontemporary to river sediments;and better
 

petrified and less voluminous trees belonging-to the
 

Mesezoic era and resulting from the degradation of the
 

Mdsozoic limestone series;
 

a lateritic layer.where pebbles are sometimes cemented,
 

showing eyidence of a prolonged~exudation of the nappeo
 

We believe that these sediments constituted a continuous
 

fluviatile nappe coering the.basii of tle Nam Nun and the Nam Chi except 

for pre-Quaternary sandstone relifs--with higher'elevation than this' 

terrace, such as the Ban Phai, Borabu and Roi Et upthrusting Traces of 

these old river formations are visible even now'betwden.the two rivers° 

In addition to elevation,- studies are also be based on 1:100,000 pedo

logic maps since the red-yellow latosols are generally formed on this:' 

type of alluvium
 

/According
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According to JoC. Carbonnel, these fluviatile deposits
 

correspond to the terrace + 20 m of the--series of-ffIuviatile terraces
 

found all over southern Indochina.o-According to this author, their
 

formation has certainly taken place during the mid-Pleistocene or-even
 

upper Pleistocene era.
 

III. Lower flUviatIle terraces
 

.- Satellite pictures show fluviatile sediments which stand'as
 

intermediaries between flood plains and upper terraces0
 

These very flat 'and'often hardened (lateritic) formations are 

generally covered by dry dipterocarp forests. They are also characterized 

by sometimes very wide alluvial and often fossil valleys. Their importance 

is not related to the present hydrographic network, since they correspond 

to a,former period of intensive alluviation. It wbuld seem therefore 

that there is a system of low terraces which could be incorporated to 

the'lTow terraces + 10 m in the time series proposed by J0 C. Carbonnel0 

IVo Flood plain
 

The Nam Mun and Nam Chi flood piaihs are easily identifiable
 

on satellite pictures.- They are characterizea by the.very light shades
 

of the Nam Chi river (very well drained lands intensively occupied by
 

rice fields) and by the darker shades of the Nam Mun (poorly drained
 

land, always wet)0
 

Extensive flooding of the Nam Mun vallhy is partially controlled
 

by the dams built in the Nam Chi valley.
 

V. Depression landscape
 

Th ,area extending approximately from Kaset Wisai in the west
 

to.Ubon Ratchathani in the 6ast and limited by the Nam Nun 'n, the sduth
 

is characterized by:
 

/many
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- many fossil and meander-shaped patterns; an4
 

many islets,'govere byan evergreen type .ofvegetati6n
 

food. crcp,.:o9rcardssmn uman, settlsementts.-, 

This region corresponds to the lowest Dart of the synclinaL.
 

depression of ihe Korat plateau towards which flows the present hydro

graRhg network- It ±s-ah-area t f5 naturalt sedtmentationcfsr sediments
 

carried -b *he ;riyers-&£ Large meanders, have 1 evelopedin,.this: .pecuiiiiT
 

geofiorphologic landscape.
 

In the east, this depression is only drained by the lower part
 

of the Nam Mun river which crosses the synclinal limb of Mesozoic
 

sandstones through a-narrow valley before ending in the Mekong.
 

The islets are composed of finer sandy loose and non-hardened
 

material (results of a few observations which should be expanded in the
 

future). These soils are suitable for a richer vegetation than the one
 

found on fluviatile deposits of the previous allinrini -nd..o tell- lateritic
 

terraces. Topographically located at a higher elevation'thhn'ihe'sur

rounding landscap6 c6qstituted by wide lowlands crossed by meanders,
 

these formations could correspohd to run bank levees dissected by the
 

successive shifts of river beds0
 

River sediments which were deposited in this depression seem
 

to be relatively recent if we take as a basis the absence of the
 

hardened layer found on fluviatile terraces.
 

V1. Erosion surface
 

Outlying this complex of Quaternary fluviatile deposits, and
 

before reaching the Phu Phan and Dangrek ranges, .,atellite pictures
 

show a relatively flat landscape. From some of the characteristics
 

(sandstone outcrops, pattern of the hydrographic network) it could be
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assumed that the pre-Quaternary substratum is quite close to the
 

surface0 In the absehce of more precise data, these landscapes can
 

be linked to an eroded and certainly laterized-urface6, resulting
 

from the action of water flowing from neighbouring'ranges.
 

VII. Conclusion
 

This study, which could serve as a basis for more advanced
 

field work, is only a very brief outline of sedimentation in a part
 

of the Korat plateau.
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ABSTRACT
 

This report describes the computer program development
 

carried out by the Regional Computer Center of the Asian
 

Institute of Technology for the classification of the
 

information, recorded on the Computer Compatible Tapes, from
 

the LANDSAT satellites as they pass over Thailand and the
 

Lower Mekong Region.
 

The RECOG computer program package was selected and
 

modified for this development work. Three classification
 

approached employed in the computer are Level Slicing,
 

Euclidean Distance and Maximum Likelihood decision schemes.
 

To demonstrate the capability of the program, which
 

covered reservoir, estuary, deltaic area, mangrove area and
 

road features were selected for the classification. Due to
 

the difficult classification of the small subimages such as
 

road and water way, an additional technique for image
 

enlargement called the cubic convolution interpolation
 

technique was added to the package.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 

Background
 

This report is prepared in accordance with the
 

agreement (1) made between the Asian Institute of Technology
 

(AIT) and the Committee for Coordination of Investigation of
 

the Lower Mekong Basin (MEKONG Committee) on July 31, 1975
 

for the Regional Computer Center of the Asian Institute of
 

Technology (AIT-RCC) to develop a computer software system
 

which can interpret the information on the Computer
 

Compatible Tapes (CCT) obtained from the LANDSAT and/or
 

-SKYLAB in passes over Thailand. Furthermore, software system
 

must include data analytical algorithms which are based on
 

pattern recognition methods utilizing statistical decision
 

theory. In recent years a number of computer program
 

packages was, developed by several LANDSAT investigators in
 

the United States to classify the multispectral data by
 

statistical means. The purpose of this project is to adapt
 

and/or modify available computer program package to operate
 

on the AIT-RCC computer facilities and execute the
 

classification approaches of forested area, estuary,
 

reservoir and grassland. Of course, this development has
 

done thus far was conducted jointly by the Asian Institute
 

of Technology and the Mekong Secretariat.
 

LANDSAT-A and LANDSAT-B satellites were launched by the
 

U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) on
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July 23, 1972 and January 22, 1975, respectively. During
 

each orbit, at an altitude of 915 kilometers, the LANDSAT
 

satellites view 185 km-wide strip from north to south to
 

detect and record certain radiant energy reflected from the
 

Earth's surface. The sun-synchronous orbit allows 14 orbits
 

a day and coverage of the same area every 18 days at the
 

same local solar time, which is 0942 hours at the
 

equator(2). Due to time offsetting, these two satellites
 

together provide 9 day coverage of some places every 9 days.
 

There are two sensing systems aboard the LANDSATS to
 

detect the solar reflectance of the ground area at the
 

visible and near infrared regions of the electromagnetic
 

spectrum. Such systems are Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) system
 

and a four band Multispectral Scanner (MSS) system. The MSS
 

data has supplied vast information generating numbers of
 

valuable applications (see Table 1).
 

Four band MSS system installed on board LANDSAT-A and
 

LANDSAT-B has produced the separated data at wavelength from
 

.5 to 1.1 micrometers. With the electromagnetic spectrum
 

region shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that Band 4 (.5 

.6 pm) and Band 5 (.6-.7 um) cover green and red bandwidths
 

at the same time Band 6 (.7-.8 um) and Band 7 (.8-1.1)m)
 

are in the near infrared region.
 

The number of bands or channels used with the MSS is
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not limited by the range of the electromagnetic spectrum.
 

It depends on the application purpose. For instance, high
 

flight aircraft has a 12 channel MSS and the LANDSAT-C has a
 

5 channel MSS. The Tabulation between type of MSS and the
 

electromagnetic bandwidth is shown in Table 2.
 

LANDSAT Multispectral Scanner Data
 

The elementary unit of the LANDSAT imagery scene is a
 

ground area of 185 x 185 square kilometers. Information
 

sensed is transmitted as analog electronic signal. The
 

analog electronic signals, together with internal
 

calibration measurements are transmitted to the ground
 

station where they are digitized and formatted into a
 

digital data stream.
 

As information is recorded by the 4 channel MSS in the
 

LANDSAT's, an imagery scene is four separated data pictures.
 

Each picture contains approximately 8 million piece-wise
 

elements. A pictorial element, pixel, represents a
 

numerical value of the integrated spectral reflectance of
 

the ground field approximately 50 meters by 80 meters along
 

the satellite path. The numerical value of each spectral
 

channel which is currently normalized to the range 0 to 63
 

is called gray shade. These gray shade values represent
 

ground field properties and they are the numerical values in
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the 	computer compatible tapes.
 

Selection of Program Packages
 

The available program packages for analyzing and
 

classifying the MSS data with the statistical concepts are:
 

LARSYS(3) of Purdue University with computer IBM 360/67;
 

WRL(4) of University of Michigan with computer PDP-8;
 

KANDIDATS(5) of University of Kansas with computer PDP 15/45
 

and RECOG(6) of Colorado State University with computer CDC
 

6400. Each of the above packages has a certain degree of
 

machine dependency with regards to the programming
 

flexibility and the computer language usage. The machine
 

dependency has to be considered since the computers used by
 

each of the above packages differs from the computer
 

facilities at AIT-RCC.
 

The RECOG package of Colorado State University was
 

selected for implementation on the AIT-RCC's IBM 370/145
 

because :

1) 	RECOG is a simplified version of the LARSYS and the
 

WRL, and combines their elementary classification
 

schemes, such as Level Slicing, Euclidean Distance
 

and Gaussian Maximum Likelihood.
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2) RECOG has minimum machine dependent language
 

features.
 

3) 	RECOG programming- structure was designed so that
 

each of its work step is independent. Therefore,
 

any additional work can easily be done without
 

interfering other step operations.
 

4) 	The Input/Output handling routines can be modified
 

to take advantage of facilities provided by IBM
 

370/145 and reduce the computer time requirements.
 

Furthermore, the result of the work completed not only
 

to adapt the mentioned package to the IBM 370/145 facilities
 

at AIT-RCC but also to improve its Input/Output handling
 

system. As a result, the computer time consumption after
 

the Input/Output handling improvement took less in the order
 

of magnitude than the earlier unchanged version.
 

Scope of Work and Work Plan
 

In carrying out this developmental work, the project
 

program was planned in three phases as follows:

1) 	study program functions of the RECOG package
 

package 'and convert every machine dependent
 

I9-) 
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language subroutine to FORTRAN subroutine;
 

2) 	Set up input test data corresponding to the gramma

tical words used in RECOG on the multispectral data
 

of LANDSAT-A computer compatible tapes and improve
 

the RECOG program package, such as eliminating
 

redundant subroutines and re-organizing the
 

Input/Output handling routines;
 

3) 	With the supplemental study on ground truth
 

observation carried out from August 1975 to August
 

1976, the classification work would be performed on
 

the LANDSAT-B computer compatible tapes over the
 

areas which the ground observations were taken.
 

Due 	to the time limitation and the inavailability of
 

LANDSAT-B computer compatible tapes, the work of the final
 

phase was not possible. Instead, the classification was
 

demonstrated over the areas in the vicinity of Bangkok and
 

the 	Gulf of Thailand.
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II RECOG PACKAGE
 

Historical Review
 

The RECOG program package has been available at
 

Colorado State University since 1972. The programming
 

developments and the basic classification concepts were
 

carried out by J.A. Smith and his working group (8) so that
 

the simplified algorithms of the LARSYS and WRL were
 

applicable on the CDC 6400 at the Colorado State University
 

computer facilities.
 

Initially, the RECOG organizer expected their package
 

to work in both interactive and batch processing fashions.
 

For the interactive mode, a RECOG user can use a remote
 

terminal either to key in his desired command as an input or
 

to display the statistical values as an output. With a
 

colour television image display station, he can request for
 

his image output display. Furthermore, the user can work in
 

a batch processing mode independently by using the computer
 

printer as an output device for both statistical value and
 

image display. The organizers also aimed that all programs
 

and subroutines of the package would have been written in
 

FORTRAN language for easier transfer to other installations.
 

Unfortunately, the package transference is inapplicable
 

without extensive program modification due to the following
 

three main reasons:
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1) 	The information content of the CDC 6400 computer is
 

60 bits per word. This constraint sets the file
 

structure, especially the MSS data file, to be used
 

with 60 bit word computer.
 

2) 	Time consumption and central memory constraint
 

cause some of the program being written in CDC 6400
 

machine language.
 

3) 	The interfacing systems between the remote devices
 

and the central computer CDC 6400 require some
 

internal system subroutine.
 

Since the commencement of the project, extensive
 

modification on the RECOG package has been carried out.
 

Modification of RECOG Package
 

The objective of the programming development-is to
 

develop a computer software system for interpreting the
 

LANDSAT's MSS data from the computer compatible tapes using
 

batch processing mode. Therefore, all program instructions
 

involved with the interactive mode were first eliminated.
 

The following work steps in modifying the RECOG package were
 

then conducted:

h014 
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1) 	Changing the MSS data file structure so that it
 

can be accessed by a 32 bit word computer.
 

2) 	Converting every machine language subroutines to
 

FORTRAN subroutines.
 

3) 	Setting up input test data corresponding to the
 

grammatical commands used in each RECOG phases.
 

4) 	Eliminating the duplicated subroutines which their
 

differences were only the label common used in
 

different program steps.
 

5) 	Reorganizing the sequential input-output files of
 

the package to suit a random processing procedure
 

which substantially reduces the Input-Output
 

searching time.
 

6) 	Adding the cubic convolution technique (7) to RECOG
 

package. The technique provides smooth computer
 

print-out images and helps user in extraction of
 

information in small subimage areas where
 

individual pixels can-be seen.
 

The above mentioned modification of the RECOG package
 

was completely done and installed on the AIT-RCC computer
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IBM 370/145. To distinguish between the original RECOG
 

package and the modified one, the modified RECOG package was
 

named RECOGX.
 

Classification Definitions and Techniques Used in RECOGX
 

Package
 

The original classification approach used in the RECOG
 

was defined by the LARSYS staff at Purdue University. The
 

LARSYS and RECOG packages were prepared for the 12 channel
 

MSS data with the technique called supervised learning.
 

This technique which needs a trainable pattern categorizer
 

is to be contrasted with unsupervised learning methods where
 

little or no priori information is used before classifi

cation (6). The only technical addition made to the package
 

is the cubic conyolution interpolation concept.
 

The basic objective of RECOG is to recognize or
 

classify the combination of the gray levels of the MSS data
 

within the different electromagnetic bandwidths under the
 

assumption that the gray tone combination of an interested
 

view data collected at the different bandwidth can identify
 

that specific field view from all others. Although the
 

classification approach under such assumption is difficult
 

to clarify practically for the real MSS data, the precision
 

of work can still rely on either preprocessing trans

(L(
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formation applications or the appropriate selection of
 

training data.
 

Since all the mathematical descriptions employed in the
 

RECOG package have been fully described in the Pattern
 

Recognition Routines for Graduate Training in the Automatic
 

Analysis of Remote Sensing Imagery manual publicized by
 

College of Forestry and Natural Resources, Colorado State
 

University, this report will brief the key functions and
 

classification approaches employed in RECOG and the same
 

mathematical notations described in such manual will also be
 

used. Although the RECOG package has originally been
 

described for the use of 12 channel MSS data, technically
 

the concepts can still exist for the 4 channel LANDSAT data
 

because it can be considered as a subset of the 12 channel
 

data. The only distinction is the MSS data file whose
 

information content consists of 4 separate data sets instead
 

of 12. This is implied that the channel 1 to 4 in RECOG
 

corresponds to Bands 4 to 7 of LANDSAT MSS data. For better
 

understanding, the followed description will be pointed out
 

by sample results shown in figures.
 

In RECOG, there are six computer-aid techniques linking
 

the MSS data to the three classification concepts. These
 

six computer-aid techniques are
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-MSS Data Representation (Gray Map)
 

-Histogram
 

-Statistical Value (Covariance or Correlation Matrix
 

Mean Vector and Standard Deviation Vector)
 

-Channel Graph Plot (Class Histogram)
 

-Statistical Graph Plot (Class and Coincident
 

Spectral Plots)
 

-Channel Determination (Divergent Concept).
 

The three classification approaches are
 

-Level Slicing Decision Rule (LEVELS)
 

-Euclidean Distance Rule (EUCLID)
 

-Likelihood Rule Assuming Multivariate Gaussian
 

Probability Density Functions (GLIKE)
 

MSS Data Representation (Gray Map): is a
 

symbolic map produced by a computer printer under a
 

procedure of assigning a computer symbol to a mutually
 

exclusive subset of the MSS gray tone values. This
 

gray map not only provides a user a convenient way to
 

produce LANDSAT images but also permits the accurate
 

matching of pixels. With the appropriated gray tone
 

arrangement, the gray map of each channel can
 

discriminate the different ground features. The sample
 

of gray maps which have 15 distinguishable shades of
 

the MSS data in Band 5 (channel Z) and Band 7 (channel
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4) are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.
 

The gray map is only a guidance meant to aid the user
 

to learn what ranges of gray tone are related to his
 

interested feature.
 

Histogram: is a graphical plot which shows the 

relation of the gray tone values and frequency of their 

occurrences. The horizontal axis represents the gray 

tone values and the vertical axis represents the 

frequency of, occurrence for each gray tone. A 

histogram of the Band 5 MSS data which gives the gray 

tone distribution of the same area in Figure 3 is shown 

in Figure 6. From these two computer aid techniques, 

it can be seen that any interested feature may be 

represented by a range of gray tone values and its gray 

tone distribution is everlayed by some other features. 

For example, a symbol $ in the gray map Figure 3 

appears not only at the mangrove forested area but also 

at the deltaic area. Statistically, we can represent 

an interested feature of a MSS data channel by mean of
 

setting up a sample set whose mean and standard
 

deviation can be computed. Furthermore, the relation
 

of the feature among MSS data can be represented by a
 

correlation matrix. Rectangles shown in Figure 3 and 4
 

are sample sets for several features. In RECOG, a set
 

of rectangular areas which represents a same expected
 

feature is called a class of training set and each
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rectangle is also called a field of training set.
 

Statistical Values (Covariance or Correlation
 

Matrix, Mean Vector and Standard Deviation Vector):
 

The classification approaches employed in RECOG use
 

these statistical values as arguments for the
 

computational algorithms. RECOG will provide all these
 

statistical values in form of computer punch cards so
 

that once they are sampled, they can be re-used with
 

any additional training classes specified for later
 

classification work. Sample outputs of correlation
 

matrices, mean vectors, and standard deviation vectors
 

for training set classes 'MONI', 'ROAD', and 'SWPl' are
 

shown in Figure 9. Occasionally, some training classes
 

are mis-selected and/or duplicated, thus there are two
 

computer-aid techniques: channel graph plot and
 

statistical graph plot, to inspect the behavior of the
 

training classes.
 

Channel Graph Plot (Class Histogram): is a set
 

of N-channel histograms for a training class. These
 

histograms will help the user to inspect whether any
 

mis-selected training data points occurred by giving a
 

multimodal distribution. Figure 10 displays three 

selected training classes in channel 1 to 4 (or Band 4 

to 7 according to LANDSAT). 

130
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Statistical Graph Plot (Class Spectral Plots and a
 

Coincident Spectral Plot): is a plot which
 

represents a class mean value and its standard 

deviation for an interclass comparison. Class spectral 

plots shown in Figure 11 indicates the statistical 

variation in gray tone values of the 4 channels. The
 

center of the row of asterisks '*' is a specified class
 

mean value and the length of the row presents plus and
 

minus its one stardard deviation. The duplicated
 

classes may be easily found by checking the displayed
 

patterns of classes among channels. However, it takes
 

quite some time for checking through. Therefore, RECOG
 

provides a summarized spectral plot called a coincident
 

spectral plot which coincides all the class spectral
 

plots to one plot. From a coincident spectral plot
 

shown in Figure 12, it can be seen that class A
 

(Mangrove training area) and class D (Swamp area) are
 

statistically the same in channel 2 (band 5) and are
 

different in channel 4 (band 7). If there are any
 

duplicated spectral plot of the training classes for
 

various channels, one of them can be selected as their
 

representatives or they can be re-defined as the same
 

class sample points. So far, the described
 

computer-aids have been used to select training
 

classes. Time consumption is quite insignificant
 

because the selecting procedures deal with several
 

small subimages. However, the classification scheme,
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especially maximum likelihood decision rule, requires a
 

considerable amount of computation. Furthermore,
 

processing time increases rapidly and non-linearly with
 

increasing channels and decreasing accuracy could
 

actually result if all available channels are used (8).
 

To determine which channels to use, RECOG uses the
 

LARSYS divergence algorithm for selecting the best
 

subset of channels to discrimate the classes of
 

interest.
 

Channel Determination: is a process of
 

selecting the best M subsets of the given N channels
 

from the N given mean vectors and covariance matrices.
 

This divergence algorithm is described by Marrill and
 

Green (9). Sample output of channel determination
 

shown in Figu're 14 was computed from the given class
 

mean vectors and covariance matrices of 4 MSS channels,
 

the divergence between all pairs of classes as a
 

function of channels.. RECOG will print the channel
 

combination divergence corresponding to a descending
 

order of the divergence measures. The greater the
 

divergence, the better the channel combination.
 

Next consideration is to use the appropriated
 

decision rule for an accurate, fast, and economic
 

classification. The following classification des

criptions discuss the rature of each classification
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approach, its accuracy and time consumption.
 

A Level Slicing Decision Rule (LEVEL): assigns
 

a class type to a data pixel whose gray tone value is
 

in the range of the given minimum and maximum values of
 

each selected channel. LEVELS is the simplest and
 

fastest computational algorithm because the given
 

,,ranges can be thought of as entries to a table look up.
 

For example, Table 3 indicates that any sample pixel is
 

assigned to a class type 'H', if its gray tone value is
 

in the range 12 to 13 of Band 5 and in the range 3 to 5
 

of Band 7.
 

Although LEVELS is the fastest algorithm, there
 

are two misleading assumptions:
 

1) every value of the given minimum and maximum
 

range has equal probability of occurrence;and
 

2) each class type has uniquely been specified by
 

the given range. This assumption is not always
 

true because some class types can have an
 

overlapping gray tone distribution.
 

Due to these misleading assumptions, both error of
 

omission and error of commission can be rapidly
 

increased. Sample output of a LEVELS recognition map is
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shown in Figure 17.
 

An Euclidean Distance Rule (EUCLID): assigns a
 

class type based on a classified boundary which is
 

specified by the given class mean vectors and standard
 

deviation elements of the given class covariance
 

matrices. This classification scheme give some
 

controls to a RECOG user who knows the nature of his
 

interested sample area. Each classified boundary can

easily' be adjusted by changing a control parameter
 

which is a function of the means and standard
 

deviations. However, it takes longer time to decide
 

what given class type a sample pixel X belongs to since
 

a statistical distance of X with respect to the center
 

of each boundary is needed to determine.
 

The Euclidean distance is measure of closeness
 

between the unknown sample vector X and the mean vector
 

M for the class under consideration weighted by the
 

variance of the mean value in each channel. With the
 

covariance information ignorance, EUCLID treats the
 

gray tone distributions as statistical independent
 

across channels. This is quite some obstructions to the
 

classification results because the correlation of the
 

data nature across channels has somewhat significant
 

dependency. These can be seen from the correlation
 

coefficient element of the sample output in Figure 9.
 

There are at least two practical procedures to maximize
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correct classifications and minimize misclassification.
 

First, a principal component transformation on the data
 

to derive linear combinations of channels which are
 

independent must be performed to fit the EUCLID.
 

Secondly, numbers of of several iterations to adjust
 

the control parameters must be trailed so that the
 

relevant closeness distance between mean and sample is
 

well specified in the overlapping area of the different
 

boundaries. This is quite troublesome and it takes
 

longer operations to interface between the automated
 

processing and man decisions. Sample output for an
 

Euclidean recognition map is shown in Figure 20.
 

The Gaussian Maximal Likelihood Ratio Rule
 

(GLIKE): uses conditional multivariate Gaussian
 

probabilities to assign a class type according to its
 

highest given probability toward a sample pixel. Under
 

the assumption that the interested sample data are
 

normally distributed, this rule is the most accurate
 

classification scheme requiring a considerable amount
 

of computation time.
 

Owing to the highest probability assignment, every
 

sample point in a given data map will be assigned even
 

in the overlapping boundaries. Therefore, the degree
 

of accuracy depends on how many classes can cover the
 

overall boundaries and how likely the gray tone
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distributions behave as a Gaussian distribution. If
 

any multimodal distribution of a desired class occurs,
 

we can simply split it up into several subclasses which
 

may then be more normally distributed. After all
 

processing, the recognition results from these
 

subclasses may then be combined. In most cases; the
 

error of commission effects the GLIKE decision rule
 

because fewer classes are specified for classification
 

scheme. One way to compensate this error type is to
 

reject the classified sample point which do not exceed
 

a certain confidence level or threshold. This
 

substantially has the effect of thresholding out an
 

unknown sample pixel which does not really belong to
 

the defined classes. Sample outputs of the recognition
 

maps are shown in Figure 22, 25 and 27. Figure 25 and
 

27 display the GLIKE recognition map associated with
 

the thresholding values. Furthermore, Figure 27 shows
 

that two subclasses of water type are combined.
 

As mentioned, the RECOGX package contains a cubic
 

convolution interpolation technique which is
 

recommended by P.V. Wiu (7). This technique provides
 

smooth computer print-out images and will help users in
 

extraction of information in small subimage areas which
 

individual pixels can be seen. It is implied that any
 

small subimage area which was previously difficult to
 

be defined as a class type in RECOG such as roads can
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be enlarged by using this technique. Sample outputs
 

for the originated subimage and the enlarged one are
 

shown in Pigure 28 and 29, respectively.
 

Use of RECOGX
 

According to the Generation and Physical
 

Characteristics of the MSS System Corrected Computer
 

Compatible Tapes publication, a LANDSAT imagery scene is
 

divided into four imagery strips each of which consists of
 

approximately 820 pixels wide and 234D pixels long.. In
 

order to obtain the MSS data in the CCT which includes
 

information from all four spectral bands, the data from the
 

bands are combined in process called interleaving. This is
 

an operation in which two bytes of data from each band are
 

interleaved to produce an eigth-byte group, which is the
 

smallest element of interleaved data. Therefore, a pre

processing step of RECOGX is to convert each imagery strip
 

of interleaved data to be four separate data sets within a
 

computer file called a RECOGX reformatting file. The RECOGX
 

reformatting file also provides imagery coordinates, 1-824
 

column-wise and 1-2340 row-wise, to the RECOGX user for
 

refering his interested areas to the RECOGX programming
 

steps.
 

There are six programming phases of the RECOGX package
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for the user to extract and classify his interested
 

subimage. The following six programming details associated
 

with their control cards and output summaries are as
 

described below:
 

Phase I This phase is used in conjunction with
 

ground information to select training and test fields. It
 

reads the spectral data from a RECOGX reformatting file and
 

displays selected channels of desired area in form of gray
 

map. An optional histogram of data distribution in the
 

specified area can also be plotted.
 

Figure 2 displays the control cards requested by the
 

user to print a gray map of MSS data in Band 5 and 7 for the
 

Mangrove area around the Bang Pakong Estuary. The selected
 

area according to the RECOGX coordinates is- lines 445 to
 

565, every line, and columns 387 to 506, every column.
 

Fifteen distinguishable gray tone ranges are given
 

corresponding to the specified symbols in the 'CHARACTERS'
 

and 'XCHA' commands. The gray map outputs of Band 5 and 7
 

according to the control cards of Figure 2 are shown in
 

Figure 3 and 4, respectively.
 

Figure 5 is the control cards requesting for band 5
 

histogram of the Figure 3 area and the histogram plotted by
 

PHASE I shown in Figure 6.
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Phase II This is a statistical processor for the
 

training fields selected after studying Phase I output and
 

ground information. The first statistical information
 

printed consists of a correlation matrix, a mean vector, and
 

a vector of standard deviation for each selected channel.
 

Only the lower triangular portion of the covariance matrix
 

and mean vector of each field are punched on cards which
 

will be used for classification purpose in Phase III, Phase
 

IV and Phase V. Histograms of the data distribution for
 

selected channels in each field will be displayed to check
 

if there is any fault selection training class. The class
 

spectral plots and a coincident spectral plot will be
 

printed as the last step to show the combination between the
 

selected channels and the selected classes.
 

Figure 7 shows .the control cards used for Phase II
 

indicating that the user selected 7 training classes from
 

the Gray map ofFigure 3 to get their statistical values.
 

The rectangles indicated in Figure 3 and 4 are the selected
 

fields of these seven training classes which are composed of
 

3 classes of distinct water levels, 2 classes of swamp area,
 

one for mangrove forested area and one for road. Each field
 

of these seven classes refers to the RECOG coordinates
 

indicated by line and column number. The control cards
 

request the following statistical results:
 

1) Statistics for all defined classes; correlation
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matrices, mean vectors, and standard deviation
 

vectors will be printed; covariance matrices and
 

mean vectors will be punched.
 

2) Histograms for channel 1, 2, 3, 4 (or Band 4, 5, 6,
 

7) and all classes.
 

3) Class spectral plots for all classes.
 

4) A coincident spectral plot.
 

First, Phase II sorts the input data cards and
 

summarizes the information as indicated in Figure 8. The
 

correlation matrices, mean vectors and standard deviations
 

for three of the seven classes are printed and shown in
 

Figure 9. Due to the symmetrical property of the covariance
 

and correlation matrices, only their lower portion of
 

matrices are punched and printed, respectively. The
 

correlation matrix will show the most and the least
 

correlations among the selected channels for each class.
 

Sample histograms for three classes of mangrove area, road,
 

and swamp area for channel 1 to 4 are shown in Figure 10.
 

The class spectral plots for these three classes indicating
 

the statistical variation in gray tone for each selected
 

channels are given in Figure 11. The center of the row
 

asterisks '*' is the mean value and the length of the row
 

represents plus and minus one standard deviation. The last
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output shown in Figure 12 is a coincident spectral plot
 

representing the spectral plots of all classes within a
 

channel to compare and check whether there is any duplicated
 

class.
 

The results of Figure 10, 11 and 12 depict the
 

interclass comparisons to serve the following three
 

different purposes:

1) 	The maximum and minimum gray tone values in each
 

channel for each class can be used, as parameters
 

for the level slicing classification process.
 

2) 	The more disjoint of the gray tone distribution in
 

each channel the better a classification will be
 

resulted. The separation or overlapping
 

distribution can be inspected from the class
 

spectral plots and coincident spectral plot. If
 

there is any overlapping distribution, this may
 

result to divide such class into several
 

subclasses.
 

3) 	For the better GLIKE classification work, the uni

modality of each class histogram must be examined.
 

The multimodal distribution of a training class may
 

cause greater commission error.
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Phase III The program computes the divergence
 

between all pairs of classes as a function of channels. It
 

will select the ten optimum wavelength channels which can
 

best discriminate between the fields of interest to the best
 

of the divergence values. Figure 13 shows the input control
 

cards requesting the best two of four channels for the given
 

seven classes. A distance measure has been determined for
 

all pairwise combinations of the seven classes and for 
all C2
 

ways of selecting 2 channels from the 4 channels possible.
 

For each channel combination, the minimum distance, the
 

maximum distance, and the average distance have been
 

calculated and the channel combinations sorted according to
 

decreasing average pair-wise distances. Only the ten most 

significant combinations are printed like Figure 14. 

Unfortunately, the divergence criteria suffers from not 

having an absolutely calibrated distance scale and by
 

relying so heavily on user interaction for interpretation of
 

results. That is, a divergence distance of 10.7 means
 

nothing by'itself, but only in comparison to other pair-wise
 

distance for other classes. By comparing divergence
 

distance between the best two selected channels 3-4 and
 

channels 2-4, channels 2-4 selection has better
 

discrimination because most of the pair distances are
 

higher. Therefore, channels 2 and 4 are selected for the
 

following classification processes.
 

Phase IV This is a preclassification precessor
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intended for an experimental categorial assignment regarding
 

the decision schemes. Such decision schemes are level
 

slicing, Euclidean distance and Gaussian likelihood ratio.
 

The program reads the MSS data from a RECOGX reformatting
 

file and reads the statistical value arrangements of the
 

defined classes, that is, the level slicing classification
 

requires only the maximum and minimum values of each class
 

in the selected channels while the Euclidean distance and
 

Gaussian likelihood ratio classifications require covariance
 

matrices and mean vectors of the selected classes. The
 

recognition map and summary table which contains number of
 

pixels for each categorial assignments will be printed.
 

Figure 15 displays control cards requesting for level
 

slicing decision scheme. Given statistical maximum and
 

minimum gray tone values of channel 2 and 4 for the 15
 

different water levels, the classified area is at Bang Pra
 

reservoir whose RECOGX coordinates are lines 837 to 889 and
 

columns 513 to 549. First Phase Iv sorts the input cards,
 

assigns a recognition map symbol to each class, and
 

summarizes the information in the table form shown in Figure
 

16. The recognition map and the summary table are shown in
 

Figure 17 and 18, respectively.
 

Figure 19 shows the input control cards for using the
 

Euclidean distance classification EUCLID. As we previously
 

described in the last section, Euclidean decision rule
 

required a thresholding value per class for its
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classification scheme. In this case, the thresholding
 

value of every class is assigned a value of 1. With the
 

given mean vectors, covariance matrices, thresholding value,
 

training field coordinates and the best two selected
 

channels, the recognition map of the-same area in the gray
 

map Figure 3 and 4 is shown in Figure 20.
 

Figure 21 shows the control cards requesting for the
 

Gaussian likelihood ratio decision scheme GLIKEG Without
 

the thresholding control cards, the input data for GLIKE are
 

the same as in Euclidean one. The GLIKE recognition map of
 

the same area classified by the EUCLID is shown in Figure
 

21. Since this decision scheme is based on the highest 

conditional probability of the given classes, the 

recognition map of Figure 21 provides the -classified 

characters to every pixel even though some of them do not
 

really belong to the defined classes. As a result, Phase V
 

and VI were written to reject the classified pixels whose
 

conditional probabilities do not exceed a certain confidence
 

level or thresholding values according to the Chi-square
 

table.
 

Phase V Only the Gaussian likelihood ratio scheme
 

will be used for this final classification. Phase V will
 

classify the given MSS data from a RECOGX reformatting file
 

according to the covariance matrices and the mean vectors
 

for the defined classes in the selected channels. Then an
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output recognition map which contains the assigned category
 

and its highest conditional probability will be written in a
 

computer file for the use in Phase VI.
 

Figure 23 shows the, control cards requesting for a
 

Gaussian maximal likelihood decision scheme GLIKE with the
 

same classifying area, covariance matrices and mean vectors
 

of the same assigned classes as given in Phase IV EUCLID and
 

GLIKE schemes. Symbols have been specified for each class
 

from the control card set: A for mangrove area, EF and G
 

for three different water level, C and D for two distinct
 

swamp areas, and B for road. If the classification process
 

is successfully executed, the comment, FILE WRITTEN ON TAPE
 

8 is printed.
 

Phase VI The purpose of this phase is to threshold
 

out every assigned category which does not really belong to
 

any of the assigned classes. With the number of channels
 

used in Phase V and the given thresholding index for
 

Chi-square table in Phase VI, every misclassified pixel
 

whose condiitonal probability does not exceed the given
 

thresholding value will be rejected. To obtain a
 

thresholding value from the Chi-square look up table in
 

Phase VI, the required entries of this table are number of
 

channels used in classification and a thresholding index.
 

This thresholding index is a set of integer value varying
 

from 0 to 10. If 0 thresholding index specifies on a
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classified class, no rejection process will conduct to that
 

class. Elsewhere, any thresholding index between 1 and 10
 

will cause Phase VI to threshold out a percentage of points
 

corresponding to the following table.
 

Thresholding Index Percent ThresholdedOut
 

1 0.1 

2 0.5 

3 1.0 

4 2.0 

5 2.5 

6 5.0 

7 10.0 

8 20.0 

9 25.0 

10 50.0 

Figure 24 shows the control cards and header
 

information requesting to the thresholding indices: 4 for
 

'MONI' (mangrove area), 7 for 'ROAD' (road class), 2 for
 

'SWPl' (swamp area), 3 for 'SWP2t (shallower swamp area),
 

and 1 for 'WTR1', 'WTR2', and 'WTR3' (three distrinct water
 

,level). The thresholding recognition map corresponding to
 

this request is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 26 shows the control cards and header
 

information for the increased thresholding indices and the
 

re-assigned symbols for the seven defined classes. The
 

outputs of recognition map and the number of final
 

classified pixels for each class are shown in Figure 27.
 

In fact, the degree of accuracy or confidence in this
 

final classification depends on how the training class
 

behaves as a normal distribution in the selected channels
 

and what qualification of the ground area appropriates for
 

the training class. With the six computer-aid techniques
 

and three classification schemes in RECOG package, and the
 

additional cubic convolution technique, a final
 

classification work can be accomplished through the six
 

programming phases in RECOGX.
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III APPLICATION SAMPLES
 

During the RECOG package modification period, the 

following two imagery CCT's of LANDSAT-A were available at 

AIT Regional Computer Center:

1) E1167.H03070 which covers the south eastern part of
 

Thailand is taken on the passing date January 6,
 

1973.
 

2) El168.H03122 which covers Thailand central plain
 

including Bangkok is taken on the passing date
 

January 7, 1973.
 

Two RECOGX refoimating files which contain the second
 

strip of E1167.H03070 and the fourth strip of E1168.H03122
 

has been stored in disk pack of the IBM 370/145. The second
 

strip of E1l67.HO3070 covers mangrove forestry area, Bang
 

Pakong River, BangPra Reservoir and the eastern beaches of
 

Thailand and the fourth strip of E1168.H03122 covers
 

Bangkok, Don Muang Airport, Rang Sit area, Wang Noi, Ayuthya
 

and Lopburi provinces. According tb the LANDSAT
 

photographic imageries, these two scenes had less cloud
 

coverage and are very clear in every band. Therefore, the
 

test run and classification trails were processed based on
 

these two reformating files. Furthermore, these imagerial
 

scenes, south central plain and the southern part of
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Thailand scenes for several passes of LANDSAT-B were ordered
 

from US EROS data center at the end of January 1976'.
 

Unfortunately, the only two scenes were received at AIT-RCC
 

at the end of September 1976. These two scenes are:

1) 	B2073.H02552 which is the same area as E1167.H03070
 

is taken on the passing date April 5, 1975; and
 

2) 	E2182.H03014 which covers the southern part of,
 

Thailand including Prajuab province is taken on the
 

passing date July 23, 1975.
 

Approximate 85 percent of these two scenes are cloud
 

coverage and the rest of the scene is most probable
 

distorted by shadow of the high thin cloud.
 

As a result, the areas used in this report for the
 

three classification approaches and the cubic convolution
 

interpolation technique are based on the second strip of
 

E1167.H03070 and the fourth strip of 11I68.H03122.
 

Geographically, the areas used from the second strip of
 

E1167.H03070 are:

1) Mangrove area around the Bang Pakong estuary;
 

2) Bang Pra reservoir;
 

3) Deltaic area of lower Bang Pakong estuary; and
 
K 

the 	areas used from the fourth strip of E1162.H03122
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are: 

1) 	Rang Sit area including the intersection between
 

Pahonyotin highway and Rang Sit cannel
 

2) 	Wang Noi District.
 

Level Slicing Classification:
 

As stated under level slicing decision definition, the
 

distribution of any feature under this classification scheme
 

ought to be non-interest uniform distribution. By studying
 

several class histogram of the given training classes, an
 

non-overlapping distribution in Band 7 of the deep water,
 

such as reservoir and sea water, is found. Two selected
 

areas for this classification are Bang Pra reservoir and
 

deltaic area of lower Bang Pakong estuary. Gray maps of
 

Bang Pra reservoir in Band 5 and 7 are shown in Figure 30
 

and a gray map of deltaic area of lower Bang Pakong estuary
 

in BAND 5 is shown in Figure 32. From Figure 31 and 33
 

which are the class histogram of Bang Pra reservoir and
 

deltaic area, respectively, we can see that the water
 

feature gives the unimodal distribution for both Band 5 and
 

7. To avoid the misclassification due to the uniformity of
 

the distribution we can simply divide the distributions into
 

several sub-region as the sub-division of the level slicing
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region shown in Table 3. The level slicing recognition maps
 

for Bang Pra reservoir and the deltaic area of the lower 

Bang Pakong river are shown in Figure 17 and 34, 

respectively. 

Euclidean Distance and Gaussian Maximal Likelihood
 

Classification Schemes:
 

As earlier mentioned, these two decision schemes
 

require the statistical values from the defined classes as
 

their input parameter. Euclidean will classify the MSS data
 

based on classified boundary constructed by the class mean
 

and standard deviation regardless of the interchannel
 

relation. In case of the overlapping distribution, the
 

decision rule will discrimate what class to be assigned from
 

the closeness of the statistical distance. This
 

substantially provides a user some control to his results.
 

Meanwhile, Gaussian decision scheme require only the
 

unimodal distribution of the training classes. It
 

classifies an unknown pixel to a class whose conditonal
 

probability is highest. The misclassification potential of
 

Euclidean is error of omission while of Gaussian is error of
 

commission. Certainly, the classifying area for these two
 

classification scheme must have serval features whose
 

sub-area is large enough to specify a training set for each
 

feature. The selected area for these decision schemes is
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mangrove area around the Bang Pakong estuary. Its gray maps
 

in Band 5 and Band 7 are shown in Figure 3 and 4. The
 

rectangles in both gray maps are training fields which are
 

set up for mangrove (MON1) class, three distinct water level
 

sub-classes (WTRl, WTR2 and WTR3), two distinct swamp area 

sub-classes (SWP1 and SWP2) and road feature (ROAD). These 

rectangular locations corresponding to the RECOGX 

coordinates are indication in Figure 7. By class histogram
 

comparison, the road training class gives the worst gray
 

tone distribution as shown in Figure 10. From the output
 

punch cards of the statistical values, the divergent concept
 

employed in Phase III of RECOG indicates that the best two
 

channel for decision schemes are channels 3-4 and 2-4. The
 

combination of channels used for these decision schemes are
 

2-4 because most of the statistical pair distances of 2-4
 

combination are higher than 3-4 combination as shown in
 

Figure 14. The Euclidean recognition map of this mangrove
 

area with the thresholding value 1 for every defined class
 

is shown in Figure 19 and the Gaussian recognition map of
 

the same mangrove area is shown in Figure 22.
 

Gaussian Maximal Likelihood Ratio Associated with the
 

Chi-square Table:
 

Geographically, the road classified pixels, appear in
 

the GLIKE recognition map Figure 22, have some
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contradictories against its nature such as numbers of single
 

disconnected road pixel spread over the mangrove area and
 

the road width in some places is too wide according to the
 

described pixel size. The statistical reasons behind this
 

misclassification result are :
 

1) 	the selected training subimage for the road class
 

too small to exclude the non-road pixel and thus
 

the road distribution shown in Figure 10 are not
 

normally distributed for any channel; and
 

2) 	the gray tone range of the road class in each
 

channel is at the middle of the band range. Hence,
 

the unknown classes which do not close to any other
 

defined classes tend to be assigned to the road
 

class owing to the highest conditional probability
 

criterion.
 

Eliminating the misclassified pixel is to use the
 

Gaussian maximal likelihood ratio criterion with the
 

Chi-square table. From Figure 25 and 27, thresholding
 

indices given to the road class are 7 and 9,respectively.
 

This indicates that the better possibility of the classified
 

road pixel should be. However, the thresholding values of
 

the Chi-square table do not effect the classified pixels
 

which are strongly connected within the class. For example,
 

numbers of classified pixels for the 'WTRI', 'WTR2', 'WTR3'
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and 'SWPl' do not decrease even though their thresholding
 

indices are up to 4. The numbers of classified pixels for
 

each classes can be seen from the summarized table in Figure
 

22,25 and 27. Moreover, some of the classified symbols in
 

Figure 27 can be re-assigned for the sub-classes composition
 

('WTR2' and 'WTR3' are assigned to 'G' symbol) and for the
 

image enhancement ('MONi' as X and 'ROAD' as I).
 

The similar trail has applied to the Wang Noi District
 

whose area is in the fourth strip of the E1168.H03122.
 

However, the Wang Noi area covers so many tiny features such
 

as artificial waterway, bare ground and harvested rice
 

field, while the mangrove area around the Bang Pakong
 

estuary covers most of the main feature. The final
 

recognition map at Wong Noi District with 10 distinct
 

feature shown in Figure 35.
 

Cubic Convolution Interpolation Technique:
 

I 

According to the difficulty of the small training
 

selection, RECOGX includes a cubic convolution interpolation
 

technique introduced by P.V. Wiu and his working group(7).
 

The computer program was written to enlarge the small
 

subimage whose coordinates are known from a RECOGX
 

reformatting file. The output file of the enlarged subimage
 

was organized in the same fashion as the RECOGX reformatting
 

file so that every programming phase can access it without
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any grammatical command changed. The Band 5 small subimage
 

of the Rang Sit area that covers the intersection of the
 

Pahonyotin highway and Rang Sit canal (Figure 28) is
 

selected for this technique. The gray map of the 10 x 10
 

enlarged subimage for the mentioned area in Band 5 is shown
 

in Figure 29.
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IV SUMMARY
 

RECOG package of Colorado State University was selected
 

for implementation on the IBM 370/145 at AIT-RCC to classify
 

and interpret the informaiion on the Computer Compatible
 

tapes obtained from the LANDSAT in passes over Thailand.
 

Due to the computer system difference, six modifying steps
 

were conducted to adapt the RECOG package to suit the AIT
 

computer facilities and to improve the performance.
 

Furthermore, the cubic convolution interpolation technique
 

was added to the modified package to allow more efficient
 

selection of the small training field. To distinguish
 

between the original and modified RECOG package, the
 

modified package was named RECOGX.
 

The basic objective of RECOGX is to recognize and
 

classify the combination of the LANDSAT Multispectral
 

Scanner Data in the Computer Compatible Tapes. These
 

information interpretation and classification work can be
 

performed by using six computer-aid techniques and three
 

classification decision schemes from the RECOGX package.
 

Two of these three decision schemes provide a user a control
 

parameter, that is, with the statistical value of the
 

selected training field the classification results can be
 

controlled by changing the parameter indices.
 

Two strips of the different LANDSAT-A imagery scenes
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were selected for these classification works. The
 

classified areas were Mangrove area around the Bang Pakong
 

estuary, Bang Pra reservoir, deltaic area of lower Bang
 

Pakong estuary and Wong Noi District. The small subimage to
 

test the image enlargement of the cubic convolution
 

technique is Rang Sit area including the intersection
 

between Pahonyotin highway and Rang Sit canal. However, it
 

was the initial intention to classify some of the mentioned
 

areas from the LANDSAT-B computer compatible tapes.
 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to process such data in
 

time due to the late delivery of LANDSAT-B CCT. Moreover,
 

the late received LANDSAT-B imagery scene covered by cloud
 

coverage approximately 85 percent.
 

Although a question of the ground truth observations
 

corresponding to the LANDSAT passing date of the classified
 

scene has been left unanswered by this report, the
 

classification results promisingly indicate that the road
 

feature and the waterway can be identified by the use of the
 

computer-aid techniques and the classification decision
 

schemes. Future research should focus on refinement of the
 

ground measurement settings to improve the accuracy of the
 

classification work.
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE ONE
 

$$$ss$s$$$$$$$$$$$ GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED' $$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

S GRAYMAP . . . ... 	 .
 

INPUT 9 FILE I CHAN 2 TAPE ERTS5 LINE 445,565,1 COLU3B7,506,1
 

TIME 9.30 RUN I DATE-NOVEMBER 20,1976 ALTITUDE 9999 FEET
 

FLIGHT LINE AITRCO GROUND HEADING 180 DEGREES-NCHA-15
 

RANS 16.5-19.5,19.5-21.5,ZL.5-25.5,z5.5-3o.5,3I.5-3.5,35°5-40.,40.5-5.5
 

- AMS -4t-S-6-3.5 - .. ....... ..
 

CHRACTkER M Z f+-- ------


XCHA W)*I
 

- NLEV-1O-O 
" i--EGIN ... 

GRAYMAP.
 

INPUT 9 FILE L CHAN 4 TAPE ERTS5 LINE 445,56-5,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

TIME 9.30 RUN I DATE NOVEMBER 20,1976 ALTITUDE 9999 FEET
 

FLIGHT CINE AITRCC GROUND HEADING 180 DEGREES NCHA-15-------....-...-


RANS -2.5,2.--.5,4.5- 5.5,- 5.5- 7.5, 7.5-iI.5,fl.5-15.5,15.5-17.5,17.5-O.5
 

RAMS t8.5-19.5,t9.5-2Q.5,2Q.5-22.5,22.5-23.5,23.5-24.5,24.5-26.526.5-2B.5 

RANS 28f.5-31.5 . . . .. .. . . . 

- CNAgACyERS X$BI4XZVI/ - .. .. 

XCHA W)*I
 

-NLEV 1 .
1. 


CONTROL CARD ERROR DIAGNOSTICS _
 

NO FATAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED BEGIN EXECUTION
 

Figure 2: 	 PHASE I CONTROL CARD- Two sets of control cards request for graymap of the MSS data in Band 
5 and 7 for the Mangrove area around the Bang Pakong Estuary. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE ONE
 

$$$$$$$$$$$s GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$ $$$ 

$ HISTOGRAM 

INPUT 9 FILE 1 CHAN 2 TAPE ERTS5 LINE 445,565,1 COLU 387,506,1 

TIME 9.30 RUN I DATE NOVEMBER 20,1976 ALTITUDE 9999 FEET 

FLIGHT LINE AITRCC GROUND HEADING 180 DEGREES 

$ BEGIN 

CORTROL CARD ERROR DIAGNOSTICS
 

NO FATAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED BEGIN EXECUTION
 

Figure 5: 	 PHASE I CONTROL CARD FOR HISTOGRAM. A set of control cards requests for a histogram of the 
MSS data in Band 5 for the area of Figure 3. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE ONE-

HISTO(AAM UF RADIANCE 

CHANNEL 5 SPECTRAL hAD OAoO 

EALH 4 REPRESENTS 86 

_ 0.70 . 

POINTS 

ICROMETERS- _ 

2580 1 

2408 T 

2236 I 

- 64- . . . . ** 

17207 -

175I - Z'- 24 

1032 I 

860 I 

516 1f***f 

344 1 

1721 

4 

*~4t* 

1444$*4* 2 

0.0 20.00 *40.00 66 .9Q ____ .00l 100.00 

Figure 6: 	 PHASE I HISTOGRAMv. The histogram printout resulting from the control cards request of Figure 5. 
The horizontal, axis represents the gray tone value. The vertical axis represents the frequency of occur
rence for each gray tone. In this particular example, each * represents 86 pixels. The numerical digits 
(1-9) indicate the fraction (0-100 percent) of 86 pixels that occurred for the gray tone value. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE TWO 

$Ss$$$$$$$$$$$$ss GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

$ STAT CLAS ALL --

"---lIST CLAS ALL
 

S HIST CHAN 1 2 3 4
 

$ SPEC CLAS ALL 

$ COSP ALL
 

$ PRINT $ PUNCH INPUT 9 FILE 1
 

--- -AN ALL TAPE RECOGX RUN NUMBER I FLIGHT LINE AITRCC DATE SEPTEMBER 2,1976.
 

TIME 14.30 	ALTITUDE 999999 FEET GROUND HEADING 18'UEGREtS
 

FIEL SWPi 1 LINE 456,464,1 COLU 470,473,1
 

FiEL SWPI 2 LINE Ab3,465,1 COLU 464,440,1
 

....FPlL SWPI 3 LINE 559,565,1 COLU 4T5,.481,1
 

FIEL SWPZ 1 LINE 445,4511 CLU 387-,393,1
 

FIEL 	ROAD I LINE 4t9,473,1 COLU 466,467,1
 

FIEL ROAD 2 LINE 485,489,1 COLU 464,465,1
 

FIEL WTRI I LINE 445,448,1 GULU 439,4-43,1 

FIEL 	WTRI 2 LINE 445,448,1 COLU 4548b,1
 

FIEL-WTRI 3 LINE i50,453,1 COLU 447,459;1
 

FIEL 	WTRI 4 LINE4 55,467,1 CULU 489,491,1
 

..EL WTaI 5 LINE 489,498,1 COLU 430,433,1
 

FIEL 	WTR 1 LINE 480,481,1 COLU 452,478,1
 
FIEL 	WTR2Z2 LINE 505,501,1 -CGLU"4O,421,1 

.	 FIEL WTR2 3 LINE 508,509,1 COLU 403,422,1
 

FIEL WTR2 4 LINE 511,513,1 COLU 399,414,1
 

FIEL WTA3i 'LINNE 121,565,1 COLU 387,402,1-

FlEL 	MONI- ILINE 474,479,1 COLU 42b,35 .. 

FIEL MUNI 2 LINE 485,497,1 LOLU 406,413,1 

FIeL MUON 3 LINE 485,500,I COLU 436,448,1
 

$ BEGIN
 

CONTROL.CARD ERROR DIAGNOSTICS
 

*=******** NG FATAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED - - - BEGIN EXECUTION 

Figure 7: 	 PHASE II CONTROL CARD. With the RECOG coordinates of the rectangulars shown in Figure 3 and 
4, swamp- areas; road; estuary and detaic area of Bang Pakong; and the mangrove forestry have been 
selected as training sets for which statistics are to be obtained. A mean vector and covariance matrix, a 
coincident spectral plot, class spectral plots, and class histograms for each channel are to be obtains. 
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__________ 

REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE TWO
 

RUN NUMBER 1 	 FLIGHT DATE SEPTEMBER 2
 

FLIGHT LINE AITRCC FLIGHT TIME 14.30 

TAPE NUMBER RECUGX(. FLIGHT ALTITUDE999999 FEET 

FILE NUMBER I--- GROUND HEADING 180 DEGREES

4 CHANNELS 824 POINTS PER SCAN LINE
 

CLASS FIELD LINES 	 COLUMNS
 
.NAME NUMBER 


MONI 1 474 479 1 426 435 1
 

MONI 2 485 497 1 406 41 1
41-3.. 

MUN _ 3 485 500 -- 1----- - -436-. 448 1 

ROAD i 469 473 It 466 467 I 

ROAD 2 485 489 - 1 _ *64 465 .-- 1 

SWP1 1 4o 464 1 470 473 1 

SWPL 2 463 465 1 464 476 1 

SwP1 3 559 565 .. 1 -475 481-. 1 

SwPZ 1 445 451 1 _ 38-7 ... 393 1. 

WTRI 1 445 448 1 439 443 1 

w.T 2 445 448 1.. . 465 480 1 

WTRI 3 . 0 ....... 453 1 447 459 1 

WTRI 4 455 467 1 489 491 1 

WTRI 5 469 4,98 . 1 430 . 43 1 

WTR2Z 1 480 4al I _452 478 1 

WTRZ 2 505 507 1 409 421 1 

wrRZ 3 508 59 1 403 422 .1 

WTR2 4 5-11 513 1 399 414 1 

WTR3 1 521 565 1 387 402 1 

OUTPUT. Given training classes and their RECOG coordiFigure 8: 	 PHASE 11 CONTROL CARD SUMMARY 
nates, PHASE II first sorted the control cards correspending to the alphabetical order and then listed 
them out as a summary output. 
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CORRELATION MATRIX 

CLASS MON1
 
1.00 
0.49 
0.09 
0.05 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.6 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
-0.04 
-. 16 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
U0O 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
0.87 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

" 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 0.0 

AND THE MEAN VECTOR . . . 

21.77 12.78 35.91 20.24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0".0 

1.21 .9 3.69 2.4 

THE STANOARD DEVIATIONS 

0.0 0.0 6.6 o.b- b. . .0 0.0 

CORRELATION MATRIX 

1.00 
CLASS ROAD

0.03 
-U.65--
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 00-
0.0 
) U-
0.0 
0.0 

-0.08 
-0.19 
0.0U 
0.0 
0.0 
O 

0.0 
0.1, 
0.43 

Th~h 

1.00 
0.92 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
U.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
.0 

0.0 
0.o 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0... 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0o 

0.0 
0.0 
0. 
0.0 
0.0 

. 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

.0 

0.0 
0.0 
00 

0.0 
0. 

AND THE MEAN VECTOR . . . 

29.05 23.95 35.25 17.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

THE STANOARO DEVIATIONS . 

2.04 2.62 3.55 2.31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

COkRELATION MATRIX 

1.Q. 
0.64 
0.14 
0.12 
0.0. . 
0.0 

-0.0 --0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
0.35_-
0.28 
0.0. 
0.0 

0.0.
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

1.00 
0.93 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0
0.0 
0_ 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

-,0 

I.Ou 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
'O. 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

-

CLASS 

0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

-. 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

SWP1 

0.0-
0.0 
.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

--

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

--

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 0.0 

AND THE MEAN VECTOR . . . 

25.,4 19.05 19.7- 5.96 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

THE STANDAO DEVIATIONS 

I 25P.'z 3.co 2.6-, 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 

Figure 9: PHASE IICORRELATION MATRICES. The correlation matrices, meanvectors, and standard deviation 
vectors are given for three of the seven classes requested. Only the lower triangular portions of the 
symmetric correlation matrices are printed. 
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0.0
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56 1 

111 2i " __ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

36 1 

0.048 1 20.00 -40.00 6o-o0 . ... 800_ ... .. 1 o- 00. _ 
Z441 7-*,' 

ChNNL LASES IlN 
3h~tESPrCTR.AL M.AID 0.48 To 0.48 $ICRCI4ETERS EACH * RSpRES EOT 4 POI[NTS 
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0.0 20.00 ,O.00 60.00 

H1S1L3RAM OF ADIANCE, 

20 I - ** 
S 
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Figre0: -	 -s T.sLASS CI 

f5 I 

0 1* 

55 1 
50 1 6-* 6 
45 1 '. 

35 1 

25 1I* 

0 1 .. *... 

15 1* 

0.0 20.00 40.00 ___ 60.00 _____....kaQ 	 00 

Figure 10a: Class histograms for mangrove training class 

Figure 10: 	 PHASE 11 CLASS HISTOGRAMS. The histograms for the selected training classes at mangrove forestry 
area around Bang Pakong estuary in channel I to 4 (Band 4 to 7 according to LANDSAT-1 and -2 MSS 
band): 
Figure 10a: class histograms for mangrove training class. 
Figure l0b: class histograms for road training class 
Figure 10c: class histograms for-swamp and shallow water level class. 
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15 I 
14 1 
13 1 
12 1 
111 

1G I 

CHANNEL 1 SPECTRAL BAND 0.40 
CLASS ROAD 

TO 0.44 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS 1 POINTS 

TI 

5 I 

8.0 20.00............ 40.00 6D.00 80.00 100.00 

15 1 
CHANNEL 2 SPECTRAL BAND 0.44 

CLASS ROAD 
TO 0.46 MICROMETERS EACH REPRESENTS I POINTS 

12 I 
11 1 

9 1 
a I 

7 1 
6 1 

I I 

0 I--+4 +,+- +--

*4** 

+I- +-4-,--+ *-+ f-++ - - +-'-+ +--'---+4 

15 1 

0.0 20.00 40.00 b.00 80.00 100.0 

14 I 

12 I 

10 I 
9 1 

-8 1 

6 1 

4 1 
3 1 
2 1 

0.0.0 

CHANNEL 3 SPECTRAL BAND 

*** 

0.00 

0.44 
rLASS ROAD 

TO 0.48 MICROMETERS 

40.0 0°0tOO 

EACH 4 REPRESENTS 

80.00} 

1" POINTS 

100O.00 

5I 

0 - .-- + I-- 4- - - -- - -- ---

15 I 
14 1 
13 1 
12 I 

CHANNEL 3 SPECTRALUAND 0.46 
C ASS, ROQA 

TO 0.50 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS I POINTS 

17 I 

1 1 
8 1 

4 1 

1 1 4 44*4* 4 

0.0 20.00 ... .40.00 600-80.00 1O0.O0 

Figure 10b: Class histograms for road training class. 
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CLASS SWPI
 
CHANNEL 1 SPECTRAL BAND 0.40 TffO.44 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS 3 POINTS 

45 I 
42 I 
39 1 ~- *-- - ________________ 

36 I * 
33 1_ __ .. . __ __.. 

30!
27 1 *1 , 
Z4 I 4* 

15 1 
12 1 ** 

6 16** 
3 3 ***6* 3 
0 I------------- * - , --,-.,----+ ---- I ,-- 4-*.4.+4+ -""1 

0.0 ZO.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.001 

-GRAM OF RADTANU. 

CLASS SWPI 
CHANNEL 2 SPECTRAL BAND 0.44 TO 0.46 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS Z POINTS 

30 I 
28 I 
26 1* 
241 *1 
22I ** 
201 ** 

16 I ** 

12 I **4* * 

.CLA.SS ,SWPI. 
CHANNEL 

30 I 3 SPECTRAL BAND 0.46 TO 0.48 MICROMETERS EACH REPRESENTS 2 POINTS 

28 I 
26 1 
24,I 

26 1 5 * 
01 

14 I ** 

12 1 *, 

2 1 * *** *55 

0.0 .20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 

16 I * -
CLASS SWPI 

__ ___________________ 

CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL BAND 0.46 TO 0.50 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS 2 POINTS 
30 1 
28 1 
21 

•24 I 
22 I * 
20 I ** 

18 I 

4,1 ***t**** 4]II 

0.0 .20,0 0 000 80.00 100.O00 

Figuri 10c: Class histograms for swamp and shallow water level class. 
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-" -	 REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE TWO 

CLAS_5PECTtAL PLOTS 

__________A 	 -- LU F .- L........ 
(J~LLSAOMNSOFSO .L________ 

CLASS ... MUN1 . TOTAL NUMBER UF SAMPLE POINTS ... 372 

SPECTRAL 0.0 20.00 40.0P -_,j.Q.90 1003 
BANDS --.--.-.-..-.. --... ..-.-

... 
* 

ICROMETERS. I. 
I I 

0.40 - 0. 44 1
I I 
I I 

I I 
- .I... ... .4 

0.46 -13.48 

I I 

0.45 0.50 1 
I I 

I ¢ ¢ ---.-- + ¢ + --... _ .. + 4.*- . .1. 

0.0 20.00 40.00 60,00 80.00 100-Op 
REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE TWO
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Figure 11 : 	 PHASE II CLASS SPECTRAL PLOTS. The class spectral plots for the three classes of Mangrove fores
try, and swamp area indicating the statistical variation in gray tone for each channel are given. The 
center of the row of asterisks is the mean value and the length of the row represents plus and minus one 
standard deviation. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE TWO 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE THREE
 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$s$$$$$S$$SSS$$
 

COVARIANCE MONI
 

MEAN MONI
 

COVARIANCE ROAD
 

MEAN ROAD
 

COVARIANCE SWPI
 

MEAN SWPI
 

COVARIANCE SWP2
 

MEAN SWP2
 

COVARIANCE WTRI
 

MEAN WTRI
 

COVARIANCE WTR2
 

MEAN WTR2
 

COVARIANCE WTR3
 

MEAN WTR3
 

NCHA 4
 

BEST 2 

CONTROL CAR-,EkRROR, DIAGNOSTICS
 

NO FATAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED BEGIN EXECUTION
 

Figure 13: 	 PHASE Ill CONTROL CARDS. Class mean vectors and covariance matrices request for the selection of 

the best two out of four channels. 
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Figure 14: 	 PHASE III SAMPLE OUTPUT. Given class mean vectors and covariance matrices, PHASE III computed 
the divergence between all pairs of classes as a function of channels. The best two out of 4 LANDSAT 
channels are to be selected for discriminating between seven given classes. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE FOUR
 

$$$S$-$$S$$SS$$$S$ -GROUP OF 'CONTROLCARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

$ LEVELS
 

$ DISPLAY
 

FILE I INPUT 9 CHAN 2 4
 

FIEL DPOI 1 LINE 837,889'1C0LU 513,549,1
 

FIELODPOZY1lINE 521,653,1 COLU 238,357,1---------------l_ 

FIEL DP03 1 LINE 521,653,1 COLU 358,477,1 

FIE-'DP04 1INE 838,837,-COU-.13,5T2;1 

FIEL -P-O1 INE 838,837.1 CDLfiV "13,51",1 - - --.....
 

FIEL DPO6 1 LINE 838,837,1 COLU 513,512,1
 

FIEL DP07 I LINE 838,837,1 COLU 513,512,1
 

FuEL DPOB 1 LINE 838,837,lCOLU 513,512,1
 

FIEL DP09 I LINE 838t837,1 COLU 5131,512 1
 

FIEL DP1O 1 LINE B38,837,1 COLU 513,512,1
 

FIEL 0P12 1 LINE 838,837,1 CULU 513,512,1
--FuIEL DFl 1 LINE"-83-8,8-37,1i COLU 513,512,1 -__ 

FuEL OPiS 1 LANE' 838,87;i COLU7 51:3-,512,1
 

FIEL0P1INE 38,3t1OLU513,512,1
I 


FIEL DP15 1 LINE 838,837,1 COLU 513,51Z,1
 

-MiNr- rP- -- j5.,5 DPO-ZO 0 OP- 10.5 DPOI0.5-1.5 DP ..0 02.5 

-I-TI-- .5-2.'5OP -O10.52.5 DPOB 11.5 2.5 DPO9 13.5 0 DPIO 13.5 1.5 

MINI DPIl 13.5 2.5 DP12 14.5 0 DP13 14.5 1.5 DP14 14.5 2.5 DP15 15.5 0 

~$ThX~ihpoi65 0P2 12 0P3 1 1 PQ94 132 OPO5 9 5 

-Mr-Po6 ioro-Di .1-5-OPUS 13 5 DPO9 14 1 DPIO 14 2 

- MAXI DPLI 14 5 DP12 15 V"b 13 "15-r-P14A-5 5 -PS-18 . 

$ BEGIN 

Figure 15: PHASE IV LEVELS CONTROL CARDS. A level-slicing classification with the indicated statistical 
maximum and minimum gray tone values in channel 2 and 4 (Bands 5 and 7) has been requested. 
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CONTROL CARD ERROR DIAGNOSTICS
 

NO FATAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED - - - BEGIN EXECUTION 

REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS 

PHASE FOUR 

FILE £ 7 CHANNELS 824 POINTS PER SCAN LINE 

CLASS FIELD SYMBOL LINES COLUMNS 
NAME NUMBER 

DPOI I A 837 889 1 513 549 1 

0P02 I B 521 653 1 238 357 1 

DPO3 1 C 521 653 1 358 477 1 

DP&4 1 D 838 837 1 513 512 1 

OP05 1 E 838 837 1 513 512 1 

"oP06 f . - F 838 37 1- 513 512 -1 

DPO7 I G 838 837 1 513 512 1 

DP08 1 H 838 837 1 513 512 1 

-f 8:§.9-- 8-Po7-C f 513 512 - T 

OPO 1 .1 838 837 1 513 512 1 

DPiI I K 838 837 1 513 512 1 

S-L8358 - 837 1 513 512 11 

DP13 1 M 838 837 1 513 512 1 

DPI4 i N 838 837 1' 513 512 1 

-6rrr5 - T_6 - 6 837 1 513 512 1-

Figure 16: 	 PHASE IV LEVELS SORTED CONTROL CARD SUMMARY. A sorted list of the, test fields employed
in the classification is given. The symbol to be used for each class in the -recognition map is given. 
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FIELD DPOI - I 

5555555555555555555555555555555%5555
 
I1ii111222 22222 23333333333444-444444 
3456789012345678901234567890123456789
 

837 AA AAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AA
 
838 AAA AAA AAAA A AAAAAAAAAAAAA - AA
 
839 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
 
840 AAAAAAAAA AAAA AAAAAAAAAAAkAAAAAAAAA
 
841 AAAAAAAA AA AAAAAAAAAAAAA AA
 
4'--2 AAAAAAA A. A AAAAAAAAAA"
 

843 AAA AAAAA A AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
 
844 AA AAAAAffGGF AAAAAAAAA
 
845 AA AAA BDCBDB AAAAAAAAA
 
846 AAAAAAAABBBBBBBF A AAAA A
 
847 AAAAAAABDDCBDFBBG AAAA
 
848 AAAAACBCCBBCBBBB G AAAA
 
849 AAA BBCBCCCCCCBCDOBH HBG AAAAA
 
850 A DCCDBCCDDBBCBBCBBBBBB AA
 
851 AHCBCCCCCCCCBCCBCBBCBBD AA
 
852 AABBDCBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBFEE A
 
853 AADBBCCDBCCBBBBBBBBBBBGFDGF A
 
854 AACBCBBCBBCCCBBBBBBBEEEEBBBG A
 
855 AACCBBBBBCBBBBBBBBBBBDBBBBBBE A
 
856 AABCBBCCCBBCBBBBBBBBBBCBBBBBBF
 
857 AOBCBCCBCBBBBBBCCBBBCBBBBCCBBD AAA
 
858 AAHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB AAA
 
859 AHCCCCBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBB AAA
 
TXSA--AHCaBBBBBBBBBBBB BtBBBBB AAA
 

861 AAHBCCBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBCBBBBBBBBE AAAA
 
a62 ACB8BBBBBBB8BBS 	 AAA 
863 AACBCCCBCBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBCBBBBB A
 
864 AAABBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB&BBE F
 
865 AAABBDBCBBBBBBBBBBBBBCBBBBBBBBOBBBBB
 
-667 AA BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBG EBBB
 
867 BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBR GG
 
86 -- AABB -B BBBBBBBBBB- ... AA
 
869 AAAA BBBBBBBCBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBG AAAAA
 
870 AAA FBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEE AAAAA
 
871 AA BBBBBBBCBBBBBBBRBBBBBBFFDF AAAAA 

87-2'A BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEGEBE AAAAA
 
873 AA BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEEBB AAAA
 
UY77 AAgBBftaBBIBBBB 88B8EH EE AAA 
875 AA BBBBBBBCBBBBBBBBBBBB AA 
876 AAA BBBBBBBBBBBBBBEBBBBF A A 
877 AA FBBBBBBBBCBBBBCFBDBF AA A AA 

.....87-- A BBBBBBBBBBBBBnBBBBB- AA 
879 G GBBBBBBBBBBGBBBG AAAAAAAA 

- AAAA " GBBBBBBEBBBBEE AAAAAAAA 
881 AAAAAAAA GGGDBBDBCBBE AAAAAAAAA 
882 AAAAAAAAAA FFBBBBBE AAAAAAAA
 
883 AAAAAAAAAAA GFBDBF AAAAAA
 

AAAAAAAA AAA EBBBF AAAAA
 
885 AAAAAAAAAAAAA GGG AAAAAAAAAA
 
'B--AAAAAA AAAA - AAAAAAAAAAA 

887 AAAAAAAA AAAA AAAA AAAAAAAAAA 
868 AAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA - AAAAA .. 
889 .AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA 

Figure 17: 	 PHASE IV LEVELS RECOGNITION MAP FOR BANG PRA RESERVOIR. The alphabetical symbols 
in the recognition map corresponds to numbers of statistical maximum and minimum gray tone values 
requested. 
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CLASSIFfCKTIOW-SUMARA-


NUMBER OF YES POINTERS FOR EACH CLASS WITHIN EACH FIELD AND PERCENTAGES
 

FIELD CLASS NUMBER PER CENT
 

I OPOx &11 31.2 

1 DP02 674 34.4 

- DP03 -87 4.4 

UP-4 1.364 

1.4
1 DP05 	 -- 27 

1.. OP06 21 " _._ 

1POY 25 1.3 

1 	 DPOS 10 0.5 

I 	 0PO9 0"0.0 .. . ... ..... . .... ....-


I DPIO 0 0.0 

1 DPII 0 0.0 

1 DP12 0 0.0, 

1 DP13 0 0.0 

I 	 6P14 0 0.0-...... ..... 

...I DP15 .. ..... a"n 

FIELD TOTAL 1961 

Figure 18: 	 PHASE IV LEVELS CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY. Individual field results as well as the overall class 
summary are given. Note numbers of points indicated in the summary can be thought of as number of 

acreage for the LANDSAT -1 and -2 MSS data. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATAJANALYS-iS.-


PHASE FOUR
 

_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ -GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENLOUNIRED $$$$s$$4s$$$ $$ 

$ EUCLID
 

$ .ISPLAY
 

THRE MUNI I WTR1 1 WTRZ 1 WTR3 1 SWP1 


FILE I INPUT 9 CHAN 2 4
 

COVARIANCE MATRIX 

MEAN MONi 

COVARIANCE MATRIX 

MEAN WIT -

COVARIANCE MATRIX 

MEAN WTk2 

COVARIANCE MATRIX 

MEAN WTR3 

COVARIANCE MATRIX 

M1AN SWPi 

COVAkIANCE MATRIX 

MEAN SWPZ - . . . .. . .. 

I SWP2 I ROAD 1
 

CLASS MONI
 

CLASS WTR1
 

CLASS WTR2
 

CLASS WTR3
 

CLASS SWPI
 

CLASS SWP2
 

. ... 	 . . . . . . ..
 

COVARIANCE MATRIX CLASS ROAD
 

MEAN ROAD
 

FIEL MONt 1 LINE 4451565,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

FIEL WTRI I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

FIEL WTR2 I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

fIEL WTR3 i LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387-,50b,1
 

FIEL SWPI I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

FIEL SWPZ 1 LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

FIEL ROAD I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

$ BEGIN
 

Figure 19: 	 PHASE IV EUCLID CONTROL CARDS. An Euclidean Distance classification of the seven defined 
classes indicated sets using channel 2, 4, and the threshold value of I for each class has been requested. 
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Figure 20: 	 PHASE IV EUCLID RECOGNITION MAP FOR THE MANGROVE AREA AROUND THE BANG 
PAKONG ESTUARY. The aiphabetibal symbols in the recognition map correspond to the sequence of 
the statistical training sets have been read. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE FOUR
 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ GROUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

$_GLIKE 

S DISPLAY 

rILE I INPUV 9 CHAN 2 4 

COVARIANCE MON] 

MEAN Mdtl 

CcVAkIANCE ROAD 

MEAN RbAD 

COVARIANCE SWPI 

MLAkN SWPI 

LOVARIANCE SWP2
 

MEAN SWPZ
 

LOVARIANCE WTRI
 

MEAN wlTRI
 

-OVARIANCE WTR2
 

MEAN WTR2 

Q3VARIANCE WTR3
 

MEAN WTR3
 

FIEL MON1 I LINE 445,565,1 COLU 387,506,1
 

.FILL ROAD I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,506,1 

FILL SWPI I LINE 445,444,1 COLU ?87,506,1 

FIEL SWP2 I LINE 4/5,444,1 COLU 358 7 ,50,I, 

FIEL WTRI I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 387,50,-1 

FIEL WTR2 I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 3 87i4 0 6 ,t " 

FIEL WTR3 I LINE 445,444,1 COLU 38-75'06,I 

S BEGIN
 

Figure 21: 	 PHASE IV GLIKE CONTROL CARDS. A Gaussian maximal likelihood classification of the seven indi

cated statistical sets using channel 2 and 4. 
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Figure 22: PHASE IV GUIKE RECOGNITION MAP FOR THE MANGROVE AREA AROUND THE BANG 
"4LKONG ESTUARY. The alphabetical symbols in the recogniltion miap were assigned to every pixel 
because of the conditional probability assumrption. 
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REMUTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE FIVE
 

$nns$s-s$$ s$s$$$$ $ GROUP UF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

FILC* I IhPUT 9 CHAN 4
 

FIEL LINE 445,5u5,1 CULU 3t7,506,1
 

CLi$ !46041 A KUAt) b SWPI C SWP2 0 WTRI E WT&2 F WIR3G 

LUVtP .ni...t4MONI 

MEAN MON l 

CuVARIANCE ILAD 

CUVARIANC.t SWPI 

MtAN sWPI 

$ZLVAh IA.LL SWP2 

N&A;'e SWP2 

CvYAKIANLLC Wli'A 

PCtVp. I iiE,4R 

bc(I~t CONTROL CARD CRiOR DIAVNSfIA-

NU FAT AL LRRLRS ENCON tEL -- IN EXECUTION 

... FILE WaITTEN ON TAPE 8 ++* 

Figure 23: 	 PHASE V CONTROL CARDS AND SAMPLE OUTPUT. A Gaussian maximal likelihood classification 
using channel 2 and 4 for the RECOGX coordinates: line 445 to 565 and its column 387 to 506. The 
assigned symbol associated with its conditional probability value in the recognition map is written into 
the computer file f6r future use in PHASE VI. 
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REMOTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS
 

PHASE SIX
 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ GROUP OF CONTKOL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
 

FILE I FIEL LINe 445,055,1 LU 381t506,1
 

THRE 4,1T7 3t 1l11
 

$ 8EGIN 

DESCRIPTION OF FILE I UN INPUT TAPE 

CHANNELS USED IN PHASE FIVE CLASSIFICATIONO
 

CHANNEL -2 SPECTkAL BAND O.60 To 0.70 MICROMETERS
 

CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL bAND 0.80 to 1.10 MICKUMETERS
 

LEGENDO
 

CLAbS SYMBOL THRESHOLD VALUE
 

MU.NI. A-. 24 . . 

ROAD- 6 4.605 

swpI 	 15.600
 

WRl E 	 13.65 

WTR2 F 13.815
 

G 1.815
.. .. . . .. . WTR3 


THIS FILE 	IS DESCRIBED BYO
 

..... ... ... LINES 1445 TO__565 BY 1 AND .. .. 

COLUMNS 387 TO 506 BY I 

DISPLAY THESE FIELDSO 

Figure 24: 	 PHASE VI CONTROL CARDS AND HEADER INFORMATION. Given the written file from PHASE V, 
the control cards request the recognition map at the RECOGX coordinates line 445 to 565 and column 
387 to 506 and also request thresholding indices: 4- MON1, 7- ROAD, 2- SWPI, 3- SWP2, and 1 for 
WTR1, WTR2 and WTR3. For 2 channel classification, the thresholding indices 1,2 and 3 correspond 
to Chi-square values 13.815 and 9.210 with are degree of freedom, respectively. 
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Figure 25: PRASE VI RECOGNITION MAP AND CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY. Compare this recognition map
- 0401* I S P~tMOSSOIA ttlS *LO.ntiS 30 

with Figur 22, the mscassficaio of rod tranig set is eliminated because the samnple points of low 
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REMUTE SENSING DATA ANALYSIS -

PHASE SIX 

$ fl$$$4f$$$$i$$$ GtUUP OF CONTROL CARDS ENCOUNTERED $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

FILt 1 FIEL LINE 44,565,1 CGLU 367,506,1 

CHAg MUNI H ROAD I WIRZ G 

XCHA W 

......
1MHRE 4#t9* 	 t4vt4t 

S tktzIN 

DESCR1PTIuN OF FILE 1 UN INPUT TAPL
 

i_ANNELS USED IN PHASE FIVE CLASSIFICATIONO
 

CHANNEL 2 SPECTRAL BAND O.oO T1 0.70 MICRUMLTLAS
 

CHANNEL -SPECTRAL BAN6- 0.80 TO I.I MICKOMEhAS
 

LEGENDO
 

CLASS SYMBOL THRESHOLD VALUE
 

MUNI H 7.624 

RUAL) . . i. . Z.7TQ 

0 7.6Z4
 
WP2, k 7.6k4
 

wTRi 	 1.8 4 

WTVJ-


WTR3 f 	 7.824
 

THIS FILE IS DESCRIBED BYO 

LINES 445 TO 565 BY 1 AND 

COLUMNS 387 T0 506 BY 1 

Figure 26: 	 PHASE VI CONTROL CARD AND HEADER INFORMATION. Given the same written ill from 

PHASE V, control cards request to change the used alphabetical symbols in the recognition map. 
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Figure 27: PHASE VI RECOGNITION MAP AND CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY. The ROAD boundaries in this 
re¢ogation map are furthr lhinatd beause of theinrasd thresholding index. 
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Figue 29: BAND 5 GRAY MAP OF THE MAGNIFIED IMAGE. Using the cubic convolution interPolation eh 
nique to enlarge a given ubirmage of Figure 28 to 10 x 10 times bigger. The blank area and -' symbol 
represent the Pahonyotin highway. 
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THE'CHARACTER sET USED FOR DISPLAY ISO 


FROM 0.0 TO 8.50 DISPLAYED H 


FROM 8.50 TO 9.50 DISPLAYED I 


FROM 9.50 TO 10.50 DISPLAYED S 


FROM 10.50 TO 11.50 DISPLAYED M 


FROM 11.50 TO 14.50 DISPLAYED * 

FROM 14.50 TO 15.50 DISPLAYED Z 


FROM 15.50 TO 16.50 DISPLAYED V 


FROM 16.50 TO 17.50 DISPLAYED I 


FROM 17.50 TO 21.50 DISPLAYED / 


FROM 21.50 TO 25.50 DISPLAYED = 

FROM 25.50 TO 32.50 DISPLAYED -

FROM 32.50 TO 64.50 DISPLAYED 


55555555555555555555555555555555555 

11111112222222222333333333344.44444 

3456789012345678901234567890123456789 


83h /VV/=- i- - =11-I// 
£38 -s-IV=- =//I/ -- -///W= 
839 -- =I1/I------ =-//// 
840 = - /Il// =-- =- -- /-

= 
841 ..-- ///V/VVV////- - -V 
842 - - *2* *2Z zlI//- /= 

844 -tV*/ t **.*V I/IIIIVVV=-- =-
845 _./- ZIIIIIIIIIZZI/==--/
846 lS I/1I12**//-*/I*I 
847 = a VVV//VZ*Z///-12/V* 
848 -XMMUWmxn *** *2221*/1/ 
849 1 XMIMM*fIMNIM *4***Vf=-
850 MM&MBHI t**VV*II///==tMBSMSSB 
851 MXMM*MIMMMIMjmIIM. Zf/II/III/I= 
852 ZZ2ZIIIZE/ 
853 ISMMBHMBBSSS!SSSIM3M *IVI/VVVI 
854 HfjMZMMHIIUIHIIIIIII *ZIZZI// 
855 = XVVVII/ 
856 BMIMHMMBHENIISEwMIN4KHK VVIII/
857 IMxNMxxINMxII-iIX MII M*I//// 
858 BZ I/-
859 ZII= 

860 1/-
861 V/ 
862 IBHSBSSSSHSB HSIMHHHBHS VI/-
863 - IMMMIMIIIZIZNUIZIIIZMU Z/If-
864 - B * 
865 - HMa865 
866 I== IZ M 
867' *1*1 IXIXZIjNXHxIXXMIII *IV* 
868 "//i HHHNX fmilfMI NXHIMM *III//1= 
869 '-1 IfhHIiI~II I/-
870 ss/BBIIUIX fIIIX 2= 
81 BNBSHBWSBINBJ&BM MZVV/ 
872 - IIHIIIIIINNIIIXNIRMHI *I/-
873 ***Vi 
874 IZNMNXNXNHHNXHZHZXfl44 *VV*I-

875 - ISIflMIlIIIIZII *2***M**L/-
876 zIzl 3zaaixi x *I/IIZ***ZI-
877 =: EIBB35M5S2ZBMEMS ZV1//I/IVVI// 
878 =I I OXIXIXIAIXHHM *22////i// 
879 I1V IIHMxIINMIxl *VIVJ//-- iii 
80 -=//i//V ZHRH*HIMN 1111//il- 1/ 
881 / MMNMZMZMII *2//i=-
882 - I2 al1)151 ***Zllii/=-
883 --//IVV alms iZVVVVlt 
884 - = =/-*-I* NIl *ZZIZIII//=--
885 -/iIIV 4 **VVi-- 886 - =I-=//- //IIVIVIV*MK*I//= -

887 -- /I/ii==i/= -I/* II/h -= 
888 ///=-1- =/IZIZZI/=-
889 = =-1- =//VVV/V/=- -/ 

THE CHARACTER SET USED FOR DISPLAY ISO
 

FROM 0.0 To 1.50 DISPLAYED H
 

FROM 1.50 TO 2.50 DISPLAYED 
X
 

FROM Z.50 TO 5.50 DISPLAYED 
5
 

FROM 5.50 TO 12.50 DISPLAYED M
 

FROM 1Z.50 TO 16.50 DISPLAYED
 

FROM 16.50 TO 18.50 DISPLAYED Z
 

FROM 18.50 TO 19.50 DISPLAYED V
 

FROM 19.50 TO 20.50 DISPLAYED I
 

FROM 20.50 TO 21.50 DISPLAYED /
 

FROM 21.50 TO 22.50 DISPLAYED = 

FROM 22.50 TO 26.50 DISPLAYED
 

FROM 26.50 TO 64.50 DISPLAYED
 

5555s55ss5ss5sssssssS ss5ss55555555sss
 
11111112222222ZZ22333333333344'4444444
 
345678901235b730 1234567890123456749
 

b7 -=--=

838 -V/- - =-=--
839 =====- =ZI-/I---=//l/ ,- V/= 
840 -II=--//--/I//VZVVI=--/=IIIVI//
841 - -- 1I -IZiZIVZZIVZZ=-VVII/=/I/A
842 ----- l ZZI- -V/-4t-tnl 

844 V*z- MMMZ**Z-- /-- 
845 /ZV--- V %Mz/VIZ-//......-
846 /--1- -4 HIMI *=VVIV==//ZZ*V- 
847 -/I--- HIII -V1=IZ*/I=Z V
 
848 -sc- HNIHMIM *MV-s 1-=212*V
849 -* NHNMI4WHHHH)41H MMMZ**
850 I -1 -Z-==- 
851 MHN-VHHHHHHMMHHXIIXI I =--V=
852 1 HIHHIHHNHMIHNHZHHIS ZZ*/=I*Z=
 
853 / HNHHHHHHM HIIBz III//II/V 
854 /M NNNMhMHNMHHIEMNN =-CZ*ZVV
 
855 V NHHHMHHMINWMNM =/Z**ZV
 
856 IM *-IZVV
-HHHNMI4WEMIHHHIHMHM 

857. Z HHNMHHMMHMMHHHHNNNN4 V**ZZV
 
858 - SHHIHHHMKHHHMHHIHHHMXI 2ZVI/
 
859 - IZ*I=
860 SIHHNNMWNHHHNHMHMHHRNHHM iZ*/

861 = SHNI*IXIIHHHHHNHHHHIIHHN VZ/=/
 
862 =MNHHNHM$ HHHHHMMHI4XIIH VZZ/
'863 I Vz**z 
864 IZ ZHHWHXXIIHHHNHHINI 

Z*
 
866 *Z NHNHNHHNNHMHMMHHIH M MZ
 
667 *VVZM HMM~wHXXIIWHHmNHHmX Z** 
868 ]/= HMMNII-,HHH MHHIM *M*Z21 
869. /1= KHMMMHNHMMHHHNMHHIIX *M4*21l/

870 II/ MINHNMM)HHNNNNHNINIIS *M**I=
 
871 =/ XHNHHHHXI4WMHHNNHHIIISX **HZV/i
 
872 -V MHMHNHMNNHMMHHHAXlBSB 3M***VI/=
 
873 -V HHHMWHNNHMRWNMNHIXHHBX MMV*ZI
874 /* HMMHHMHHHHHHNXMMIXX *IZ*MZ
875 Z* V
*Z*M**VV**/- -MHHMWHMMHNHIHMZHN 
876 VV* INIMHHHNHMNINKBNXXX M*ZIZZ****Z/ 
877 ZI HHXHWMINwMHMH)451I **ZZZZZZZI-IZ 
878 ZZ MMXHHHNMHHMIIH ****Z*V==V/IZV
879 Z* HMNNHHHISHXX ****Z1==/IVI 
880 /122V22* INHHIiHMX3 V*-z222V1-iV 
881 /-/2V2**M StZHMI '1** ZZZZI
882 -/eVII/VZ** 4 BXXIN) *#4*ZZZ*VI//
883 //ZZ/I/--*t** 11;
884 /=VZ/-/I-/*** K HM*MMM***ZIi/- 
885 V/=IVVI/II-VZ**Z* mM**ZVZ/-II=I886 I/==Z/-/VVV1VVIZV=11ZMMMM ZZIVZVV-=II
 

887 ZIVI/IIZZIZVZ**?.Z*MMM*** z*V===IZZ 
88$ =-iI=I2V2ZI-I2 IL**M*I//=/ 
889 /-=/=--ZZZ*Z/Z////-VZ***IZZV//IVZZ 

Figure 30: GRAY MAP OF BANG PRA RESERVOIR. 
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HISTOGRAM OF RADIANCE
 

. .CLASSRESV 
"-CHANNEL 

525 1 
1 SPECiRAL 

7 
BAND 0.40 TO 0.44 MICROMETERS "'CH*REPRESENT/ 35 POINTS 

4901I * 

455. I 
420 1 

350 1 
315 1 * 
280 I * 

.Z45 I * 
z101 *3 
175 1
140 I 

1** 
*4 

6 
8* 

105 I** *1* 
70 I * *73 5 **26ZZ 
35 I 2*V******9**4***7*7497 635252 3 1 

0 ----------------- -- -- ---------.---- --- - ----- ' 
__ 0.0 20.00 40.00 60.00. 50.00 100.00 

CLASS RESV 
CHANNEL 2 SPECTRAL BAND 0.44 TO 0.46 MICROMETERS EACH 4 REPRESENTS Z POINTS 

4201 7 
392 1 

.364 I 
336 I 
308 * 
280 1 
Z52 I 
224! 43 
196 1* 
168 1 **2 
140 1* 4 
112 1 8* * 
84 1 ****1 3*2 
56 1 ****67****5I926 5 
28 1 ****"*********486*63617814823418224 42 3 11 1 1 

0 '----------------' ------- .. "-----------------------,--------'-----'- -----

0.0 20.00 40.00 bO.00 80.00 100.00 

CLASS RESV 
CHANNEL 3 SPECTRAL BAND 0.46 TO 0.48 MICROMETEkS EACH * REPRESENTS 17 POINTS 

255 1 4 
238 1 4* 
221 I 
204 1 
187 I 
170 1 *$ 
153 1 * 
136 1 
119 1 4* 

102 I 
85 I1 4 
68 1 94*4 I '9 1 
51 1 **"a4f 6547*4 * E7 2 * 

34 1 *-*4723 975**"**4*b**8***t*$55 
17 1 *4**944~58S*4**********B42 321 1 2 1 

0 -- +--- -- -------- -- - ----- + - ------ I 
O.0 20.00 40.00 60.00 . 0.OU 100.00 

HISTOGRAM OF RADIANCE 

CLASS RESV 
CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL LAND 0.48 TO 0.50 MICROMETERS EACH * REPRESENTS 31 PUlNTS 

465 1 9 
434 1 * 
403 I * 
372 I * 
341 1 * 
310 1* 
279 I * 
248 I * 
217 I 
186 15* 
155 1**8 
124 1** 542 
93 1*** 32c8"4* 7 
62rI**2 2 * * 

0 I - -- ---- *-- - - ------ ----- + --- +-- ----- I 
0.0 20.00 40.00 60.Ov 60.00 1O.06 

Figure 31: CLASS HISTOGRAM OF BANG PRA RESERVOIR. 
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Figure 32: BAND 5 GRAY MAP FOR DELTAIC AREA OF LOWER BANG PAKONG ESTUARY. 
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CLM S SEUI 
CHAN4?L 1 SPtCThAL BAND 0.4u ro 0.44 NILROMETLRS EACH R PkRtSL"I- 4J4 PulNlS 

651C 1 9 
6076 I 4 

5642 1 5 
5208! * * 
4774 * 4 
43401 
3906-I 24 
3472" I8* 
3038 I 3* 

2604 I 
2170 I 

**6 

1736 I *4**6 
1302 1 1**** 9 

868 I 
434' 1 044*44**4***41 

0' -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -

0.0 20.00 40.00 60.00 be.001oo 

CLASS SEOI 
CHANNEL 2 SPhLT<AL BAND 0.44 TO O..o MICROi4ETERS EACH * EPRESENrS 469 PLSIN1, 

7035 1 9 
6566 1* 
6097 1* 
5628 I *6 
5159 I 
4690 1 
4221 1 *38 
3752 1 44 

3283 I w*41 
2814 1 4**447 
2345 1 4 

1876 I 
1407 I 154*4443 

938 1 ***44 2 
469 1 - *4*4*4t531 

0 1I ------------ t - --- ----- ----------- - +4---- t---- - ------- -------.------ 1 
0.0 20.00 40.00 O.00 30.00 100.00 

HISTUGKAN OF RADIANCE
 

C LASS SED
 
CHANNEL 3 SPrCTRAL BANO 0.46 TO 0.48 NiCROKETeRS EACH 4 RLVP6SENT 4.4 PIMS
 

6960 1 9
 
6496 *
 
6032 1 *65
 
5568 I
 
5104 I 4
 

4640 I 4*
 
4176 1 *

3712 1 ***1
 
3248 1 **4
 
2784 1 94*4
 
2320 1 ***4*
 

1856 I 44***
 
1392 1 *4*4*
 
928 1 * I***1
 
464 P 3 -**4*45321122122322433't47o,7754221111
 

0 I t------- --- -----------------.------- ----------------- ------------------- £ 
0.0 20.00 4Q.00 60.00 80.00 1OC.00 

CLASS S2DI
 
CHANNEL 4 SPECTRAL BAND 0.46 TO 0.50 MICROMeTERS EACH A PuINIgEPRESENT$102, 

15360 1 9 
14336 I * 
13312 1 * 
12288 1 * 
11264 1 * 
10240 I7 
9216 I*
 
81921**
 
7168 1**
 
6144 1** 
5120 1**
 
4096 1**
 
3072 I*w
 
2048 I**7
 
1024 1*4131111112.223334321
 

0I -------- -- --- - - - - - I 

_-. 20.0o 400 60.90 80.00 _Gu.U0 

Figure 33: CLASS HISTOGRAM FOR DELTAIC AREA OF LOWER BANG PAKONG ESTUARY. 
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Figure 34: LEVEL RECNGITION MAP FOR DELTAIC AREA OF LOWER BANG PAKONG ESTUARY. 
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1'-  
Table Application of LANDSAT Data 

Agricultural, forestry, rangeland
 

Crop census
 

Crop yield
 

Identification of vegetational disease
 

Land-use inventory
 

Oceanography, marine-resources
 

Fish production
 

Ship routing
 

Sea and ice conditions
 

Hydrology
 

Water-resource inventory
 

Identification of fresh water resources
 

Flood monitoring
 

Health monitoring of lakes
 

Pollution monitoring
 

Geology
 

Identification of tectonic features
 

Geologic and physiographic mapping
 

Mineral and field exploration
 

Earth quake studies
 

Time-rate studies: glaciers, volcanos, erosian sites
 

Geography
 

Thematic mapping for land use
 

Physical studies for land improvement
 

Ralph Bernstien and George C. Stierhoff, "Precicien Processing of Earth
 
Image Data", American Scientist, Vol. 64, pp. 501, Sept. - Oct. 1976.
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Electromagnetic bandwidths (jim) 

12 

5 

channel MSS 

channel mSS 

.40-.44, 

.50-.52, 

.62-.66, 

.50-.60, 

10.4-12.6 

.44-.46, 

.52-.55, 

.66-.72, 

.60-.70, 

.46-.48, 

.55-.58, 

.72-.80, 

.70-.80, 

.48-.50, 

.58-.62, 

.80-1.00, 

.80-1.1, 

4 channel MSS .50-.60, .60-.70, .70-.80, .80-1.1 

Table 2 The range 
MSS. 

of the electromagnetic bandwidths against the type of 
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Band 7 

1 2 3-5 6-35 

Band S 

0-8 	 B B E 

9 B B E 

10 B B F 

11 C D G 

12-13 C D H 

14 I J K 

15 L M N 

16-18 0 0 0 

19-60 A A A A 

Table 3 	 Level slicing region constructed by the gray tone value in Band 5 
and Band 7 with 16 distinquishable class A to 0 and blank symbol. 
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